4900 EARHART ROAD • LOVELAND, CO 80538
REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING AGENDA
THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2021
3:30PM – 5:00PM
*PLEASE NOTE: IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, THIS AIRPORT COMMISSION
MEETING WILL BE CONDUCTED ELECTRONICALLY.
REMOTE PARTICIPATION INSTRUCTIONS
JOIN USING A COMPUTER CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET
TO JOIN ZOOM MEETING CLICK ON THE FOLLOWING LINK:
https://zoom.us/j/93833742780?pwd=S2gvQmhyc3hxS3RTZ3NQZ2VyZGxxZz09
JOIN VIA TELEPHONE
DIAL BY YOUR LOCATION
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 876 9923 US (New York)
MEETING ID: 938 3374 2780
PASSWORD: 567953
FIND YOUR LOCAL NUMBER INTERNATIONALLY: https://zoom.us/u/ajNA7ev7m
ONE TAP MOBILE (or copy the following into your phone when dialing)
+12532158782,,93833742780#,,,,*567953# US (Tacoma)
+13462487799,,93833742780#,,,,*567953# US (Houston)
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
PUBLIC AUDIENCE MEMBERS WHO WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MEETING MUST TURN ON THEIR HAND
RAISED NOTIFICATION AND WAIT UNTIL DESIGNATED PUBLIC COMMENT OPENS OR INPUT THEIR
QUESTION WITHIN THE CHAT FUNCTION. COMMENTERS MUST STATE THEIR FULL NAME AND LIMIT
THEIR COMMENT/QUESTION TO THREE MINUTES. PARTICIPANTS WHO PURPOSELY DISRUPT THE
MEETING WILL BE REMOVED AND NOT ALLOWED RE-ENTRY. PUBLIC AUDIENCE ATTENDEES WILL HAVE
THEIR MICS AND VIDEO TURNED OFF DURING THE MEETING UNLESS THEIR HAND IS RAISED DURING
THE DESIGNATED PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD.
*DIAL IN PARTICIPANTS* CAN ALERT MODERATORS OF THEIR RAISED HAND BY DIALING *9 OR MAY
SUBMIT THEIR QUESTION/COMMENT AT LEAST 10 MINUTES PRIOR TO THE MEETING AT 970-962-2851
OR VIA EMAIL AT AIRPORT@CITYOFLOVELAND.ORG.

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC COMMENT
CONSENT AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.

FEBRUARY 18, 2021 MEETING MINUTES
AIRPORT DIRECTOR’S REPORTS FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

5.
6.

LEASE AMENDMENT AND ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION – 5251 STEARMAN

7.

STRATOP ACTION INITIATIVE PLANNING DISCUSSION – 75 MIN
• Finalize and approve AIPs
• Obtain direction for existing Strategic Plan & PDSC role

8.

TERMINAL DESIGN CHANGE ORDER APPROVAL – 10 MIN
• Updates to the scope of work for the terminal project to include the land use
planning requested by the Commission, and for additional planning meetings
and items that will be needed prior to the completion of 30% design

9.
10.

RECOGNITION OF SERVICE FOR CHAIR WADE TROXELL – 10 MIN

FAA AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM GRANT & APRON EXPANSION PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT

AIMS COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACCESS AGREEMENT EXTENSION APPROVAL
PULLED CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
CONSENT AGENDA FOLLOWUP
REGULAR AGENDA

BUSINESS FROM MEMBERS

ADJOURN

Meeting Planning Calendar
May 20
• Terminal Funding Update
• Apron Expansion Project
Contract Approval
• Intergovernmental
Agreement Review

June 17

July 15

• Terminal Funding Feasibility
• Annual Audit Presentation
Report
• Fuel Storage
• Airshow Planning
• COVID Business Assistance
• Regional Engagement Update

Next Regularly Scheduled PDSC Meeting: April 28 @3:30 (This is planned to be a remote
meeting, anyone wishing to participate please contact Airport staff to obtain instructions)

February 18, 2021 Meeting Minutes
Call to Order:

Chair Troxell called the meeting to order at 3:31 pm

Roll Call:

Chair Troxell, Vice-Chair Fleming, Commissioners Adams, Atteberry, and
Stooksbury were present. Commissioners Burgener and Overcash were
absent. The meeting was held virtually on the Zoom Meeting platform in
order to reduce the risk of spreading the COVID-19 virus.

Public Comments:

None

Consent Agenda
Vice-Chair Fleming moved to approve the Consent Agenda for items 1-3. The motion,
seconded by Commissioner Adams carried with all the Commissioners present voting in favor
thereof.
Pulled Items

Commissioner Stooksbury requested to pull item 4 for the lease
agreement request for 5271 Beechcraft Street.

Consent Follow up
Commissioner Stooksbury brought up the concern that changes approved at the StratOps
meeting in two weeks could affect land lease discussions.
Public Comments: Ludo de la Haye, Developer for 5271 Beechcraft, stated he would not have
any recourse based on the Commission’s actions and requested they keep in mind that further
delays increase his costs.
Commissioner Stooksbury moved to table pulled item number 4 to be reassessed at the end
of the StratOp meeting in two weeks. The motion, seconded by Commissioner Atteberry
passed with two no votes from Vice-Chair Fleming and Commissioner Adams.
Vice-Chair Fleming stated he respected the thought to keep options open but that the
Developer had completed due diligence and met all standards set by the Commission for this
proposed lot development. Commission Adams concurred with Vice-Chair Fleming and stated
he could not see what else could be developed in the proposed location.

Regular Agenda
5. Terminal Design
Charrette

The first terminal design charrette, held January 21, generated a great
amount of feedback and comments from participants. The design team
shared the feedback captured as a “what we heard” report, and the
results of the surveys. The team verified and confirmed the summarized
feedback. This information will be used to shape the next design
charrette scheduled on March 11.
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4:10 p.m. Commissioner Overcash logged in
Public Comments:
6. Terminal P3
Partner &
Philanthropy

None
The CARES Act grant agreement requires all funds to be spent by July
2024. In order to ensure the schedule is on track to meet the deadline
for the CARES Act grant expenditures, a private sector RFI would need
to be completed and funding would need to be integrated into the
project within nine months.
Staff recommended releasing the RFI to gauge private sector interest
and exploring other potential funding resources while still progressing
with the current design and construction schedules. Staff also
recommended identifying areas where a new injection of funds could be
readily absorbed to expand the scope of the project to incorporate new
areas or features that the current budget doesn’t allow for.

Public Comments:

None

Commissioner Atteberry moved to grant the Airport Director the authority on expenditure,
not to exceed $30,000 to $40,000, to allow for development of the feasibility related to in
parallel with the ROI from any submitted RFIs. The motion, seconded by Commissioner
Adams carried with all the Commissioners present voting in favor thereof.
7. COVID Business
Assistance Program

This is an Airport Commission approved program designed to provide
relief to Airport businesses due to the financial impact of the COVID-19
Pandemic. A total of three companies are utilizing the ability to defer
leases as part of the program. The current balances on total lease
deferral through the end of January 2021 is $84,391.54. FAA guidance
requires that upon the end of the 2020 calendar year, airports begin
charging interest to the incurred balances using the published Federal
treasury note interest rate. The monthly published rate for December
31, 2020 was 0.137% and these accounts have been accruing interest on
their balances.
Airport staff recommended the program be extended for another three
months, until June 30, 2021, to assist Airport businesses that are still
being affected by the pandemic. If the program is not extended,
businesses will no longer be able to defer rent after March 31, 2021.
Amortized payment schedules will be set up with each of the
businesses.

Public Comments:

None
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Commissioner Overcash moved to extend the previously approved business assistance
program from March 31, 2021 to June 30, 2021. The motion, seconded by Vice-Chair Fleming
carried with all the Commissioners present voting in favor thereof.
9. Business From
Members

None

Public Comments:

None

Adjournment:

Meeting adjourned at 5:37 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

_________________________________________
Vice-Chair, Tom Fleming
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Meeting ID 97197194687
Start Time
End Time
Duration (Minutes)
Participants

2/18/2021 15:19
2/18/2021 17:37
139
31
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission Meeting
Name (Original Name)
Total Duration (MinutGuest
Shawn Battmer (Northern Colorado Regional Airport)
139 No
Joshua Lobato
33 Yes
13038107844
110 Yes
Jason Licon
135 Yes
Laurie Stirman
135 Yes
Chris Aronson (VFLA Conference)
133 Yes
Jerry Stooksbury - Commissioner (JerryS)
128 Yes
Diane Jones
130 Yes
Chair Wade Troxell (wtroxell)
130 Yes
Tom Fleming - V Chair (Tom Fleming)
130 Yes
Ken Snyder
121 Yes
Darin Atteberry - Commissioner (Darin Atteberry)
129 Yes
Aaron Ehle
128 Yes
Steve Adams - Commissioner (Steve Adams)
127 Yes
Scott Schorling
119 Yes
Russ Lee-Ripley Design (Ripley Conference2)
71 Yes
Kelly Jones
127 Yes
Reed Good
114 Yes
13038687891
127 Yes
Nina Bodenhamer
126 Yes
Jared Bass
126 Yes
Ludo
21 Yes
Francis Robbins
89 Yes
Gina Gonzales- ARFF Loveland Fire
62 Yes
Jeff Pyle
81 Yes
Dustin Mahoney
83 Yes
Melanie Ulle
8 Yes
Don Overcash
83 Yes
Pete Jacobson
68 Yes
Gina
24 Yes
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

March 1, 2021
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
Jason R. Licon, Airport Director
Airport Monthly Report

February Airport Activity Dashboard
The Air traffic control tower reported a daily operation average of 257 flight operations per day
in February, which is in line with the activity levels for previous months. National passenger
throughput from TSA’s daily checkpoint data shows a slight increase with total throughput
numbers hovering around 40% compared to 2020. DEN is still experiencing greater passenger
levels compared to what is being observed nationally, at just under 55% compared to January
2020.
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February wholesale fuel orders were at 89% compared to 2020’s numbers. Fuel sold by the FBO
for February was 64,027 gallons. Business jet activity for the month of January (as this FAA data
lags one month) compared to the same month last year dropped off to 19.8%.
Remote Tower Project
Preliminary start of phase 1 testing begins next month. FAA specialists have completed their
initial assessment of the Leesburg system which will free them up for FNL’s Remote Tower
review. Additionally, a Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) remote
tower display has been approved for installation in the mobile tower. This will greatly improve
situational awareness for controllers and safety for operators in the airspace, and is expected to
be installed in June. This will provide a certified radar system for the controllers to use in either
the mobile or the remote towers, which will drastically improve their ability to “see” aircraft
that are more than two miles away from the Airport.
Larimer County COVID risk levels continue to decrease. As the county’s risk continues to decline
it is hopeful FAA officials will be able to attend test sessions in person as soon as June or July
this year. This would allow for all of phase 1 to be completed and provide air traffic controllers
the ability to utilize the remote tower system to control airport traffic.
The current Air Traffic Control Manager, Wade Trecek, has shared that he is stepping down
from the manager position but will remain a controller. Serco and the FAA are currently
searching for a replacement staff member for the manager position. The FAA is also requesting
that Serco bring on another two controllers in late Spring so that the phase 1 testing can have
the necessary staffing. This is very good news as phase 1 testing was scheduled to begin last
April and has been impacted by the pandemic.
United Multimodal Bus Service
On February 26th it was announced that Northern Colorado Regional Airport will be home to an
innovative multi-modal airport transportation concept from United Airlines and Landline
Company, connecting air and ground transportation services by providing a seamless and
enhanced traveler experience at a price point that is very competitive with other travel options.
The new service will replace the traditional regional aircraft that would fly to a nearby hub
airport with a high-quality bus. Regulatory challenges have proven to be significant hurdles to
overcome for this idea, which the Airport has been pursuing for some time, and buy-in and
public-private partnerships, in addition to a great amount of patience have finally made this
concept possible.
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Service will begin April 1st with four daily roundtrips to Denver. Costs will be comparable to
other shuttle services; however, this will be seen as a connecting “flight”. Passengers will checkin for the bus just as if it were a traditional flight, and they will also be checked in for their
connecting flights from Denver. Checked luggage will be automatically transferred to the
connecting aircraft in Denver for their final destination. The luxury buses are styled after
aircraft with first class seats, trays, overhead luggage bins, power outlets, WIFI, courtesy
beverage and snack station, and a restroom.
Terminal Design Charrettes
Planning for the third design workshop/charrette is underway for March. The Charrette #3 final
report will be available on the Terminal Design website once complete. Plans for first phase
construction will be shared. No information for the RFI will be available as submittals are
scheduled to be opened the same day as the meeting.
Terminal Apron and Parking Lot
Engineers from Dibble have completed the design for the Apron expansion project. Staff and
the design team are working on creating a few adjustments to support the remote tower
project. The project will be put out to bid soon and will be made possible through $2.5 million
in federal and state grants. This funding combined with the CARES Act funding will bring the
total investment in the terminal, along with landside and airside improvements, to nearly $20
million.
Pavement maintenance work was done late in 2020 for the terminal parking lot and will be
completed in early 2021 with pavement patching, sealcoat, and paint. This work is needed to
maintain functionality and appearance to support the new United bus service starting in April.
The terminal pavements are in very poor condition and will require to be reconstructed once
the new facilities are constructed.
Attachments
1. WEPA Remote Tower Project Manager Report for February
2. 2-24-21 PDSC Draft Minutes
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February 28, 2021
From: William E. Payne, P.E.
To:
Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Section A – Remote Air Traffic Control Contract Progress Report #55
Re:

Period: February 1 through February 28, 2021

Colorado Remote Tower Project
Activity Status
Status/Start
Date
(Projected)

Finish Date
(Projected)

Remote Tower Implementation
Mobile Tower Operational on Site
Controller SME Remote Tower Training
Proposed Alternative Phase 1 Test Plan

3/16/2020
2/5/2021
6/19/2020

3/16/2020
3/1/2021
1/6/2021

FNL Operational as a Controlled Airport
Controllers preparing for Alternate Phase 1 testing
Approved

STARS Remote Tower Display

4/25/2020

6/25/2021

Install additional STARS display in the Mobile ATCT

Activity

Remarks

Remote Tower System
System Upgrade - Tech Refresh
In-Progress
TBD
Continuing
System Site Adaptation
In-Progress
Ongoing
Minor adaptation changes post Alt. Phase1 testing
Remote Tower Testing
Alternative Phase 1 - Passive Testing
Increment 1
3/8/2021
3/29/2021 Fully virtual testing
Increment 2
TBD
TBD
Dependent on local FAA resources travel to FNL
Increment 3 Phase 1 in-person testing
TBD
TBD
Dependent on FAA SME HQ resources travel to FNL
Safety Risk Management Panel
TBD
TBD
FAA Forecast Schedule 1 week duration
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
FAA Forecast Schedule 6- 12 months
Phase 2 - Active Testing
TBD
TBD
Subject to FAA Phase 1 SRMD Signatures
Safety Risk Management Panel
TBD
TBD
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Phase 3 - Industry-led IOC
Subject to FAA Phase 2 SRMD Signatures
Safety Risk Management Panel
TBD
TBD
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Phase 4 - Certification/Commissioning
Subject to FAA Phase 3 SRMD Signatures
Safety Risk Management Panel
TBD
TBD
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
Note: All dates reflect latest FAA proposed schedule and are subject to change based on FAA SME's ability to travel to FNL
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Remote Tower Project Narrative:
In preparation for Increment 1 of the Alternate Phase 1 Virtual/ Remote testing/demonstration
scheduled to begin on March 8, 2021 and continue until March 29,2021, controller training and
familiarization of the remote tower system and test equipment began on February 5th with a final
session to be held on March 1st.
To review, Alternate Phase 1 Virtual/Remote testing/demonstration activities are listed below.
1. Increment 1 - Full Virtual Observations – A Serco controller will observe airport
operations from the remote tower control room. FAA subject matter experts (SME)
including the project’s NATCA Article 114 representative will participate remotely.
2. Increment 2 - Virtual Observation with local FAA resources at the facility to observe
the passive testing and conducting “talk/think”-a-loud activities with NextGen and
Headquarters SME monitoring remotely.
3. Increment 3 – Phase 1 testing with FAA Headquarters SME, NextGen team and
NATCA Article 114 representative observe Serco controller performing talk/thinka-louds onsite.
During the entirety of Phase 1 testing, active airport traffic control will be done by Serco controllers
in the Mobile ATCT. The primary function of Phase 1 testing will be to verify when and at what
distance a controller in the remote tower will be able to detect an arriving and departing aircraft.
This will be accomplished by timestamping when a controller visually acquires an aircraft on
arrival and when visual is lost on a departure. This timestamp data generated by the controller
will be correlated with radar data utilizing the FAA’s Falcon tool. The Falcon tool has a variable
latency and therefore the times must be adjusted to determine a true position. Another method
used during flight testing of the Mountain Radar Project that involves deploying differential GPS
(DGPS) on test aircraft to provide time correlation may be used in Increments 2 and 3 of the
Alternate Phase 1 testing.
The FAA has completed the latest round of operational testing of the remote tower system at the
Leesburg Executive Airport (JYO). The tests have been accepted by Air Traffic and NATCA,
thereby concluding operational testing at Leesburg. The RVA controllers will begin active airport
traffic services in the new remote tower control facility pending some final evaluation of the control
facility. This is good news for the Colorado Remote Tower Project, as it will reduce the demand
on FAA SME resources and permit them to shift their focus to evaluation of the FNL system.
Should the COVID-19 level continue to drop to yellow, the NextGen project team and the Air
Traffic SME will be able to travel to FNL to begin in-person testing.
Serco controllers in the mobile ATCT have expressed difficulty seeing aircraft entering the Class
D airspace (4 nm radius around the airport). This is not unexpected as the cab eye height of the
mobile ATCT is 12’ -13’, which is about 55’ shorter than that required by the FAA siting Order
6480.4. To address this deficiency, it has been decided to install a Standard Terminal Automation
Replacement System (STARS) remote tower display in the mobile tower as part of the STARS
installation in the remote tower control room scheduled for June 2021. This will require upgrading
the fiber optic communication cabling from the STARS equipment rack located in the remote tower
equipment room. We have suggested that an additional Air Situation Display (ASD) driven by the
FAA SWIM feed could provide the controllers with enhanced situational awareness necessary to
mitigate the visual shortcomings of the mobile ATCT. Installation of an ASD display could be
accomplished faster and for less cost to the program. This idea has been rejected by the FAA in
favor of the STARS display which has more functionality.
2
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The Northern Colorado Regional Airport is in the process of designing a commercial apron
expansion and additional taxiway (Taxiway E) that will support commercial service operations at
the proposed new terminal building. This project is scheduled to begin in July 2021. The apron
expansion project will necessitate relocation of the mobile ATCT that is used during testing of the
remote tower system and will be a safety mitigator during subsequent active testing phases when
the remote tower is providing airport traffic control services. The mobile ATCT and Serco
controllers are funded exclusively by the FAA through the Congressionally mandated Remote
Tower Pilot Program. Relocation of the mobile ATCT will require reconvening the Safety Risk
Management Panel, which approved deployment of the mobile ATCT to assess risks, hazards
and mitigations. As the mobile ATCT will only be moved 200’ – 300’ from its current location, it is
expected that the Panel will be able to generate a Safety Risk Management Decision
Memorandum (SRMDM) instead of the more time-consuming Safety Risk Management
Document (SRMD). Additionally, a new FAA 7460-1 (Notice of Proposed Construction or
Alteration) will be required to be filed with the FAA by the Airport. It is expected that the new apron
construction will have a minimal impact on the anticipated remote tower testing; however,
depending on project phasing, some schedule modification may be required to minimize possible
interference with either project.

Proposed Remote Tower Testing Phases:

Alt. Phase 1
Passive
Increment 1

March 8, 2021

Alt. Phase 1
Passive
Increment 2

Phase 1
Passive
Increment 3

TBD*

TBD*

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Active
Operational
Testing

Industry led
IOC

Certification/
Commissioning

TBD

TBD

TBD

Projected Start Date
3
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*Dependent on local resources’ ability to travel to FNL

Schedule Note: This status is based on the latest proposed schedule and is dependent
upon availability of FAA resources to staff the remote tower and
support the Phase 1 SRMP.
Moving forward becomes more important after FAA Planning and Policy determined that FNL is
eligible for inclusion in the Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program based on a positive
benefit/cost (B/C) analysis (1.51). This determination is good for a period of five years, after which
the B/C is recalculated, sending FNL to the back of the line behind airports that have either
constructed a legacy ATCT or implemented a remote tower system.

4
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DATE:
02/24/2021
TIME:
3:30-5:00 PM
RE:
Planning and Development Subcommittee Meeting
ATTENDEES: Tom Fleming, Diane Jones, Troy Bliss, Jason Licon, Aaron Ehle, Josh Birks, James Hays, Paul
Sizemore
Begin Meeting Record 02/24/2021
Agenda Item #1: Meeting Minutes Review, January 13th
• Diane suggested the addition to the following sentence (addition in red):
The Master Plan is mostly funded by the FAA and focuses on meeting aeronautical demand and the
associated capital projects.
• Tom moved to approve the minutes with Diane’s suggested addition. The motion, seconded by James
passed unanimously.
Agenda Item #2: StratOp Preparation
• The lease consideration for 5271 Beechcraft St that was postponed at the last meeting will be revisited at
3:30 on Saturday. There is a possibility of an executive session if necessary.
 The FNL Pilots Association would like to provide comment in support of the hangar proposal.
 This is a small infill project and it’s unlikely that any decisions made in the StratOp will affect it.
 The developer patiently waited until the land use and design standards were adopted and this project
complies with the standards.
 We need to be able to provide consistent, reliable information to developers so they know what the
expectations are to build at the Airport.
 Josh moved to reaffirm the PDSC’s recommendation. The motion, seconded by Tom passed
unanimously.
• The StratOp meeting will be viewable to the public, but there is not public comment period. We will be
using the same Zoom format that Loveland uses for City Council meetings.
• Jason has shared the strategic plan, PDSC work plans, core issues, and priorities with Stacey.
• The StratOp should provide a good opportunity to assess the roles, responsibilities, and priorities of the
PDSC and to discuss how success will be measured.
• We want to focus on refining the mission and vision of the existing strategic plan, not completely starting
over.
• The next design charrette for the terminal project will be March 11th. Staff just received a summary of the
second charrette which will be sent out to PDSC members.
• There are several near-term priorities that are important to long-term success – testing and certification of
the remote tower, re-establishing commercial air service, and design of the new terminal.
• One of the challenges that the Airport is facing is limited staffing and resources. Staff is often focused on
day-to-day operations, which makes it difficult to devote sufficient time to the longer-range economic
development goals that the Airport Commission has.
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Jason and Tom are working on a staffing plan to support the growth and increased activity that we are
expecting. More resources are needed from the Cities to shape the development of the area
surrounding the Airport.
Is the goal of the Airport to be run like a self-sustaining business or is the goal to provide the public with a
higher level of service which would likely require non-self-generated funding sources (outside of federal
and state grants)?
Until we have a cohesive vision for the region, Airport Influence Area (AIA), and Airport and buy-in from
stakeholders, branding and marketing will be challenging and not fully effective.
At the last Airport Commission meeting, it was suggested that we may want to look at altering the
administrative support and emergency response roles of the Cities as the Airport evolves. The
responsibilities have changed throughout the years, with Loveland currently providing most of the support,
but also receiving greater financial benefit due to the Airport being located within its city limits. There will
always be complexity with a two-city ownership model and it is important for the Cities to find ways to
share responsibilities and benefits.


•

•
•

Agenda Item #3: Open Discussion
• The Airport has partnered with United Airlines and Landline to offer convenient travel to and from Denver
International Airport (DEN). Four bus arrivals and departures, which operate like connecting flights, will
service the Airport daily starting in April. The official announcement will be made on Friday.
 This will be a major step in the Airport’s goal of becoming a multi-modal transportation hub.
 The buses will have an assigned gate at DEN, which will allow for convenient transfer of luggage and
passengers from bus to plane and vice versa.
 The Airport’s identifier, FNL, will be integrated into the global distribution system for airline ticketing
and be searchable on all travel booking platforms. This will generate data that the Airport will be able
to use for marketing to other airlines.
 We are exploring ways to market the service and raise awareness about the FNL identifier.
 We are working with the FAA to get the bus passengers counted as enplanements, which would allow
the Airport to qualify for more FAA entitlement funding.
 Regarding the StratOp, this is evidence that we are on the right path and we need some patience and
commitment to staying the course. The StratOp will provide an opportunity to hone our strategy, but
we shouldn’t drastically change what we are doing.
End Meeting Record
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 2, 2021
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
Jason R. Licon, Airport Director
Airport Monthly Report

March Airport Activity Dashboard
The Air traffic control tower reported a daily operation average of 307 flight operations per day
in March, which is a slight increase in activity levels compared to previous months. The national
passenger throughput from TSA’s daily checkpoint data table was adjusted to compare all the
numbers to 2019 or pre-COVID numbers. National throughput shows a slight increase, with
total numbers hovering around 45% compared to 2019. DEN is still exceeding the national
average, with passenger counts just under 57% of 2019 levels.
TSA YTD Throughput%
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March wholesale fuel orders were at 127% compared to 2020’s numbers. Fuel sold by the FBO
for March was 87,781 gallons. Business jet activity for the month of February (as this FAA data
lags one month) compared to the same month last year was down 7.1%.
Remote Tower Project
The preliminary testing started this month. A technical issue created a delay in getting started,
as one of the internet routers had failed, creating a need for specialized service support. Once
this issue was resolved, testing commenced.
The FAA subject matter experts are still waiting for Larimer County COVID risk levels to
decrease. If the County’s risk declines, it is anticipated that FAA officials will be able to attend
test sessions in person this year. The Federal offices follows the guidance from Brown
University School of Public Health Global Epidemics metrics. The FAA requires a location to be
within the yellow status or better to allow their employees to travel to the area. By that criteria
no more than 9 new daily cases per 100,000 people may occur. The FAA chart is below:

Their risk level measurements differ drastically to Colorado’s levels which lists Larimer County
in the state’s yellow category. The total average for Larimer County in March was 210 new
cases per day out of 100,000 people. Additionally, Larimer County has seen a slight uptick in
cases in March as compared to the steady decline shown in recent months. The state’s COVID
dial levels is shown below:

By Federal criteria, Larimer County exceeds the red status. Larimer County would need to be
well within the state’s green status to come near meeting the Federal criteria. This is a very
large disparity between the two indicators, and may prohibit any non-essential FAA employees
the ability to travel for some time. The Airport and State Aeronautics Division have expressed
frustration with the FAA NextGen staff for having to follow these extreme requirements, even
though they have been able to travel to the Leesburg VA remote tower site, which is in a similar
risk level as Larimer County.
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Hopefully with the distribution of vaccines ramping up these numbers will continue to improve,
and the FAA will allow those with vaccinations to travel to higher risk areas. Our project as of
April is one year behind the start of the planned phase 1 testing, which will provide air traffic
controllers the ability to utilize the remote tower system that has been operational since
November of 2019 to control airport traffic.
United Airlines Connection Service Through Landline
February 25th United Airlines announced their new unique service through The Landline
Company would begin April 1, 2021 at FNL. This new service will utilize luxury coaches instead
of regional jets which translates to better cost margins. The United team has been working on
their website and on other travel sites which have reflected either incorrect pricing or showing
service unavailable from our airport. United is still working on adding FNL as an option with
their packaged vacation deals. Landline will be starting a coordinated marketing strategy
through both of our social media channels, billboards, and radio ads.

Future ad spots on tv and radio are currently planned as well. Weekend visits with both
communities have been completed where residents are invited to tour the coach as well as
given prizes for following or sharing the service information on social media. With help from the
Airport and City staff and other partner organizations, visits with the bus and Landline folks
were conducted in Old Town Fort Collins and the Loveland Foundry with future visits planned
for popular gathering locations in each City. Landline is also investigating options with print
advertising through the local Chambers of Commerce. The team anticipates that once security
details are fully approved and the service gains more exposure it will really “take-off”.
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Terminal Design
Terminal Design Charrette 3 was successfully completed March 11. The consulting team felt
great guidance and feedback was provided by the Airport Commission and Planning &
Development Subcommittee. A Charrette #3 final report will be available on the new Terminal
Design website once complete at https://terminal.flynoco.com.
The next stage in the design is to wrap all of the feedback and comments together to create a
singular conceptual design, and to begin pricing of the improvements including the new
building, roads, parking lot, and other associated infrastructure. A fourth and final Design
Charrette will be scheduled soon in early June to obtain the remainder of the feedback needed
for the project to continue toward the 30% design goal.
Terminal Funding
March 11th was also the bid opening date for the Terminal P3 RFI. The Airport received nine
responses. A team of economic and financial specialists from both Cities met to review and
score the submissions on March 23rd. A meeting to review everyone’s scoring will be scheduled
early in April. The team will share preliminary information on the status of this effort with the
Airport Commission at the next regularly scheduled meeting on April 15th.
The cities legal departments continue to investigate the ability to utilize federal funds in
conjunction with private sector funding. In addition to this legal and purchasing staff from the
Cities are working to find a solution to the procurement requirements for the philanthropic
funding feasibility for the terminal.
Staff is also working to submit grants to other agencies and investigating the potential for
borrowing through the State Infrastructure Bank (SIB). Currently the SIB fund has been
completely allocated, and based on repayment schedules there could be up to $5 million
available from this resource in 2023 for construction. The challenge is that other airports could
also apply for this funding source if we don’t make an early commitment.
Pre-Bid Meeting for Terminal Apron and Parking Lot
Engineers from Dibble have completed the design for the Apron expansion and taxiway
connection project. Bids for the project are due on April 8th. Construction is anticipated to begin
in July and will take approximately three months. The project is being supported by $2.5 million
in federal and state grants. This funding combined with the CARES Act funding will bring the
total investment in the terminal, along with landside and airside improvements, to nearly $20
million.
Pavement maintenance work was done late in 2020 for the terminal parking lot and will be
completed in early 2021 with pavement patching, sealcoat, and paint. This work is needed to
maintain functionality and appearance to support the new United bus service starting on April
1st. The terminal pavements are in very poor condition and will require to be reconstructed
once the new facilities are constructed.
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Snow Operations
Record accumulations of snow occurred on the weekend of March 13th with the official amount
for Loveland reported at a total of 26 inches. Airport staff accumulated over 214 hours to keep
the runway clear and to clean up all the snow on the airport. The Airport was closed for a total
of 36 hours to landing and departing aircraft, and reopened at 12:00 p.m. on Monday, March
15th.

The snow event produced snow drifts that were upwards of 8’ in some locations, and made
traditional snow removal very difficult. The Airport’s two rotary snow plows (snow blowers)
were instrumental in moving the snow from all surfaces. The State of Colorado’s surplus
equipment program provides the Airport with high quality used equipment from larger airports,
and many of these large plows were used during the storm.
Staffing & Support Services
The Airport Internship position has been filled. Melanie Smith was selected from a large pool of
applicants, and began work with the Airport team on March 29th. Melanie has experience
working at the Boulder Municipal Airport and is pursuing her bachelors in Aviation and
Aerospace Management at Metro State University. The internship is part of a program created
by the State of Colorado Department of Aeronautics to help those with formal Airport
Management training gain hands on experience. The State provides the Airport with a grant
that will fund half of the intern’s salary for one year. The Airport employs two full time
employees that were able to get their start through this program. Fun fact: there are many
Colorado Airport Managers that were previous CDOT Aeronautics Grant interns, and David
Ulane the Director of Aeronautics was an intern, getting his start with Centennial Airport.
With the new United Airlines ground connection services starting in April, janitorial services
were procured for the City-owned facilities including the terminal and fire station. Shifting
cleaning responsibilities to a contractor will allow airport staff to focus on tasks more critical to
Airport operations.
Attachments
1. WEPA Remote Tower Project Manager Report for March
2. 3-24-21 PDSC Draft Minutes
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March 31, 2021
From: William E. Payne, P.E.
To:
Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Section A – Remote Air Traffic Control Contract Progress Report #56
Re:

Period: March 1 through March 31, 2021

Colorado Remote Tower Project
Activity Status
Activity

Status/Start
Date
(Projected)

Finish Date
(Projected)

Remarks

Remote Tower Implementation
Mobile Tower Operational on Site
3/16/2020
3/16/2020
FNL Operational as a Controlled Airport
Controller SME Remote Tower Training
2/5/2021
3/1/2021
Complete
Proposed Alternative Phase 1 Test Plan
6/19/2020
1/6/2021
Approved
STARS Remote Tower Display
4/25/2020
9/15/2021
Delayed due to long lead time items
Remote Tower System
System Upgrade - Tech Refresh
In-Progress
TBD
Continuing
System Site Adaptation
In-Progress
Ongoing
Minor adaptation changes post Alt. Phase1 testing
Remote Tower Testing
Alternative Phase 1 - Passive Testing
Increment 1
3/8/2021
Testing period may be extended due to delays
Increment 2
TBD
TBD
Dependant on local FAA resources travel to FNL
Increment 3 Phase 1 inperson testing
TBD
TBD
Dependant on FAA SME ability tavel
Safety Risk Manage Panel
TBD
TBD
FAA Forecast Schedule 1 week duration
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
FAA Forecast Schedule 6- 12 months
Phase 2 - Active Testing
TBD
TBD
Subject to FAA Phase 1 SRMD Signatures
Safety Risk Manage Panel
TBD
TBD
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Phase 3 - Industry-led IOC
Subject to FAA Phase 2 SRMD Signatures
Safety Risk Manage Panel
TBD
TBD
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Phase 4 - Certification/Commissioning
Subject to FAA Phase 3 SRMD Signatures
Safety Risk Manage Panel
TBD
TBD
Safety Risk Management Document Signed
TBD
TBD
Note: All dates reflect latest FAA proposed schedule and are subject to change based on FAA SME's ability to travel to FNL
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Remote Tower Project Narrative:
Phase 1 Increment 1 Virtual/ Remote testing began on March 8, 2021. Increment 1 testing got off
to a shaky start due to weather and a malfunctioning router which would not allow the Serco
controller in the remote tower to reliably participate via a zoom connection. The router issue was
resolved thanks to Airport management engaging the City of Loveland’s IT folks to get the router
working via a temporary fix. The FAA has ordered a replacement router, which is hoped will solve
the internet connectivity issue in the remote tower control room.
On Thursday March 25th we were able to complete a successful think/talk aloud with the Serco
controller in the remote tower and the evaluation team that included representatives for Air Traffic,
Flight Standards, our NATCA Article 114 representative and Safety. Unfortunately, the
Headquarters NATCA NextGen lead was unable to attend. A conversation with the NATCA
NextGen Headquarters representative following the unsuccessful Increment 1 test on Monday
March 22nd revealed that they were skeptical of the Increment 1 test, which may be why they did
not attend Thursday’s test. It is unclear if we can make up the time lost in increment 1, but it is
hoped we will be allowed to do so to keep the momentum going and not languish as we have for
the past several months due to COVID 19.
Given that the FAA subject matter experts (SME) performed in person testing at the Leesburg
remote tower, we are trying to move forward into Phase 1 Increment 3 testing, which would have
Headquarters SME travel to the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (FNL) to perform in person
testing. The process to gain approval for SME travel to FNL involves approval by the Director’s
Prioritization Group which decides based on a lengthy set of criteria as to which projects warrant
Headquarters’ resource travel. This ultimately will require approval from the Vice President and
perhaps even higher level at the FAA.
NextGen has indicated it would like to abandon Phase 1 Increment 2 testing and move directly
into Increment 3 based on approval by the Director’s Prioritization Group and the VPs. The
proposal to the Prioritization Group and the VPs is to allow Increment 3 testing in July 2021. One
of the criteria to permit travel is whether a program is NAS critical, which the remote tower project
is not. It is for this reason we must have a backup plan.
While hope reigns eternal that the project may be able to move directly into Increment 3, as an
alternative we should keep Increment 2 in the schedule in the event the request to go into
Increment 3 is unsuccessful.
To review, Alternate Phase 1 Virtual/Remote testing activities are listed below.
1. Increment 1 - Full Virtual Observations – A Serco controller will observe airport
operations from the remote tower control room. FAA subject matter experts (SME)
including the project’s NATCA Article 114 representative will participate remotely.
2. Increment 2 - Virtual Observation with local FAA resources at the facility to observe
the passive testing and conducting “talk/think”-a-loud activities with NextGen and
Headquarters SME monitoring remotely.
3. Increment 3 – Phase 1 testing with FAA Headquarters SME, NextGen team and
NATCA Article 114 representative observe Serco controller performing talk/thinka-louds onsite.
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We have been scheduled to receive the Standard Terminal Automation Replace System (STARS)
radar display in June. The Western Service Area STARS Program representatives indicated that
various system components to be delivered by Raytheon would not be available until later in the
summer. This is disappointing because the Serco Controllers have been forced to limit the number
of aircraft in the traffic pattern due to the poor visibility from the mobile ATCT, and it is felt that a
radar display could mitigate the visibility problem. Mobile ATCT by their very nature do not meet
any of the ATCT siting criteria as they are considered a temporary installation. While unfortunate,
installation of the STARS does not become critical until we begin Phase 2 Active testing.

3
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DATE:
3/24/2021
TIME:
3:30-5:00 PM
RE:
Planning and Development Subcommittee Meeting
ATTENDEES: Tom Fleming, Diane Jones, Troy Bliss, Jason Licon, Aaron Ehle, Josh Birks, James Hays, Paul
Sizemore
Begin Meeting Record 3/24/2021
Agenda Item #1: Meeting Minutes Review, February 24th
• Tom moved to approve the minutes. The motion, seconded by Josh, passed unanimously.
Agenda Item #2: StratOp Preparation
• The developer, Andrew Belinky, is proposing to construct two 70’ X 60’ hangars on the south side of
Gulfstream Ct. The hangars will have access to Stearman Taxilane.
• proposal includes restrooms with incinerating toilets in each hangar. City of Loveland’s Building Division
has indicated that the toilets will satisfy the building code requirements for restroom access. Rough-in
plumbing will be included for future water/sewer connections.
• This is a standard 25-year lease with three 5-year extensions at the published 2021 land lease rate.
• Provided building elevations showing faux-stone wainscoting, two-tone paint scheme, and windows comply
with the recently adopted design standards.
• Aaron suggested including one or more windows on the street facing sides of the hangars to break up the
mass of the buildings.
• The overhead access doors to the street will require security protocols to ensure that unauthorized
individuals don’t gain access to the airfield.
• Absence of running water will limit plants that can be used for landscaping. Mr. Belinky is proposing to
use gravel and boulders as landscaping materials. The PDSC requested a more detailed landscape plan.
• Diane moved to recommend the proposal for approval to the Airport Commission, pending updated
elevation drawing and a more detailed landscaping plan to be distributed by email for PDSC review
and comments. The motion, seconded by Tom, passed unanimously.
Agenda Item #4: StratOp Follow-up
• Staffing
 City of Loveland Human Resources (HR) and City Manager are supportive of staff
reorganization/hiring to meet the future needs and objectives.
 The United/Land Line service, new terminal project, and potential re-establishment of commercial air
service will likely necessitate a larger staff.
 An intern has been hired to through a program offered by the Colorado Department of Transportation
(CDOT). The program funds half of the salary.
 If Fire Station #4 is reactivated due to development in the area, Airport staff will likely need to find
new office space.
• Vision & Mission
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Diane Jones, Don Overcash, and Stacey Pearson have provided some draft vision and mission
statements as a follow-up to the StratOp sesson.
Economic Development & Sub-area Planning
 FAA regulations prohibit the Airport from spending funds for economic development and sub-area
planning outside of Airport property. The Airport will still be an active participant in these efforts, but
there are financial limitations related to grant assurances.
StratOp Action Initiative Plan (AIP) kickoff meetings will be happening over the next couple of weeks.
The topics are terminal funding, economic development, and regional engagement.
The existing strategic plan needs to be revisited, revised, and integrated with the StratOp.
Consultants will likely be required to achieve the StratOp objectives.


•

•
•
•

Agenda Item #4: Supplemental Terminal Funding - Request for Interest (RFI) and Philanthropy
• Nine responses were received to the airport terminal request for interest (RFI) that was issued in February.
• A review consisting of Airport Staff and Staff members from both cities has been established to review the
responses.
• A legal review of how private funding can be combined with CARES Act funding is ongoing.
• A request for proposal (RFP) for a consultant to conduct a feasibility analysis on philanthropic opportunities
is being explored.
• The negotiation of a potential public-private partnership (P3) is likely to be complex and take a significant
amount of time.
• Private-sector entities are probably going to require returns of 9%-16% to participate in the project. We
may be able to borrow money at around 2% from the Colorado State Infrastructure Bank (CO SIB).
Agenda Item #5: Veterans Affairs Clinic Stormwater Easement Update
• In 2020, we went through a lengthy process to create an easement for the VA Clinic to construct a swale to
convey their stormwater to the culvert that goes under the railroad at the south end of the Airport.
• Due to the cost of lowering the utilities adjacent to the VA Clinic in order to construct the swale, the
developer is proposing a new plan that involves enlarging the onsite detention pond and installing a pump
station to pump water directly onto airport property at a rate of 3.4 cubic feet per second, claiming that the
existing grade will direct the water to the southwest, without causing erosion or standing water issues.
• The VA team has been in contact with the City of Loveland’s Stormwater staff to discuss the alternate plan.
Stormwater staff is leaving it up to the Airport to determine if the new plan is allowable, but we don’t have
enough information to make an educated decision. Airport staff will meet with Stormwater staff next week.
• Staff will ask Legal and Stormwater about the implications related to Colorado water law.
Agenda Item #6: Fuel Farm Relocation
• The existing fuel farm is managed and maintained by Fort Collins-Loveland jetCenter. It is original to the
Airport and will need to be relocated in the near future. The area occupied by the fuel will likely
accommodate future terminal expansion.
• The establishment of a second FBO would expedite the need for a new facility.
• The proposed fuel farm site in the master plan is not optimal from an aesthetic perspective, since it would
be visible from the entrance road and would likely need to be screened.
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Staff is exploring an alternate site to the west of the snow removal equipment (SRE) building. A feasibility
analysis will be conducted to determine the suitability of the location. This location could accommodate
approximately 2.5 times more fuel than the existing site.

End Meeting Record
• The ribbon-cutting ceremony for the United-Landline service will be April 1st at 10:00 am. The PDSC is
invited to attend.
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MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
Monthly Financial Reports for February & March 2021
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Accept the preliminary financial reports as presented.
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral
SUMMARY
For the end of March 2021, the Airport’s finances still remain positive and on track with
anticipated expense and revenue budgets. The figures continue to reflect reductions in
anticipated revenues as a result of COVID19 impacted business assistance lease
deferrals. These deferrals are reflected in the operating revenues under hangar rental
and land lease. Additional financial highlights for the month include:
•
•

•

•

Aviation fuel prices are on a steady rise in parallel with oil prices moving up in
February and March from $55 to $60-$65 per barrel.
March fuel volumes were significantly greater as compared to prior years.
However, this is not fuel sold, and only wholesale amounts meaning that fuel
purchased the month prior were greater and evening out the rolling average. The
FBO jetCenter reported 87,781 gallons of fuel purchased in March as compared
to 64,027 in February and 47,570 in January. This amount was a record amount
of fuel purchased for the FBO during the month of March, and is reflective of a
positive economic trend.
Fuel tax reimbursements from State of Colorado Sales Taxes are received after
being processed through the State, which means there is at least a one-month
lag in fuel tax reimbursement amounts.
Aviation business lease deferrals totaled $91,206.60 for the period April 2020 –
March 2021.

ATTACHMENTS
Preliminary monthly financial statements for February & March 2021

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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Airport Statement of Revenues and Expenses
From 01/01/2021 to 2/28/2021
PRELIMINARY

Y-T-D 2021 Actual

Y-T-D 2020 Actual

Y-T-D 2021 Budget

2021 Total Budget

% of Total
Budget

OPERATING REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
Aviation Fuel Tax Reimbursement
Land Lease
Land Lease PD Training Ctr
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Parking
Miscellaneous

41,468
14,723
16,232
11,527
56,455
0
510
105
4,720

29,506
14,723
13,124
18,228
53,924
0
610
1,545
4,407

35,834
16,048
27,500
17,250
50,000
61,756
1,500
1,666
3,250

215,000
96,287
165,000
103,500
300,000
370,538
9,000
10,000
19,500

19%
15%
10%
11%
19%
0%
6%
1%
24%

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

145,741

136,067

214,804

1,288,825

11%

90,777
5,964
36,965

101,411
21,486
78,227

116,275
14,168
108,028

734,737
85,000
648,149

12%
7%
6%

133,706

201,124

238,471

1,467,886

9%

12,034

(65,056)

(23,667)

(179,061)

Passenger Facility Charge
Interest Income
Capital Expenditures

0
5,649
(55,007)

0
7,391
0

0
8,334
(927,666)

0
50,000
(5,566,000)

TOTAL NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

(49,359)

7,391

(919,332)

(5,516,000)

NET INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS

(37,324)

(57,665)

(942,999)

(5,695,061)

Capital Contributions

252,184

0

1,081,168

6,487,000

138,169

791,939

OPERATING EXPENSES
Personal Services
Supplies
Purchased Services
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
OPERATING GAIN (LOSS)

NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

CHANGE IN NET POSITION

214,860

(57,665)

NET POSITION, Beginning

16,591,600

17,180,973

NET POSITION, Ending
Investment in Capital Assets
Net Position Available for use

16,806,460
13,627,748
3,178,712

17,123,308
14,657,231
2,466,077
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11%
1%
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Airport Statement of Revenues and Expenses
From 03/01/2021 to 3/31/2021
PRELIMINARY

Y-T-D 2021 Actual

Y-T-D 2020 Actual

Y-T-D 2021 Budget

2021 Total Budget

% of Total
Budget

OPERATING REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
Aviation Fuel Tax Reimbursement
Land Lease
Land Lease PD Training Ctr
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Parking
Miscellaneous

62,202
22,084
29,454
34,037
86,732
90,375
510
325
5,934

48,435
22,084
27,213
56,075
76,990
90,375
923
1,560
5,156

53,751
24,072
41,250
25,875
75,000
92,634
2,250
2,500
4,874

215,000
96,287
165,000
103,500
300,000
370,538
9,000
10,000
19,500

29%
23%
18%
33%
29%
24%
6%
3%
30%

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

331,655

328,812

322,206

1,288,825

26%

Personal Services
Supplies
Purchased Services

140,576
11,479
60,348

135,654
11,418
128,183

172,549
21,252
162,042

734,737
85,000
648,149

19%
14%
9%

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

212,402

275,255

355,843

1,467,886

14%

OPERATING GAIN (LOSS)

119,252

53,556

(33,637)

(179,061)

Passenger Facility Charge
Interest Income
Capital Expenditures

0
8,926
(129,891)

0
13,869
0

0
12,501
(1,391,499)

0
50,000
(5,566,000)

TOTAL NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

(120,965)

13,869

(1,378,998)

(5,516,000)

(1,712)

67,425

(1,412,635)

(5,695,061)

1,621,752

6,487,000

209,117

791,939

OPERATING EXPENSES

NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

NET INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Capital Contributions
CHANGE IN NET POSITION

252,184
250,472

52,742
120,167

NET POSITION, Beginning

16,591,600

17,180,973

NET POSITION, Ending
Investment in Capital Assets
Net Position Available for use

16,842,072
13,627,748
3,214,324

17,301,140
14,657,231
2,643,909
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ITEM NUMBER:

4

MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
FAA Airport Improvement Program Grant & Apron Expansion Project Construction
Contract
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Make a motion to adopt Resolution R-01-2021 approving and recommending that the
City Managers sign a grant agreement with the Federal Aviation Administration (Project
No. 3-08-0023-040-2021), and Resolution R-02-2021 authorizing a notice of contract
award to IHC Scott that is subject to FAA funding amounts.
BUDGET IMPACT
Negative, the project expends up to $3 million that will be primarily supported through
federal funding
SUMMARY
The Airport has applied for a grant from the Federal Aviation Administration’s Airport
Improvement Program to construct an aircraft parking apron extension and taxiway
connection. This project will provide an additional access to the primary taxiway from
the aircraft parking apron, and will serve as the new airside for the currently being
designed terminal facilities. The project was designed at the request of the FAA with
multiple award schedules to allow for greater ease in possibly having to phase the
project using available funding.
This project was solicited for bids and responses were received on Thursday April 8th.
The three bids received have been evaluated by Dibble Engineering, to which they have
recommended to award the contract to the bid received from IHC Scott. Staff have
received a draft grant document from the FAA and the range for what we might expect
in a grant.
This FAA grant will provide the Airport with federal funding in the amount of $2.4 million
- $3.0 million. Current estimates show that there is $2.4 million available to the airport

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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prior to bid opening, and staff is negotiating with the FAA due to favorable pricing that
the Airport received. The grant could require local funds to pay for the additional costs
for construction administration and management, and is dependent on what is
authorized by the FAA.
The Amended and Restated Intergovernmental Agreement for the Joint Operation of the
Airport approved by both City Councils grants the Airport Commission the authority to
enter into grant agreements to the extent permitted by grantors, so long as such grant
agreements:
i.

ii.
iii.

do not include commitment of Airport revenues and funds for grant matches of
more than $300,000 from appropriated funds included in the approved Airport
budget;
do not involve capital construction projects unless such projects are included in
the approved Airport budget; and
are approved by the City Managers, to the extent the City Managers are
authorized by their respective City Councils to do so.

These funds have been budgeted for and appropriated through the two City Councils
within the adopted 2021 Airport Budget. City Legal staff have verified that this grant may
be signed by the City Managers. This year the FAA is allowing for electronic signatures,
which will be sent to each signatory party for execution instead of the traditional paper
format.
ATTACHMENTS
Resolution R-01-2021
FAA DRAFT Grant Offer 3-08-0023-040-2021
Resolution R-02-2021
Dibble Engineering Recommendation of Award to IHC Scott

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION # R-1-2021
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE 2021 GRANT AGREEMENT (AIP
PROJECT NO. 3-08-0023-040-2021) WITH THE FEDERAL AVIATION
ADMINISTRATION FOR THE APRON EXPANSION PROJECT AT THE
NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
WHEREAS, the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland (the “Cities”) jointly own and operate
the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the “Airport”); and
WHEREAS, the Cities desire to begin a capital improvement project consisting of the
construction of the expansion of the Airport’s aircraft parking apron and taxiway in accordance
with the adopted Capital Improvement Plan and Airport Master Plan (the “Project”); and
WHEREAS, the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) provides grant funding
through the Airport Improvement Program to eligible airports to enable those airports to maintain,
repair, and construct various areas of Airport pavement in order to support the aeronautical uses at
the Airport; and
WHEREAS, the Cities have applied for up to $2,700,00 in FAA grant funding (“2021
Grant Funding”) for the Project, but may be awarded up to $3,000,000 depending upon the FAA’s
review of the project costs; and
WHEREAS, In order to accept the 2021 Grant Funding, the Cities are required to execute
a grant agreement with the FAA (the “FAA Grant Agreement”), a draft of which is attached hereto
as “Exhibit A;” and
WHEREAS, the Northern Colorado Airport Commission supports the Project and
recommends that the Cities, through their City Managers or City Council as appropriate, approve
and sign any documents necessary to accept the 2020 Grant Funding in an amount of up to
$3,000,000, including the FAA Grant Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the 2021 Grant Funding and any documents necessary to accept the same,
including the FAA Grant Agreement, are approved. The Commission recommends that the City
Manager of Fort Collins and the City Manager of Loveland sign such documents on behalf of their
respective cities.
Section 2. That this Resolution shall take effect as of the date and time of its adoption.
ADOPTED this 15th day of April, 2021.
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Don Overcash, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission

ATTEST:

Secretary
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3-08-0023-040-2021
Y

U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP)
GRANT AGREEMENT
Part I - Offer
Federal Award Offer Date

{{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

Airport/Planning Area

Northern Colorado Regional Airport

FY2021 AIP Grant Number

3-08-0023-040-2021

Unique Entity Identifier

07-649-1407

TO:

[Contract No. DOT-FA21NM-10XX]

City of Loveland and City of Ft. Collins, Colorado
(herein called the "Sponsor") (For Co-Sponsors, list all Co-Sponsor names. The word "Sponsor" in this Grant Agreement also
applies to a Co-Sponsor.)

FROM: The United States of America (acting through the Federal Aviation Administration, herein
called the "FAA")
WHEREAS, the Sponsor has submitted to the FAA a Project Application dated [Application Date], for a
grant of Federal funds for a project at or associated with the Northern Colorado Regional Airport, which
is included as part of this Grant Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the FAA has approved a project for the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (herein called the
“Project”) consisting of the following:
Expand Apron (Commercial Service Apron) and Construct Taxiway E (Phase II – Construction)
which is more fully described in the Project Application.
NOW THEREFORE, Pursuant to and for the purpose of carrying out the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018
(Public Law Number 115-254); Title 49, United States Code (U.S.C.), Chapters 471 and 475; 49 U.S.C. §§
40101 et seq., and 48103; the Department of Transportation Appropriations Act, 2021 (Public Law 116260, Division L), as further amended by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (Public Law 117-2); and
the representations contained in the Project Application; and in consideration of:
(a) the Sponsor’s adoption and ratification of the Grant Assurances attached hereto
(b) the Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer; and
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(c) the benefits to accrue to the United States and the public from the accomplishment of the Project
and compliance with the Grant Assurance and conditions as herein provided;
THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES, HEREBY
OFFERS AND AGREES to pay 100.00 percent of the allowable costs incurred accomplishing the Project
as the United States share of the Project.
Assistance Listings Number (Formerly CFDA Number): 20.106
This Offer is made on and SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

CONDITIONS
1.

Maximum Obligation. The maximum obligation of the United States payable under this Offer is
$X,XXX,XXX.
The following amounts represent a breakdown of the maximum obligation for the purpose of
establishing allowable amounts for any future grant amendment, which may increase the foregoing
maximum obligation of the United States under the provisions of 49 U.S.C. § 47108(b):
$0 for planning;
$X,XXX,XXX airport development or noise program implementation; and,
$0for land acquisition.

2.

Grant Performance. This Grant Agreement is subject to the following Federal award requirements:
a. Period of Performance:
1. Shall start on the date the Sponsor formally accepts this Agreement and is the date signed
by the last Sponsor signatory to the Agreement. The end date of the Period of Performance
is 4 years (1,460 calendar days) from the date of acceptance. The Period of Performance
end date shall not affect, relieve, or reduce Sponsor obligations and assurances that extend
beyond the closeout of this Grant Agreement.
2. Means the total estimated time interval between the start of an initial Federal award and
the planned end date, which may include one or more funded portions or budget periods.
(2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 200.1).
b. Budget Period:
1. For this Grant is 4 years (1,460 calendar days) and follows the same start and end date as
the period of performance provided in Paragraph a.1. Pursuant to 2 CFR § 200.403(h), the
Sponsor may charge to the Grant only allowable costs incurred during the Budget Period.
2. Means the time interval from the start date of a funded portion of an award to the end
date of that funded portion during which the Sponsor is authorized to expend the funds
awarded, including any funds carried forward or other revisions pursuant to § 200.308.
c. Close Out and Termination
1. Unless the FAA authorizes a written extension, the Sponsor must submit all Grant closeout
documentation and liquidate (pay-off) all obligations incurred under this award no later
than 120 calendar days after the end date of the period of performance. If the Sponsor
does not submit all required closeout documentation within this time period, the FAA will
proceed to close out the grant within one year of the period of performance end date with
the information available at the end of 120 days. (2 CFR § 200.344).
2
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2. The FAA may terminate this Grant, in whole or in part, in accordance with the conditions
set forth in 2 CFR § 200.340, or other Federal regulatory or statutory authorities as
applicable.
Ineligible or Unallowable Costs. The Sponsor must not include any costs in the project that the
FAA has determined to be ineligible or unallowable.
4.
Indirect Costs - Sponsor. The Sponsor may charge indirect costs under this award by applying the
indirect cost rate identified in the project application as accepted by the FAA, to allowable costs
for Sponsor direct salaries and wages.
5.
Determining the Final Federal Share of Costs. The United States’ share of allowable project costs
will be made in accordance with 49 U.S.C. § 47109, the regulations, policies, and procedures of the
Secretary, and any superseding legislation. Final determination of the United States’ share will be
based upon the final audit of the total amount of allowable project costs and settlement will be
made for any upward or downward adjustments to the Federal share of costs.
6.
Completing the Project Without Delay and in Conformance with Requirements. The Sponsor
must carry out and complete the project without undue delays and in accordance with this
Agreement, 49 U.S.C. Chapters 471 and 475, and the regulations, policies, and procedures of the
Secretary of Transportation (“Secretary”). Per 2 CFR § 200.308, the Sponsor agrees to report to the
FAA any disengagement from performing the project that exceeds three months or a 25 percent
reduction in time devoted to the project, and request prior approval from FAA. The report must
include a reason for the project stoppage. The Sponsor also agrees to comply with the grant
assurances, which are part of this Agreement.
7.
Amendments or Withdrawals before Grant Acceptance. The FAA reserves the right to amend or
withdraw this offer at any time prior to its acceptance by the Sponsor.
8.
Offer Expiration Date. This offer will expire and the United States will not be obligated to pay any
part of the costs of the project unless this offer has been accepted by the Sponsor on or before
[Expiration Date], or such subsequent date as may be prescribed in writing by the FAA.
9.
Improper Use of Federal Funds. The Sponsor must take all steps, including litigation if necessary,
to recover Federal funds spent fraudulently, wastefully, or in violation of Federal antitrust statutes,
or misused in any other manner for any project upon which Federal funds have been expended.
For the purposes of this Grant Agreement, the term “Federal funds” means funds however used or
dispersed by the Sponsor, that were originally paid pursuant to this or any other Federal grant
agreement. The Sponsor must obtain the approval of the Secretary as to any determination of the
amount of the Federal share of such funds. The Sponsor must return the recovered Federal share,
including funds recovered by settlement, order, or judgment, to the Secretary. The Sponsor must
furnish to the Secretary, upon request, all documents and records pertaining to the determination
of the amount of the Federal share or to any settlement, litigation, negotiation, or other efforts
taken to recover such funds. All settlements or other final positions of the Sponsor, in court or
otherwise, involving the recovery of such Federal share require advance approval by the Secretary.
10. United States Not Liable for Damage or Injury. The United States is not responsible or liable for
damage to property or injury to persons which may arise from, or be incident to, compliance with
this Grant Agreement.
11. System for Award Management (SAM) Registration and Unique Entity Identifier (UEI).
a. Requirement for System for Award Management (SAM): Unless the Sponsor is exempted from
this requirement under 2 CFR 25.110, the Sponsor must maintain the currency of its
information in the SAM until the Sponsor submits the final financial report required under this
3.
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grant, or receives the final payment, whichever is later. This requires that the Sponsor review
and update the information at least annually after the initial registration and more frequently
if required by changes in information or another award term. Additional information about
registration procedures may be found at the SAM website (currently at http://www.sam.gov).
b. Unique entity identifier (UEI) means a 12-character alpha-numeric value used to identify a
specific commercial, nonprofit or governmental entity. A UEI may be obtained from SAM.gov
at https://sam.gov/SAM/pages/public/index.jsf.
12. Electronic Grant Payment(s). Unless otherwise directed by the FAA, the Sponsor must make each
payment request under this Agreement electronically via the Delphi eInvoicing System for
Department of Transportation (DOT) Financial Assistance Awardees.
13. Informal Letter Amendment of AIP Projects. If, during the life of the project, the FAA determines
that the maximum grant obligation of the United States exceeds the expected needs of the
Sponsor by $25,000 or five percent (5%), whichever is greater, the FAA can issue a letter
amendment to the Sponsor unilaterally reducing the maximum obligation.
The FAA can also issue a letter to the Sponsor increasing the maximum obligation if there is an
overrun in the total actual eligible and allowable project costs to cover the amount of the overrun
provided it will not exceed the statutory limitations for grant amendments. The FAA’s authority to
increase the maximum obligation does not apply to the “planning” component of Condition No. 1.
The FAA can also issue an informal letter amendment that modifies the grant description to correct
administrative errors or to delete work items if the FAA finds it advantageous and in the best interests
of the United States.
An informal letter amendment has the same force and effect as a formal grant amendment.
14.

15.

16.

17.

Air and Water Quality. The Sponsor is required to comply with all applicable air and water quality
standards for all projects in this grant. If the Sponsor fails to comply with this requirement, the FAA
may suspend, cancel, or terminate this Grant Agreement.
Financial Reporting and Payment Requirements. The Sponsor will comply with all Federal financial
reporting requirements and payment requirements, including submittal of timely and accurate
reports.
Buy American. Unless otherwise approved in advance by the FAA, in accordance with 49 U.S.C. §
50101, the Sponsor will not acquire or permit any contractor or subcontractor to acquire any steel
or manufactured products produced outside the United States to be used for any project for which
funds are provided under this grant. The Sponsor will include a provision implementing Buy
American in every contract and subcontract awarded under this Grant.
Maximum Obligation Increase. In accordance with 49 U.S.C. § 47108(b)(3), as amended, the
maximum obligation of the United States, as stated in Condition No. 1 of this Grant Offer:
a. May not be increased for a planning project;
b. May be increased by not more than 15 percent for development projects if funds are available;
c. May be increased by not more than the greater of the following for a, land project, if funds are
available:
1. 15 percent; or
2. 25 percent of the total increase in allowable project costs attributable to acquiring an
interest in the land.
If the sponsor requests an increase, any eligible increase in funding will be subject to the United
States Government share as provided in 49 U.S.C. § 47110, or other superseding legislation if
4
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applicable, for the fiscal year appropriation with which the increase is funded. The FAA is not
responsible for the same Federal share provided herein for any amount increased over the initial
grant amount. The FAA may adjust the Federal share as applicable through an informal letter of
amendment.
18.

Audits for Sponsors.
PUBLIC SPONSORS. The Sponsor must provide for a Single Audit or program-specific audit in
accordance with 2 CFR Part 200. The Sponsor must submit the audit reporting package to the Federal
Audit Clearinghouse on the Federal Audit Clearinghouse’s Internet Data Entry System at
http://harvester.census.gov/facweb/. Upon request of the FAA, the Sponsor shall provide one copy
of the completed audit to the FAA.

19.

Suspension or Debarment. When entering into a “covered transaction” as defined by 2 CFR §
180.200, the Sponsor must:
a. Verify the non-Federal entity is eligible to participate in this Federal program by:
1. Checking the excluded parties list system (EPLS) as maintained within the System for
Award Management (SAM) to determine if the non-Federal entity is excluded or
disqualified; or
2. Collecting a certification statement from the non-Federal entity attesting they are not
excluded or disqualified from participating; or
3. Adding a clause or condition to covered transactions attesting individual or firm are not
excluded or disqualified from participating.
b. Require prime contractors to comply with 2 CFR § 180.330 when entering into lower-tier
transactions (e.g. Sub-contracts).
c. Immediately disclose to the FAA whenever the Sponsor (1) learns they have entered into a
covered transaction with an ineligible entity or (2) suspends or debars a contractor, person, or
entity.
Ban on Texting While Driving.
a. In accordance with Executive Order 13513, Federal Leadership on Reducing Text Messaging
While Driving, October 1, 2009, and DOT Order 3902.10, Text Messaging While Driving,
December 30, 2009, the Sponsor is encouraged to:
1. Adopt and enforce workplace safety policies to decrease crashes caused by distracted
drivers including policies to ban text messaging while driving when performing any work
for, or on behalf of, the Federal government, including work relating to a grant or subgrant.

20.

2. Conduct workplace safety initiatives in a manner commensurate with the size of the
business, such as:
a. Establishment of new rules and programs or re-evaluation of existing programs to
prohibit text messaging while driving; and
b. Education, awareness, and other outreach to employees about the safety risks
associated with texting while driving.

21.

b. The Sponsor must insert the substance of this clause on banning texting while driving in all
subgrants, contracts, and subcontracts funded with this Grant.
Trafficking in Persons.
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a. You as the recipient, your employees, subrecipients under this Grant, and subrecipients’
employees may not –
1. Engage in severe forms of trafficking in persons during the period of time that the Grant
and applicable conditions are in effect;
2. Procure a commercial sex act during the period of time that the Grant and applicable
conditions are in effect; or
3. Use forced labor in the performance of the Grant or any subgrants under this Grant.
b. We as the Federal awarding agency, may unilaterally terminate this Grant, without penalty, if
you or a subrecipient that is a private entity –
1. Is determined to have violated a prohibition in paragraph a. of this condition; or
2. Has an employee who is determined by the agency official authorized to terminate the
Grant to have violated a prohibition in paragraph a. of this condition through conduct that
is either –
a. Associated with performance under this Grant; or
b. Imputed to the subrecipient using the standards and due process for imputing the
conduct of an individual to an organization that are provided in 2 CFR Part 180, “OMB
Guidelines to Agencies on Government-wide Debarment and Suspension
(Nonprocurement),” as implemented by our agency at 49 CFR Part 29.
c. You must inform us immediately of any information you receive from any source alleging a
violation of a prohibition in paragraph a. of this condition.
d. Our right to terminate unilaterally that is described in paragraph a. of this condition:
i.
Implements section 106(g) of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA), as
amended (22 U.S.C. 7104(g)), and
ii.
22.
23.

Is in addition to all other remedies for noncompliance that are available to us under this
Grant Agreement.

Exhibit “A” Property Map. The Exhibit “A” Property Map dated June 2020, is incorporated herein
by reference or is submitted with the project application and made part of this Grant Agreement.
Employee Protection from Reprisal.
a. Prohibition of Reprisals —
1. In accordance with 41 U.S.C. § 4712, an employee of a Sponsor, grantee, subgrantee,
contractor, or subcontractor may not be discharged, demoted, or otherwise discriminated
against as a reprisal for disclosing to a person or body described in sub-paragraph a.2.
below, information that the employee reasonably believes is evidence of:
i. Gross mismanagement of a Federal grant;
ii. Gross waste of Federal funds;
iii. An abuse of authority relating to implementation or use of Federal funds;
iv. A substantial and specific danger to public health or safety; or
v. A violation of law, rule, or regulation related to a Federal grant.
2. Persons and bodies covered. The persons and bodies to which a disclosure by an employee
is covered are as follows:
i. A member of Congress or a representative of a committee of Congress;
ii. An Inspector General;
iii. The Government Accountability Office;
6
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iv. A Federal employee responsible for contract or grant oversight or management at the
relevant agency;
v. A court or grand jury;
vi. A management official or other employee of the Sponsor, contractor, or
subcontractor who has the responsibility to investigate, discover, or address
misconduct; or
vii. An authorized official of the Department of Justice or other law enforcement agency.

24.

3. Submission of Complaint — A person who believes that they have been subjected to a
reprisal prohibited by paragraph a. of this grant term may submit a complaint regarding
the reprisal to the Office of Inspector General (OIG) for the U.S. Department of
Transportation.
4. Time Limitation for Submittal of a Complaint — A complaint may not be brought under this
condition more than three years after the date on which the alleged reprisal took place.
5. Required Actions of the Inspector General — Actions, limitations, and exceptions of the
Inspector General’s office are established under 41 U.S.C. § 4712(b).
6. Assumption of Rights to Civil Remedy — Upon receipt of an explanation of a decision not
to conduct or continue an investigation by the Office of Inspector General, the person
submitting a complaint assumes the right to a civil remedy under 41 U.S.C. § 4712(c).
Co-Sponsor. The Co-Sponsors understand and agree that they jointly and severally adopt and ratify
the representations and assurances contained therein and that the word "Sponsor" as used in the
application and other assurances is deemed to include all Co-Sponsors.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
25.

26.

27.
28.

Final Project Documentation. The Sponsor understands and agrees that in accordance with 49
USC 47111, and with the Airport District Office's (ADO) concurrence, that no payments totaling
more than 90.00 percent of United States Government’s share of the project’s estimated allowable
cost may be made before the project is determined to be substantially complete. Substantially
complete means the following: (1) The project results in a complete, usable unit of work as defined
in the grant agreement; and (2) The sponsor submits necessary documents showing that the
project is substantially complete per the contract requirements, or has a plan (that FAA agrees
with) that addresses all elements contained on the punch list. Furthermore, no payments totaling
more than 97.50 percent of the United States Government’s share of the project’s estimated
allowable cost may be made until: (1) The sponsor submits all necessary closeout documentation
and (2) The sponsor receives final payment notification from the ADO.
AGIS Requirements. Airports GIS requirements, as specified in Advisory Circular 150/5300-18,
apply to the project included in this grant offer. Final construction as-built information or planning
deliverables must be collected according to these specifications and submitted to the FAA. The
submittal must be reviewed and accepted by the FAA before the grant can be administratively
closed.
Solid Waste Recycling Plan. The Sponsor certifies that it has a solid waste recycling plan as part of
an existing Airport Master Plan, as prescribed by 49 U.S.C. § 47106(a)(6).
Buy American Executive Orders. The Sponsor agrees to abide by applicable Executive Orders in
effect at the time this Grant Agreement is executed, including Executive Order 14005, Ensuring the
Future Is Made in All of America by All of America’s Workers.
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29.

30.

Pavement Maintenance Management Program. The Sponsor agrees that it will implement an
effective airport pavement maintenance management program as required by Airport Sponsor
Grant Assurance 11, Pavement Preventive Management. The Sponsor agrees that it will use the
program for the useful life of any pavement constructed, reconstructed, or repaired with Federal
financial assistance at the airport. The Sponsor further agrees that the program will:
a. Follow the current version of FAA Advisory Circular 150/5380-6, “Guidelines and Procedures
for Maintenance of Airport Pavements,” for specific guidelines and procedures for maintaining
airport pavements, establishing an effective maintenance program, specific types of distress
and its probable cause, inspection guidelines, and recommended methods of repair;
b. Detail the procedures to be followed to assure that proper pavement maintenance, both
preventive and repair, is performed;
c. Include a Pavement Inventory, Inspection Schedule, Record Keeping, Information Retrieval,
and Reference, meeting the following requirements:
1. Pavement Inventory. The following must be depicted in an appropriate form and level of
detail:
a. Location of all runways, taxiways, and aprons;
b. Dimensions;
c. Type of pavement; and,
d. Year of construction or most recent major rehabilitation.
2. Inspection Schedule.
a. Detailed Inspection. A detailed inspection must be performed at least once a year. If a
history of recorded pavement deterioration is available, i.e., Pavement Condition
Index (PCI) survey as set forth in the Advisory Circular 150/5380-6, the frequency of
inspections may be extended to three years.
b. Drive-By Inspection. A drive-by inspection must be performed a minimum of once per
month to detect unexpected changes in the pavement condition. For drive-by
inspections, the date of inspection and any maintenance performed must be
recorded.
3. Record Keeping. Complete information on the findings of all detailed inspections and on
the maintenance performed must be recorded and kept on file for a minimum of five
years. The type of distress, location, and remedial action, scheduled or performed, must
be documented. The minimum information is:
a. Inspection date;
b. Location;
c. Distress types; and
d. Maintenance scheduled or performed.
4. Information Retrieval System. The Sponsor must be able to retrieve the information and
records produced by the pavement survey to provide a report to the FAA as may be
required.
Project Containing Paving Work in Excess of $500,000. The Sponsor agrees to:
a. Furnish a construction management program to the FAA prior to the start of construction
which details the measures and procedures to be used to comply with the quality control
provisions of the construction contract, including, but not limited to, all quality control
8
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31.

provisions and tests required by the Federal specifications. The program must include as a
minimum:
1. The name of the person representing the Sponsor who has overall responsibility for
contract administration for the project and the authority to take necessary actions to
comply with the contract;
2. Names of testing laboratories and consulting engineer firms with quality control
responsibilities on the project, together with a description of the services to be provided;
3. Procedures for determining that the testing laboratories meet the requirements of the
American Society of Testing and Materials standards on laboratory evaluation referenced
in the contract specifications (D 3666, C 1077);
4. Qualifications of engineering supervision and construction inspection personnel;
5. A listing of all tests required by the contract specifications, including the type and
frequency of tests to be taken, the method of sampling, the applicable test standard, and
the acceptance criteria or tolerances permitted for each type of test; and
6. Procedures for ensuring that the tests are taken in accordance with the program, that they
are documented daily, and that the proper corrective actions, where necessary, are
undertaken.
a. Submit at completion of the project, a final test and quality assurance report
documenting the summary results of all tests performed; highlighting those tests that
indicated failure or that did not meet the applicable test standard. The report must
include the pay reductions applied and the reasons for accepting any out-of-tolerance
material. Submit interim test and quality assurance reports when requested by the
FAA.
b. Failure to provide a complete report as described in paragraph b., or failure to
perform such tests, will, absent any compelling justification, result in a reduction in
Federal participation for costs incurred in connection with construction of the
applicable pavement. Such reduction will be at the discretion of the FAA and will be
based on the type or types of required tests not performed or not documented and
will be commensurate with the proportion of applicable pavement with respect to the
total pavement constructed under the Grant Agreement.
c. The FAA, at its discretion, reserves the right to conduct independent tests and to
reduce grant payments accordingly if such independent tests determine that sponsor
test results are inaccurate.
Airport Layout Plan. The Sponsor understands and agrees to update the Airport Layout Plan to
reflect the construction to standards satisfactory to the FAA and submit it in final form to the FAA.
It is further mutually agreed that the reasonable cost of developing said Airport Layout Plan Map is
an allowable cost within the scope of this project.
#
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The Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer and ratification and adoption of the Project Application
incorporated herein shall be evidenced by execution of this instrument by the Sponsor, as hereinafter
provided, and this Offer and Acceptance shall comprise a Grant Agreement, constituting the contractual
obligations and rights of the United States and the Sponsor with respect to the accomplishment of the
Project and compliance with the Grant Assurances, terms, and conditions as provided herein. Such Grant
Agreement shall become effective upon the Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have
reviewed the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using
electronic communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic
signatures in lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or
sign documents electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and
withdraw your consent at any time.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.1
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

{{Sig_es_:signer1:

signature}}

(Signature)

John P. Bauer
(Typed Name)

Manager, Denver Airports District Office
(Title of FAA Official)

Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section
1001 (False Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.

1
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Part II - Acceptance
The Sponsor does hereby ratify and adopt all assurances, statements, representations, warranties,
covenants, and agreements contained in the Project Application and incorporated materials referred to
in the foregoing Offer, and does hereby accept this Offer and by such acceptance agrees to comply with
all of the Grant Assurances, terms, and conditions in this Offer and in the Project Application.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have
reviewed the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using
electronic communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic
signatures in lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or
sign documents electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and
withdraw your consent at any time.
[I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 2
Dated {{DateTime_es_:signer2:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

CITY OF LOVELAND, COLORADO
(Name of Sponsor)

{{Sig_es_:signer2:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

By:

{{N_es_:signer2:

fullname}}

(Typed Name of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

Title: {{*Ttl_es_:signer2:

title}}

(Title of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section
1001 (False Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR’S ATTORNEY
I, {{N_es_:signer3:

fullname}}, acting as Attorney for the Sponsor do hereby certify:

That in my opinion the Sponsor is empowered to enter into the foregoing Grant Agreement under the
laws of the State of Colorado. Further, I have examined the foregoing Grant Agreement and the actions
taken by said Sponsor and Sponsor’s official representative, who has been duly authorized to execute
this Grant Agreement, which is in all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws of the
said State, the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 (Public Law Number 115-254); Title 49 U.S.C., Chapters
471 and 475; 49 U.S.C. §§ 40101, et seq., and 48103; and the Department of Transportation
Appropriations Act, 2021 (Public Law 116-260, Division L), as further amended by the American Rescue
Plan Act of 2021 (Public Law 117-2). In addition, for grants involving projects to be carried out on
property not owned by the Sponsor, there are no legal impediments that will prevent full performance
by the Sponsor. Further, it is my opinion that the said Grant Agreement constitutes a legal and binding
obligation of the Sponsor in accordance with the terms thereof.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have
reviewed the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using
electronic communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic
signatures in lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or
sign documents electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and
withdraw your consent at any time.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 3

Dated at {{DateTime_es_:signer3:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

{

By: {Sig_es_:signer3:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor’s Attorney)

Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section
1001 (False Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.

3
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The Sponsor does hereby ratify and adopt all assurances, statements, representations, warranties,
covenants, and agreements contained in the Project Application and incorporated materials referred to
in the foregoing Offer, and does hereby accept this Offer and by such acceptance agrees to comply with
all of the Grant Assurances, terms, and conditions in this Offer and in the Project Application.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have
reviewed the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using
electronic communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic
signatures in lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or
sign documents electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and
withdraw your consent at any time.
[I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 4
Dated {{DateTime_es_:signer4:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

CITY OF FT. COLLINS, COLORADO
(Name of Sponsor)

{{Sig_es_:signer4:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

By:

{{N_es_:signer4:

fullname}}

(Typed Name of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

Title: {{*Ttl_es_:signer4:

title}}

(Title of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section
1001 (False Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.

4
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CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR’S ATTORNEY
I, {{N_es_:signer5:

fullname}}, acting as Attorney for the Sponsor do hereby certify:

That in my opinion the Sponsor is empowered to enter into the foregoing Grant Agreement under the
laws of the State of Colorado. Further, I have examined the foregoing Grant Agreement and the actions
taken by said Sponsor and Sponsor’s official representative, who has been duly authorized to execute
this Grant Agreement, which is in all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws of the
said State, the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 (Public Law Number 115-254); Title 49 U.S.C., Chapters
471 and 475; 49 U.S.C. §§ 40101, et seq., and 48103; and the Department of Transportation
Appropriations Act, 2021 (Public Law 116-260, Division L), as further amended by the American Rescue
Plan Act of 2021 (Public Law 117-2). In addition, for grants involving projects to be carried out on
property not owned by the Sponsor, there are no legal impediments that will prevent full performance
by the Sponsor. Further, it is my opinion that the said Grant Agreement constitutes a legal and binding
obligation of the Sponsor in accordance with the terms thereof.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have
reviewed the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using
electronic communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic
signatures in lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or
sign documents electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and
withdraw your consent at any time.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 5

Dated at {{DateTime_es_:signer5:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

{

By: {Sig_es_:signer5:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor’s Attorney)

Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section
1001 (False Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.

5
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ASSURANCES

AIRPORT SPONSORS
A. General.
a. These assurances shall be complied with in the performance of grant agreements for airport
development, airport planning, and noise compatibility program grants for airport sponsors.
b. These assurances are required to be submitted as part of the project application by sponsors
requesting funds under the provisions of Title 49, U.S.C., subtitle VII, as amended. As used
herein, the term "public agency sponsor" means a public agency with control of a public-use
airport; the term "private sponsor" means a private owner of a public-use airport; and the term
"sponsor" includes both public agency sponsors and private sponsors.
c. Upon acceptance of this grant offer by the sponsor, these assurances are incorporated in and
become part of this grant agreement.
B. Duration and Applicability.
1. Airport development or Noise Compatibility Program Projects Undertaken by a Public
Agency Sponsor.
The terms, conditions and assurances of this grant agreement shall remain in full force and
effect throughout the useful life of the facilities developed or equipment acquired for an
airport development or noise compatibility program project, or throughout the useful life of
the project items installed within a facility under a noise compatibility program project, but in
any event not to exceed twenty (20) years from the date of acceptance of a grant offer of
Federal funds for the project. However, there shall be no limit on the duration of the
assurances regarding Exclusive Rights and Airport Revenue so long as the airport is used as an
airport. There shall be no limit on the duration of the terms, conditions, and assurances with
respect to real property acquired with federal funds. Furthermore, the duration of the Civil
Rights assurance shall be specified in the assurances.
2.

Airport Development or Noise Compatibility Projects Undertaken by a Private Sponsor.
The preceding paragraph 1 also applies to a private sponsor except that the useful life of
project items installed within a facility or the useful life of the facilities developed or equipment
acquired under an airport development or noise compatibility program project shall be no less
than ten (10) years from the date of acceptance of Federal aid for the project.

3.

Airport Planning Undertaken by a Sponsor.
Unless otherwise specified in this grant agreement, only Assurances 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 13, 18, 25, 30,
32, 33, and 34 in Section C apply to planning projects. The terms, conditions, and assurances of
this grant agreement shall remain in full force and effect during the life of the project; there
shall be no limit on the duration of the assurances regarding Exclusive Rights and Airport
Revenue so long as the airport is used as an airport.

C. Sponsor Certification.
The sponsor hereby assures and certifies, with respect to this grant that:
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1. General Federal Requirements
It will comply with all applicable Federal laws, regulations, executive orders, policies, guidelines, and
requirements as they relate to the application, acceptance and use of Federal funds for this project
including but not limited to the following:
FEDERAL LEGISLATION
a. Title 49, U.S.C., subtitle VII, as amended.
b. Davis-Bacon Act — 40 U.S.C. 276(a), et seq.1
c. Federal Fair Labor Standards Act - 29 U.S.C. 201, et seq.
d. Hatch Act – 5 U.S.C. 1501, et seq.2
e. Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 Title 42 U.S.C.
4601, et seq.1 2
f.

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 – Section 106 - 16 U.S.C. 470(f).1

g. Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 - 16 U.S.C. 469 through 469c.1
h. Native Americans Grave Repatriation Act - 25 U.S.C. Section 3001, et seq.
i.

Clean Air Act, P.L. 90-148, as amended.

j.

Coastal Zone Management Act, P.L. 93-205, as amended.

k. Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 – Section 102(a) - 42 U.S.C. 4012a.1
l.

Title 49, U.S.C., Section 303, (formerly known as Section 4(f))

m. Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - 29 U.S.C. 794.
n. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000d et seq., 78 stat. 252) (prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin);
o. Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended, (42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq.), prohibits
discrimination on the basis of disability).
p. Age Discrimination Act of 1975 - 42 U.S.C. 6101, et seq.
q. American Indian Religious Freedom Act, P.L. 95-341, as amended.
r.

Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 -42 U.S.C. 4151, et seq.1

s. Power plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 – Section 403- 2 U.S.C. 8373.1
t.

Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act - 40 U.S.C. 327, et seq.1

u. Copeland Anti-kickback Act - 18 U.S.C. 874.1
v. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 - 42 U.S.C. 4321, et seq.1
w. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, P.L. 90-542, as amended.
x. Single Audit Act of 1984 - 31 U.S.C. 7501, et seq.2
y. Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 - 41 U.S.C. 702 through 706.
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z. The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act of 2006, as amended (Pub. L. 109-282,
as amended by section 6202 of Pub. L. 110-252).
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
a. Executive Order 11246 – Equal Employment Opportunity1
b. Executive Order 11990 – Protection of Wetlands
c. Executive Order 11998 – Flood Plain Management
d. Executive Order 12372 – Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs
e. Executive Order 12699 – Seismic Safety of Federal and Federally Assisted New Building
Construction1
f.

Executive Order 12898 – Environmental Justice

FEDERAL REGULATIONS
a. 2 CFR Part 180 – OMB Guidelines to Agencies on Governmentwide Debarment and Suspension
(Nonprocurement).
b. 2 CFR Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements
for Federal Awards. [OMB Circular A-87 Cost Principles Applicable to Grants and Contracts with
State and Local Governments, and OMB Circular A-133 - Audits of States, Local Governments,
and Non-Profit Organizations].4, 5, 6
c. 2 CFR Part 1200 – Nonprocurement Suspension and Debarment.
d. 14 CFR Part 13 – Investigative and Enforcement Procedures14 CFR Part 16 - Rules of Practice For
Federally Assisted Airport Enforcement Proceedings.
e. 14 CFR Part 150 – Airport noise compatibility planning.
f.

28 CFR Part 35 – Discrimination on the Basis of Disability in State and Local Government
Services.

g. 28 CFR § 50.3 – U.S. Department of Justice Guidelines for Enforcement of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
h. 29 CFR Part 1 – Procedures for predetermination of wage rates.1
i.

29 CFR Part 3 – Contractors and subcontractors on public building or public work financed in
whole or part by loans or grants from the United States.1

j.

29 CFR Part 5 – Labor standards provisions applicable to contracts covering federally financed
and assisted construction (also labor standards provisions applicable to non-construction
contracts subject to the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act).1

k. 41 CFR Part 60 – Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment
Opportunity, Department of Labor (Federal and federally assisted contracting requirements).1
l.

49 CFR Part 18 – Uniform administrative requirements for grants and cooperative agreements to
state and local governments.3

m. 49 CFR Part 20 – New restrictions on lobbying.
n. 49 CFR Part 21 – Nondiscrimination in federally-assisted programs of the Department of
Transportation - effectuation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
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o. 49 CFR Part 23 – Participation by Disadvantage Business Enterprise in Airport Concessions.
p. 49 CFR Part 24 – Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition for Federal and
Federally Assisted Programs.1 2
q. 49 CFR Part 26 – Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in Department of
Transportation Programs.
r.

49 CFR Part 27 – Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs and Activities
Receiving or Benefiting from Federal Financial Assistance.1

s. 49 CFR Part 28 – Enforcement of Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs or
Activities conducted by the Department of Transportation.
t.

49 CFR Part 30 – Denial of public works contracts to suppliers of goods and services of countries
that deny procurement market access to U.S. contractors.

u. 49 CFR Part 32 – Governmentwide Requirements for Drug-Free Workplace (Financial
Assistance).
v. 49 CFR Part 37 – Transportation Services for Individuals with Disabilities (ADA).
w. 49 CFR Part 41 – Seismic safety of Federal and federally assisted or regulated new building
construction.
SPECIFIC ASSURANCES
Specific assurances required to be included in grant agreements by any of the above laws, regulations or
circulars are incorporated by reference in this grant agreement.
FOOTNOTES TO ASSURANCE C.1.
1
2
3

4

5

6

These laws do not apply to airport planning sponsors.
These laws do not apply to private sponsors.
49 CFR Part 18 and 2 CFR Part 200 contain requirements for State and Local Governments
receiving Federal assistance. Any requirement levied upon State and Local Governments by this
regulation and circular shall also be applicable to private sponsors receiving Federal assistance
under Title 49, United States Code.
On December 26, 2013 at 78 FR 78590, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued the
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal
Awards in 2 CFR Part 200. 2 CFR Part 200 replaces and combines the former Uniform
Administrative Requirements for Grants (OMB Circular A-102 and Circular A-110 or 2 CFR Part
215 or Circular) as well as the Cost Principles (Circulars A-21 or 2 CFR part 220; Circular A-87 or 2
CFR part 225; and A-122, 2 CFR part 230). Additionally it replaces Circular A-133 guidance on the
Single Annual Audit. In accordance with 2 CFR section 200.110, the standards set forth in Part
200 which affect administration of Federal awards issued by Federal agencies become effective
once implemented by Federal agencies or when any future amendment to this Part becomes
final. Federal agencies, including the Department of Transportation, must implement the
policies and procedures applicable to Federal awards by promulgating a regulation to be
effective by December 26, 2014 unless different provisions are required by statute or approved
by OMB.
Cost principles established in 2 CFR part 200 subpart E must be used as guidelines for
determining the eligibility of specific types of expenses.
Audit requirements established in 2 CFR part 200 subpart F are the guidelines for audits.
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2. Responsibility and Authority of the Sponsor.
a. Public Agency Sponsor:
It has legal authority to apply for this grant, and to finance and carry out the proposed project;
that a resolution, motion or similar action has been duly adopted or passed as an official act of
the applicant's governing body authorizing the filing of the application, including all
understandings and assurances contained therein, and directing and authorizing the person
identified as the official representative of the applicant to act in connection with the
application and to provide such additional information as may be required.
b. Private Sponsor:
It has legal authority to apply for this grant and to finance and carry out the proposed project
and comply with all terms, conditions, and assurances of this grant agreement. It shall
designate an official representative and shall in writing direct and authorize that person to file
this application, including all understandings and assurances contained therein; to act in
connection with this application; and to provide such additional information as may be
required.
3. Sponsor Fund Availability.
It has sufficient funds available for that portion of the project costs which are not to be paid by the
United States. It has sufficient funds available to assure operation and maintenance of items funded
under this grant agreement which it will own or control.
4. Good Title.
a. It, a public agency or the Federal government, holds good title, satisfactory to the Secretary, to
the landing area of the airport or site thereof, or will give assurance satisfactory to the
Secretary that good title will be acquired.
b. For noise compatibility program projects to be carried out on the property of the sponsor, it
holds good title satisfactory to the Secretary to that portion of the property upon which Federal
funds will be expended or will give assurance to the Secretary that good title will be obtained.
5. Preserving Rights and Powers.
a. It will not take or permit any action which would operate to deprive it of any of the rights and
powers necessary to perform any or all of the terms, conditions, and assurances in this grant
agreement without the written approval of the Secretary, and will act promptly to acquire,
extinguish or modify any outstanding rights or claims of right of others which would interfere
with such performance by the sponsor. This shall be done in a manner acceptable to the
Secretary.
b. It will not sell, lease, encumber, or otherwise transfer or dispose of any part of its title or other
interests in the property shown on Exhibit A to this application or, for a noise compatibility
program project, that portion of the property upon which Federal funds have been expended,
for the duration of the terms, conditions, and assurances in this grant agreement without
approval by the Secretary. If the transferee is found by the Secretary to be eligible under Title
49, United States Code, to assume the obligations of this grant agreement and to have the
power, authority, and financial resources to carry out all such obligations, the sponsor shall
insert in the contract or document transferring or disposing of the sponsor's interest, and make
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binding upon the transferee all of the terms, conditions, and assurances contained in this grant
agreement.
c. For all noise compatibility program projects which are to be carried out by another unit of local
government or are on property owned by a unit of local government other than the sponsor, it
will enter into an agreement with that government. Except as otherwise specified by the
Secretary, that agreement shall obligate that government to the same terms, conditions, and
assurances that would be applicable to it if it applied directly to the FAA for a grant to
undertake the noise compatibility program project. That agreement and changes thereto must
be satisfactory to the Secretary. It will take steps to enforce this agreement against the local
government if there is substantial non-compliance with the terms of the agreement.
d. For noise compatibility program projects to be carried out on privately owned property, it will
enter into an agreement with the owner of that property which includes provisions specified by
the Secretary. It will take steps to enforce this agreement against the property owner
whenever there is substantial non-compliance with the terms of the agreement.
e. If the sponsor is a private sponsor, it will take steps satisfactory to the Secretary to ensure that
the airport will continue to function as a public-use airport in accordance with these assurances
for the duration of these assurances.
f.

If an arrangement is made for management and operation of the airport by any agency or
person other than the sponsor or an employee of the sponsor, the sponsor will reserve
sufficient rights and authority to insure that the airport will be operated and maintained in
accordance Title 49, United States Code, the regulations and the terms, conditions and
assurances in this grant agreement and shall insure that such arrangement also requires
compliance therewith.

g. Sponsors of commercial service airports will not permit or enter into any arrangement that
results in permission for the owner or tenant of a property used as a residence, or zoned for
residential use, to taxi an aircraft between that property and any location on airport. Sponsors
of general aviation airports entering into any arrangement that results in permission for the
owner of residential real property adjacent to or near the airport must comply with the
requirements of Sec. 136 of Public Law 112-95 and the sponsor assurances.
6. Consistency with Local Plans.
The project is reasonably consistent with plans (existing at the time of submission of this
application) of public agencies that are authorized by the State in which the project is located to
plan for the development of the area surrounding the airport.
7. Consideration of Local Interest.
It has given fair consideration to the interest of communities in or near where the project may be
located.
8. Consultation with Users.
In making a decision to undertake any airport development project under Title 49, United States
Code, it has undertaken reasonable consultations with affected parties using the airport at which
project is proposed.
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9. Public Hearings.
In projects involving the location of an airport, an airport runway, or a major runway extension, it
has afforded the opportunity for public hearings for the purpose of considering the economic,
social, and environmental effects of the airport or runway location and its consistency with goals
and objectives of such planning as has been carried out by the community and it shall, when
requested by the Secretary, submit a copy of the transcript of such hearings to the Secretary.
Further, for such projects, it has on its management board either voting representation from the
communities where the project is located or has advised the communities that they have the right
to petition the Secretary concerning a proposed project.
10. Metropolitan Planning Organization.
In projects involving the location of an airport, an airport runway, or a major runway extension at a
medium or large hub airport, the sponsor has made available to and has provided upon request to
the metropolitan planning organization in the area in which the airport is located, if any, a copy of
the proposed amendment to the airport layout plan to depict the project and a copy of any airport
master plan in which the project is described or depicted.
11. Pavement Preventive Maintenance.
With respect to a project approved after January 1, 1995, for the replacement or reconstruction of
pavement at the airport, it assures or certifies that it has implemented an effective airport
pavement maintenance-management program and it assures that it will use such program for the
useful life of any pavement constructed, reconstructed or repaired with Federal financial assistance
at the airport. It will provide such reports on pavement condition and pavement management
programs as the Secretary determines may be useful.
12. Terminal Development Prerequisites.
For projects which include terminal development at a public use airport, as defined in Title 49, it
has, on the date of submittal of the project grant application, all the safety equipment required for
certification of such airport under section 44706 of Title 49, United States Code, and all the security
equipment required by rule or regulation, and has provided for access to the passenger enplaning
and deplaning area of such airport to passengers enplaning and deplaning from aircraft other than
air carrier aircraft.
13. Accounting System, Audit, and Record Keeping Requirements.
a. It shall keep all project accounts and records which fully disclose the amount and disposition by
the recipient of the proceeds of this grant, the total cost of the project in connection with
which this grant is given or used, and the amount or nature of that portion of the cost of the
project supplied by other sources, and such other financial records pertinent to the project. The
accounts and records shall be kept in accordance with an accounting system that will facilitate
an effective audit in accordance with the Single Audit Act of 1984.
b. It shall make available to the Secretary and the Comptroller General of the United States, or
any of their duly authorized representatives, for the purpose of audit and examination, any
books, documents, papers, and records of the recipient that are pertinent to this grant. The
Secretary may require that an appropriate audit be conducted by a recipient. In any case in
which an independent audit is made of the accounts of a sponsor relating to the disposition of
the proceeds of a grant or relating to the project in connection with which this grant was given
or used, it shall file a certified copy of such audit with the Comptroller General of the United
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States not later than six (6) months following the close of the fiscal year for which the audit was
made.
14. Minimum Wage Rates.
It shall include, in all contracts in excess of $2,000 for work on any projects funded under this grant
agreement which involve labor, provisions establishing minimum rates of wages, to be
predetermined by the Secretary of Labor, in accordance with the Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40
U.S.C. 276a-276a-5), which contractors shall pay to skilled and unskilled labor, and such minimum
rates shall be stated in the invitation for bids and shall be included in proposals or bids for the work.
15. Veteran's Preference.
It shall include in all contracts for work on any project funded under this grant agreement which
involve labor, such provisions as are necessary to insure that, in the employment of labor (except in
executive, administrative, and supervisory positions), preference shall be given to Vietnam era
veterans, Persian Gulf veterans, Afghanistan-Iraq war veterans, disabled veterans, and small
business concerns owned and controlled by disabled veterans as defined in Section 47112 of Title
49, United States Code. However, this preference shall apply only where the individuals are
available and qualified to perform the work to which the employment relates.
16. Conformity to Plans and Specifications.
It will execute the project subject to plans, specifications, and schedules approved by the Secretary.
Such plans, specifications, and schedules shall be submitted to the Secretary prior to
commencement of site preparation, construction, or other performance under this grant
agreement, and, upon approval of the Secretary, shall be incorporated into this grant agreement.
Any modification to the approved plans, specifications, and schedules shall also be subject to
approval of the Secretary, and incorporated into this grant agreement.
17. Construction Inspection and Approval.
It will provide and maintain competent technical supervision at the construction site throughout the
project to assure that the work conforms to the plans, specifications, and schedules approved by
the Secretary for the project. It shall subject the construction work on any project contained in an
approved project application to inspection and approval by the Secretary and such work shall be in
accordance with regulations and procedures prescribed by the Secretary. Such regulations and
procedures shall require such cost and progress reporting by the sponsor or sponsors of such
project as the Secretary shall deem necessary.
18. Planning Projects.
In carrying out planning projects:
a. It will execute the project in accordance with the approved program narrative contained in the
project application or with the modifications similarly approved.
b. It will furnish the Secretary with such periodic reports as required pertaining to the planning
project and planning work activities.
c. It will include in all published material prepared in connection with the planning project a
notice that the material was prepared under a grant provided by the United States.
d. It will make such material available for examination by the public, and agrees that no material
prepared with funds under this project shall be subject to copyright in the United States or any
other country.
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e. It will give the Secretary unrestricted authority to publish, disclose, distribute, and otherwise
use any of the material prepared in connection with this grant.
f.

It will grant the Secretary the right to disapprove the sponsor's employment of specific
consultants and their subcontractors to do all or any part of this project as well as the right to
disapprove the proposed scope and cost of professional services.

g. It will grant the Secretary the right to disapprove the use of the sponsor's employees to do all
or any part of the project.
h. It understands and agrees that the Secretary's approval of this project grant or the Secretary's
approval of any planning material developed as part of this grant does not constitute or imply
any assurance or commitment on the part of the Secretary to approve any pending or future
application for a Federal airport grant.
19. Operation and Maintenance.
a. The airport and all facilities which are necessary to serve the aeronautical users of the airport,
other than facilities owned or controlled by the United States, shall be operated at all times in a
safe and serviceable condition and in accordance with the minimum standards as may be
required or prescribed by applicable Federal, state and local agencies for maintenance and
operation. It will not cause or permit any activity or action thereon which would interfere with
its use for airport purposes. It will suitably operate and maintain the airport and all facilities
thereon or connected therewith, with due regard to climatic and flood conditions. Any proposal
to temporarily close the airport for non-aeronautical purposes must first be approved by the
Secretary. In furtherance of this assurance, the sponsor will have in effect arrangements for1. Operating the airport's aeronautical facilities whenever required;
2. Promptly marking and lighting hazards resulting from airport conditions, including
temporary conditions; and
3. Promptly notifying airmen of any condition affecting aeronautical use of the airport.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to require that the airport be operated for
aeronautical use during temporary periods when snow, flood or other climatic conditions
interfere with such operation and maintenance. Further, nothing herein shall be construed
as requiring the maintenance, repair, restoration, or replacement of any structure or
facility which is substantially damaged or destroyed due to an act of God or other
condition or circumstance beyond the control of the sponsor.
b. It will suitably operate and maintain noise compatibility program items that it owns or controls
upon which Federal funds have been expended.
20. Hazard Removal and Mitigation.
It will take appropriate action to assure that such terminal airspace as is required to protect
instrument and visual operations to the airport (including established minimum flight altitudes) will
be adequately cleared and protected by removing, lowering, relocating, marking, or lighting or
otherwise mitigating existing airport hazards and by preventing the establishment or creation of
future airport hazards.
21. Compatible Land Use.
It will take appropriate action, to the extent reasonable, including the adoption of zoning laws, to
restrict the use of land adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity of the airport to activities and
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purposes compatible with normal airport operations, including landing and takeoff of aircraft. In
addition, if the project is for noise compatibility program implementation, it will not cause or permit
any change in land use, within its jurisdiction, that will reduce its compatibility, with respect to the
airport, of the noise compatibility program measures upon which Federal funds have been
expended.
22. Economic Nondiscrimination.
a. It will make the airport available as an airport for public use on reasonable terms and without
unjust discrimination to all types, kinds and classes of aeronautical activities, including
commercial aeronautical activities offering services to the public at the airport.
b. In any agreement, contract, lease, or other arrangement under which a right or privilege at the
airport is granted to any person, firm, or corporation to conduct or to engage in any
aeronautical activity for furnishing services to the public at the airport, the sponsor will insert
and enforce provisions requiring the contractor to1. furnish said services on a reasonable, and not unjustly discriminatory, basis to all users
thereof, and
2. charge reasonable, and not unjustly discriminatory, prices for each unit or service,
provided that the contractor may be allowed to make reasonable and nondiscriminatory
discounts, rebates, or other similar types of price reductions to volume purchasers.
a. Each fixed-based operator at the airport shall be subject to the same rates, fees,
rentals, and other charges as are uniformly applicable to all other fixed-based
operators making the same or similar uses of such airport and utilizing the same or
similar facilities
b. Each air carrier using such airport shall have the right to service itself or to use any
fixed-based operator that is authorized or permitted by the airport to serve any air
carrier at such airport.
c. Each air carrier using such airport (whether as a tenant, non-tenant, or subtenant of
another air carrier tenant) shall be subject to such nondiscriminatory and substantially
comparable rules, regulations, conditions, rates, fees, rentals, and other charges with
respect to facilities directly and substantially related to providing air transportation as
are applicable to all such air carriers which make similar use of such airport and utilize
similar facilities, subject to reasonable classifications such as tenants or non-tenants
and signatory carriers and non-signatory carriers. Classification or status as tenant or
signatory shall not be unreasonably withheld by any airport provided an air carrier
assumes obligations substantially similar to those already imposed on air carriers in
such classification or status.
d. It will not exercise or grant any right or privilege which operates to prevent any
person, firm, or corporation operating aircraft on the airport from performing any
services on its own aircraft with its own employees [including, but not limited to
maintenance, repair, and fueling] that it may choose to perform.
e. In the event the sponsor itself exercises any of the rights and privileges referred to in
this assurance, the services involved will be provided on the same conditions as would
apply to the furnishing of such services by commercial aeronautical service providers
authorized by the sponsor under these provisions.
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f.

The sponsor may establish such reasonable, and not unjustly discriminatory,
conditions to be met by all users of the airport as may be necessary for the safe and
efficient operation of the airport.

g. The sponsor may prohibit or limit any given type, kind or class of aeronautical use of
the airport if such action is necessary for the safe operation of the airport or necessary
to serve the civil aviation needs of the public.
23. Exclusive Rights.
It will permit no exclusive right for the use of the airport by any person providing, or intending to
provide, aeronautical services to the public. For purposes of this paragraph, the providing of the
services at an airport by a single fixed-based operator shall not be construed as an exclusive right if
both of the following apply:
a. It would be unreasonably costly, burdensome, or impractical for more than one fixed-based
operator to provide such services, and
b. If allowing more than one fixed-based operator to provide such services would require the
reduction of space leased pursuant to an existing agreement between such single fixed-based
operator and such airport. It further agrees that it will not, either directly or indirectly, grant or
permit any person, firm, or corporation, the exclusive right at the airport to conduct any
aeronautical activities, including, but not limited to charter flights, pilot training, aircraft rental
and sightseeing, aerial photography, crop dusting, aerial advertising and surveying, air carrier
operations, aircraft sales and services, sale of aviation petroleum products whether or not
conducted in conjunction with other aeronautical activity, repair and maintenance of aircraft,
sale of aircraft parts, and any other activities which because of their direct relationship to the
operation of aircraft can be regarded as an aeronautical activity, and that it will terminate any
exclusive right to conduct an aeronautical activity now existing at such an airport before the
grant of any assistance under Title 49, United States Code.
24. Fee and Rental Structure.
It will maintain a fee and rental structure for the facilities and services at the airport which will
make the airport as self-sustaining as possible under the circumstances existing at the particular
airport, taking into account such factors as the volume of traffic and economy of collection. No part
of the Federal share of an airport development, airport planning or noise compatibility project for
which a grant is made under Title 49, United States Code, the Airport and Airway Improvement Act
of 1982, the Federal Airport Act or the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 shall be
included in the rate basis in establishing fees, rates, and charges for users of that airport.
25. Airport Revenues.
a. All revenues generated by the airport and any local taxes on aviation fuel established after
December 30, 1987, will be expended by it for the capital or operating costs of the airport; the
local airport system; or other local facilities which are owned or operated by the owner or
operator of the airport and which are directly and substantially related to the actual air
transportation of passengers or property; or for noise mitigation purposes on or off the airport.
The following exceptions apply to this paragraph:
1. If covenants or assurances in debt obligations issued before September 3, 1982, by the
owner or operator of the airport, or provisions enacted before September 3, 1982, in
governing statutes controlling the owner or operator's financing, provide for the use of the
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revenues from any of the airport owner or operator's facilities, including the airport, to
support not only the airport but also the airport owner or operator's general debt
obligations or other facilities, then this limitation on the use of all revenues generated by
the airport (and, in the case of a public airport, local taxes on aviation fuel) shall not apply.
2. If the Secretary approves the sale of a privately owned airport to a public sponsor and
provides funding for any portion of the public sponsor’s acquisition of land, this limitation
on the use of all revenues generated by the sale shall not apply to certain proceeds from
the sale. This is conditioned on repayment to the Secretary by the private owner of an
amount equal to the remaining unamortized portion (amortized over a 20-year period) of
any airport improvement grant made to the private owner for any purpose other than land
acquisition on or after October 1, 1996, plus an amount equal to the federal share of the
current fair market value of any land acquired with an airport improvement grant made to
that airport on or after October 1, 1996.
3. Certain revenue derived from or generated by mineral extraction, production, lease, or
other means at a general aviation airport (as defined at Section 47102 of title 49 United
States Code), if the FAA determines the airport sponsor meets the requirements set forth
in Sec. 813 of Public Law 112-95.
a. As part of the annual audit required under the Single Audit Act of 1984, the sponsor
will direct that the audit will review, and the resulting audit report will provide an
opinion concerning, the use of airport revenue and taxes in paragraph (a), and
indicating whether funds paid or transferred to the owner or operator are paid or
transferred in a manner consistent with Title 49, United States Code and any other
applicable provision of law, including any regulation promulgated by the Secretary or
Administrator.
b. Any civil penalties or other sanctions will be imposed for violation of this assurance in
accordance with the provisions of Section 47107 of Title 49, United States Code.
26. Reports and Inspections.
It will:
a. submit to the Secretary such annual or special financial and operations reports as the Secretary
may reasonably request and make such reports available to the public; make available to the
public at reasonable times and places a report of the airport budget in a format prescribed by
the Secretary;
b. for airport development projects, make the airport and all airport records and documents
affecting the airport, including deeds, leases, operation and use agreements, regulations and
other instruments, available for inspection by any duly authorized agent of the Secretary upon
reasonable request;
c. for noise compatibility program projects, make records and documents relating to the project
and continued compliance with the terms, conditions, and assurances of this grant agreement
including deeds, leases, agreements, regulations, and other instruments, available for
inspection by any duly authorized agent of the Secretary upon reasonable request; and
d. in a format and time prescribed by the Secretary, provide to the Secretary and make available
to the public following each of its fiscal years, an annual report listing in detail:
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1. all amounts paid by the airport to any other unit of government and the purposes for
which each such payment was made; and
2. all services and property provided by the airport to other units of government and the
amount of compensation received for provision of each such service and property.
27. Use by Government Aircraft.
It will make available all of the facilities of the airport developed with Federal financial assistance
and all those usable for landing and takeoff of aircraft to the United States for use by Government
aircraft in common with other aircraft at all times without charge, except, if the use by Government
aircraft is substantial, charge may be made for a reasonable share, proportional to such use, for the
cost of operating and maintaining the facilities used. Unless otherwise determined by the Secretary,
or otherwise agreed to by the sponsor and the using agency, substantial use of an airport by
Government aircraft will be considered to exist when operations of such aircraft are in excess of
those which, in the opinion of the Secretary, would unduly interfere with use of the landing areas
by other authorized aircraft, or during any calendar month that –
a. by gross weights of such aircraft) is in excess of five million pounds Five (5) or more
Government aircraft are regularly based at the airport or on land adjacent thereto; or
b. The total number of movements (counting each landing as a movement) of Government
aircraft is 300 or more, or the gross accumulative weight of Government aircraft using the
airport (the total movement of Government aircraft multiplied.
28. Land for Federal Facilities.
It will furnish without cost to the Federal Government for use in connection with any air traffic
control or air navigation activities, or weather-reporting and communication activities related to air
traffic control, any areas of land or water, or estate therein, or rights in buildings of the sponsor as
the Secretary considers necessary or desirable for construction, operation, and maintenance at
Federal expense of space or facilities for such purposes. Such areas or any portion thereof will be
made available as provided herein within four months after receipt of a written request from the
Secretary.
29. Airport Layout Plan.
a. It will keep up to date at all times an airport layout plan of the airport showing:
1. boundaries of the airport and all proposed additions thereto, together with the boundaries
of all offsite areas owned or controlled by the sponsor for airport purposes and proposed
additions thereto;
2. the location and nature of all existing and proposed airport facilities and structures (such
as runways, taxiways, aprons, terminal buildings, hangars and roads), including all
proposed extensions and reductions of existing airport facilities;
3. the location of all existing and proposed nonaviation areas and of all existing
improvements thereon; and
4. all proposed and existing access points used to taxi aircraft across the airport’s property
boundary. Such airport layout plans and each amendment, revision, or modification
thereof, shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary which approval shall be
evidenced by the signature of a duly authorized representative of the Secretary on the face
of the airport layout plan. The sponsor will not make or permit any changes or alterations
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in the airport or any of its facilities which are not in conformity with the airport layout plan
as approved by the Secretary and which might, in the opinion of the Secretary, adversely
affect the safety, utility or efficiency of the airport.
a. If a change or alteration in the airport or the facilities is made which the Secretary
determines adversely affects the safety, utility, or efficiency of any federally owned,
leased, or funded property on or off the airport and which is not in conformity with
the airport layout plan as approved by the Secretary, the owner or operator will, if
requested, by the Secretary (1) eliminate such adverse effect in a manner approved by
the Secretary; or (2) bear all costs of relocating such property (or replacement thereof)
to a site acceptable to the Secretary and all costs of restoring such property (or
replacement thereof) to the level of safety, utility, efficiency, and cost of operation
existing before the unapproved change in the airport or its facilities except in the case
of a relocation or replacement of an existing airport facility due to a change in the
Secretary’s design standards beyond the control of the airport sponsor.
30. Civil Rights.
It will promptly take any measures necessary to ensure that no person in the United States shall, on
the grounds of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination in any
activity conducted with, or benefiting from, funds received from this grant.
a. Using the definitions of activity, facility and program as found and defined in §§ 21.23 (b) and
21.23 (e) of 49 CFR § 21, the sponsor will facilitate all programs, operate all facilities, or conduct
all programs in compliance with all non-discrimination requirements imposed by, or pursuant
to these assurances.
b. Applicability
1. Programs and Activities. If the sponsor has received a grant (or other federal assistance)
for any of the sponsor’s program or activities, these requirements extend to all of the
sponsor’s programs and activities.
2. Facilities. Where it receives a grant or other federal financial assistance to construct,
expand, renovate, remodel, alter or acquire a facility, or part of a facility, the assurance
extends to the entire facility and facilities operated in connection therewith.
3. Real Property. Where the sponsor receives a grant or other Federal financial assistance in
the form of, or for the acquisition of real property or an interest in real property, the
assurance will extend to rights to space on, over, or under such property.
c. Duration.
The sponsor agrees that it is obligated to this assurance for the period during which Federal
financial assistance is extended to the program, except where the Federal financial assistance is
to provide, or is in the form of, personal property, or real property, or interest therein, or
structures or improvements thereon, in which case the assurance obligates the sponsor, or any
transferee for the longer of the following periods:
1. So long as the airport is used as an airport, or for another purpose involving the provision
of similar services or benefits; or
2. So long as the sponsor retains ownership or possession of the property.
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d. Required Solicitation Language.
It will include the following notification in all solicitations for bids, Requests For Proposals for
work, or material under this grant agreement and in all proposals for agreements, including
airport concessions, regardless of funding source:
“The City of Loveland and City of Ft. Collins, Colorado, in accordance with the provisions of Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 252, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d to 2000d-4) and the
Regulations, hereby notifies all bidders that it will affirmatively ensure that any contract
entered into pursuant to this advertisement, disadvantaged business enterprises and airport
concession disadvantaged business enterprises will be afforded full and fair opportunity to
submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be discriminated against on the grounds
of race, color, or national origin in consideration for an award.”
e. Required Contract Provisions.
1. It will insert the non-discrimination contract clauses requiring compliance with the acts and
regulations relative to non-discrimination in Federally-assisted programs of the DOT, and
incorporating the acts and regulations into the contracts by reference in every contract or
agreement subject to the non-discrimination in Federally-assisted programs of the DOT
acts and regulations.
2. It will include a list of the pertinent non-discrimination authorities in every contract that is
subject to the non-discrimination acts and regulations.
3. It will insert non-discrimination contract clauses as a covenant running with the land, in
any deed from the United States effecting or recording a transfer of real property,
structures, use, or improvements thereon or interest therein to a sponsor.
4. It will insert non-discrimination contract clauses prohibiting discrimination on the basis of
race, color, national origin, creed, sex, age, or handicap as a covenant running with the
land, in any future deeds, leases, license, permits, or similar instruments entered into by
the sponsor with other parties:
a. For the subsequent transfer of real property acquired or improved under the
applicable activity, project, or program; and
b. For the construction or use of, or access to, space on, over, or under real property
acquired or improved under the applicable activity, project, or program.
f.

It will provide for such methods of administration for the program as are found by the
Secretary to give reasonable guarantee that it, other recipients, sub-recipients, sub-grantees,
contractors, subcontractors, consultants, transferees, successors in interest, and other
participants of Federal financial assistance under such program will comply with all
requirements imposed or pursuant to the acts, the regulations, and this assurance.

g. It agrees that the United States has a right to seek judicial enforcement with regard to any
matter arising under the acts, the regulations, and this assurance.
31. Disposal of Land.
a. For land purchased under a grant for airport noise compatibility purposes, including land
serving as a noise buffer, it will dispose of the land, when the land is no longer needed for such
purposes, at fair market value, at the earliest practicable time. That portion of the proceeds of
such disposition which is proportionate to the United States' share of acquisition of such land
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will be, at the discretion of the Secretary, (1) reinvested in another project at the airport, or (2)
transferred to another eligible airport as prescribed by the Secretary. The Secretary shall give
preference to the following, in descending order, (1) reinvestment in an approved noise
compatibility project, (2) reinvestment in an approved project that is eligible for grant funding
under Section 47117(e) of title 49 United States Code, (3) reinvestment in an approved airport
development project that is eligible for grant funding under Sections 47114, 47115, or 47117 of
title 49 United States Code, (4) transferred to an eligible sponsor of another public airport to be
reinvested in an approved noise compatibility project at that airport, and (5) paid to the
Secretary for deposit in the Airport and Airway Trust Fund. If land acquired under a grant for
noise compatibility purposes is leased at fair market value and consistent with noise buffering
purposes, the lease will not be considered a disposal of the land. Revenues derived from such a
lease may be used for an approved airport development project that would otherwise be
eligible for grant funding or any permitted use of airport revenue.
b. For land purchased under a grant for airport development purposes (other than noise
compatibility), it will, when the land is no longer needed for airport purposes, dispose of such
land at fair market value or make available to the Secretary an amount equal to the United
States' proportionate share of the fair market value of the land. That portion of the proceeds of
such disposition which is proportionate to the United States' share of the cost of acquisition of
such land will, (1) upon application to the Secretary, be reinvested or transferred to another
eligible airport as prescribed by the Secretary. The Secretary shall give preference to the
following, in descending order: (1) reinvestment in an approved noise compatibility project, (2)
reinvestment in an approved project that is eligible for grant funding under Section 47117(e) of
title 49 United States Code, (3) reinvestment in an approved airport development project that
is eligible for grant funding under Sections 47114, 47115, or 47117 of title 49 United States
Code, (4) transferred to an eligible sponsor of another public airport to be reinvested in an
approved noise compatibility project at that airport, and (5) paid to the Secretary for deposit in
the Airport and Airway Trust Fund.
c. Land shall be considered to be needed for airport purposes under this assurance if (1) it may be
needed for aeronautical purposes (including runway protection zones) or serve as noise buffer
land, and (2) the revenue from interim uses of such land contributes to the financial selfsufficiency of the airport. Further, land purchased with a grant received by an airport operator
or owner before December 31, 1987, will be considered to be needed for airport purposes if
the Secretary or Federal agency making such grant before December 31, 1987, was notified by
the operator or owner of the uses of such land, did not object to such use, and the land
continues to be used for that purpose, such use having commenced no later than December 15,
1989.
d. Disposition of such land under (a) (b) or (c) will be subject to the retention or reservation of any
interest or right therein necessary to ensure that such land will only be used for purposes which
are compatible with noise levels associated with operation of the airport.
32. Engineering and Design Services.
It will award each contract, or sub-contract for program management, construction management,
planning studies, feasibility studies, architectural services, preliminary engineering, design,
engineering, surveying, mapping or related services with respect to the project in the same manner
as a contract for architectural and engineering services is negotiated under Title IX of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 or an equivalent qualifications-based requirement
prescribed for or by the sponsor of the airport.
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33. Foreign Market Restrictions.
It will not allow funds provided under this grant to be used to fund any project which uses any
product or service of a foreign country during the period in which such foreign country is listed by
the United States Trade Representative as denying fair and equitable market opportunities for
products and suppliers of the United States in procurement and construction.
34. Policies, Standards, and Specifications.
It will carry out the project in accordance with policies, standards, and specifications approved by
the Secretary including, but not limited to, the advisory circulars listed in the Current FAA Advisory
Circulars for AIP projects, dated {{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d,
yyyy")}}, and included in this grant, and in accordance with applicable state policies, standards, and
specifications approved by the Secretary.
35. Relocation and Real Property Acquisition.
a. It will be guided in acquiring real property, to the greatest extent practicable under State law,
by the land acquisition policies in Subpart B of 49 CFR Part 24 and will pay or reimburse
property owners for necessary expenses as specified in Subpart B.
b. It will provide a relocation assistance program offering the services described in Subpart C and
fair and reasonable relocation payments and assistance to displaced persons as required in
Subpart D and E of 49 CFR Part 24.
c. It will make available within a reasonable period of time prior to displacement, comparable
replacement dwellings to displaced persons in accordance with Subpart E of 49 CFR Part 24.
36. Access By Intercity Buses.
The airport owner or operator will permit, to the maximum extent practicable, intercity buses or
other modes of transportation to have access to the airport; however, it has no obligation to fund
special facilities for intercity buses or for other modes of transportation.
37. Disadvantaged Business Enterprises.
The sponsor shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the award and
performance of any DOT-assisted contract covered by 49 CFR Part 26, or in the award and
performance of any concession activity contract covered by 49 CFR Part 23. In addition, the sponsor
shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the administration of its
DBE and ACDBE programs or the requirements of 49 CFR Parts 23 and 26. The sponsor shall take all
necessary and reasonable steps under 49 CFR Parts 23 and 26 to ensure nondiscrimination in the
award and administration of DOT-assisted contracts, and/or concession contracts. The sponsor’s
DBE and ACDBE programs, as required by 49 CFR Parts 26 and 23, and as approved by DOT, are
incorporated by reference in this agreement. Implementation of these programs is a legal obligation
and failure to carry out its terms shall be treated as a violation of this agreement. Upon notification
to the sponsor of its failure to carry out its approved program, the Department may impose
sanctions as provided for under Parts 26 and 23 and may, in appropriate cases, refer the matter for
enforcement under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and/or the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1936 (31 U.S.C.
3801).
38. Hangar Construction.
If the airport owner or operator and a person who owns an aircraft agree that a hangar is to be
constructed at the airport for the aircraft at the aircraft owner’s expense, the airport owner or
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operator will grant to the aircraft owner for the hangar a long term lease that is subject to such
terms and conditions on the hangar as the airport owner or operator may impose.
39. Competitive Access.
a. If the airport owner or operator of a medium or large hub airport (as defined in section 47102
of title 49, U.S.C.) has been unable to accommodate one or more requests by an air carrier for
access to gates or other facilities at that airport in order to allow the air carrier to provide
service to the airport or to expand service at the airport, the airport owner or operator shall
transmit a report to the Secretary that1. Describes the requests;
2. Provides an explanation as to why the requests could not be accommodated; and
3. Provides a time frame within which, if any, the airport will be able to accommodate the
requests.
b. Such report shall be due on either February 1 or August 1 of each year if the airport has been
unable to accommodate the request(s) in the six month period prior to the applicable due date.
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RESOLUTION # R-02-2021
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A NOTICE OF CONTRACT AWARD TO
IHC SCOTT FOR THE FNL COMMERCIAL APRON EXPANSION AND
NEW TAXIWAY E PROJECT AND AUTHORIZING THE LOVELAND CITY
MANAGER TO SIGN THE CONTRACT
WHEREAS, the Cities of Loveland and Fort Collins (the “Cities”) jointly own and
operate the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the “Airport”) pursuant to that Amended and
Restated Intergovernmental Agreement entered into on January 22, 2015, as amended (the
“IGA”); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the IGA, the Cities formed the Northern Colorado Regional
Airport Commission (the “Commission”) and delegated certain governance authority to the
Commission, including the approval and execution of Airport agreements for goods and services
within certain parameters set forth in the IGA; and
WHEREAS, Airport staff issued an invitation to bid for the “FNL Commercial Apron
Expansion and New Taxiway E Project” (the “Project”), have received bids, and determined that
IHC Scott submitted the lowest responsive and responsible bid for the Project; and
WHEREAS, the Airport intends to utilize grant funding to the greatest extent possible to
cover Project costs, but is awaiting a final grant award from the Federal Aviation Administration
(“FAA”); and
WHEREAS, Airport staff recommend that a construction contract be awarded to IHC
Scott for the Project in a not-to-exceed amount of their total bid of $2,727,764.20, subject to the
approval of the necessary grant funding. Airport staff recommend that the contract not be
executed until the FAA has determined the amount of grant funding to be awarded to the Airport,
and that if a lower amount of grant funding is received, that the construction contract amount be
reduced accordingly; and
WHEREAS, the Commission desires to authorize the award of a construction contract to
IHC Scott in an amount not to exceed $2,727,764.20, subject to the availability of the necessary
FAA grant funding and subjection to reduction as appropriate, and to authorize the Loveland
City Manager to sign the contract once finalized.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the award of a contract for the “FNL Commercial Apron Expansion and
New Taxiway E Project” to IHC Scott in the not-to-exceed amount of $2,727,764.20 is hereby
approved.
Section 2. That the Airport, in consultation with the Commission’s legal counsel, shall
prepare a standard form construction contract in an amount not to exceed $2,727,764.20, or such
lower amount as shall be paid for by grant funding and other available funding, and the Loveland
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City Manager is hereby authorized, following consultation with the City Attorney, to modify the
construction contract in form or substance as deemed necessary to effectuate the purposes of this
resolution or to protect the interests of the Airport or the two Cities.
Section 3. That the Loveland City Manager is authorized and directed to execute the
construction contract, once finalized, on behalf of the Airport Commission.
Section 4. That this resolution shall take effect as of the date of its adoption.
ADOPTED this 15th day of April, 2021.

Don Overcash, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission

ATTEST:

Secretary
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2696 S. Colorado Blvd.
Suite 330
Denver, CO 80222
P 303.872.5756
www.dibblecorp.com
April 9, 2021
Northern Colorado Regional Airport
4900 Earhart Rd.
Loveland, CO 80538
Attention:
RE:

Mr. Jason Licon
Airport Director – Northern Colorado Regional Airport

Contractor Bid Submittals Review
Northern Colorado Regional Airport
FNL Commercial Apron Expansion & New Taxiway E
FAA AIP No. 3‐08‐0023‐038‐2020 (Design)
FAA AIP No. 3‐08‐0023‐040‐2021 (Construction)
City Project No. AP2101

We have reviewed the three Contractor Bids received on April 8, 2021 for the FNL Commercial Apron & New Taxiway E
project. The unit prices were analyzed by high, low, average, and in comparison with the Engineer’s Estimate. Bid
Tabulation Summary tables are provided below.
Most unit prices were generally in‐line with the anticipated costs in the Engineer’s Estimate for all three bids. The following
tables provide a comparison between the bids, the engineer’s estimate, and each other:

Base Bid
(Schedule I)

Add Alt No. 1
(Schedule II)

Add Alt No. 2
(Schedule III)

Engineer's Estimate

$1,670,843.00

$193,911.00

$960,723.88

Low Bidder

$1,692,439.10

$137,823.50

$897,501.60

2nd low bid

$2,420,381.00

$140,872.10

$1,104,946.20

High Bidder

$2,474,296.55

$223,474.50

$1,668,236.90

Base Bid
(Schedule I)

Add Alt No. 1
(Schedule II)

Add Alt No. 2
(Schedule III)

Low Bid vs
Engineer's Estimate

1.3%

28.9%

7.0%

Low Bid vs
Second Low Bid

30.1%

2.2%

18.8%

High Bid vs
Engineer's Estimate

32.5%

13.2%

42.4%
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Based on review of the Bid Tabulations, there appears to be no indication of non‐responsive bids. There were no
mathematical calculation errors found on any of the bids, however there was one bid line item for Concrete Works of
Colorado that seemed to be an input error. It was apparent that Concrete Works’ bid line‐item No. 63, P‐620‐5.2,
Permanent Pavement Markings, was input incorrectly. A unit price of $360.00 was used when they had also used a unit
price of $3.60 for the same material in the Base Bid, (bid line item No. 30). If Concrete Works of Colorado correctly input
$3.60 for the unit price, the change would not be enough to make them the Apparent Low‐Bidder.
Evaluation of Apparent Low‐Bidder (IHC Scott):
1. Bid Bond (5%, At The Time of Bid):
a. A 5% Bid Bond was included in the bid documents at the time of bid, see attached.
2. Acknowledgement of Addenda:
a. There was only one addendum issued during the Bid Phase. IHC acknowledged the addendum and the
correct bid sheets were used.
3. DBE Certification and Good Faith Efforts:
a. An Attachment A was submitted for Hot Shot Supply, Airport Lighting Systems, American Striping, and
Tom Calabrese Trucking as registered DBE Firms in the State of Colorado. The percent of DBE Utilization
on this project is expected to be approximately the following:
i. DBE Utilization: 3.1%
4. Subletting of Contract:
a. Based on the information that IHC Scott included in Attachment A – List of Subcontractors, IHC Scott
intends to perform the following approximate self‐performance:
i. Self‐perform work: 74.3%
Final Recommendations:
Based on the information presented herein, it is the recommendation of Dibble that the City of Loveland and the Northern
Colorado Regional Airport award the FNL Commercial Apron Expansion & New Taxiway E project to IHC Scott, pending the
City’s final review of the full bid submittal.
The following table provides the total anticipated project cost in consideration of each bid alternate:

Base Bid

Base Bid +
Add Alt No. 1

Base Bid +
Add Alt No. 1 & No. 2

IHC Bid

$1,692,439.10

$1,830,262.60

$2,727,764.20

Construction
Management

$283,282.00

$283,282.00

$283,282.00

Total Project
(including CM)

$1,975,721.10

$2,113,544.60

$3,011,046.20

Given the current and projected increasing costs of the construction market, it is further our recommendation that the
City, FNL and FAA award all bid alternates, pending available funding.
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If you need additional information or have any questions, please do not hesitate to call.
Sincerely,

Jared Bass, P.E.
Vice President ‐ Sr. Project Manager
Airport Development
Enclosures:
Bid Tabulations
IHC Scott Bid Bond
Attachment A – List of Subcontractors
State of Colorado DBE Certification – Airport Lighting Systems
State of Colorado DBE Certification – American Striping
State of Colorado DBE Certification – Hot Shot Supply
State of Colorado DBE Certification – Tom Calabrese Trucking
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SUMMARY OF BIDS ‐ BID OPENING 4/08/21 2:00 PM
NORTHEN COLORADO REGONAL AIRPORT
COMMERCIAL APRON EXPANSION & NEW TAXIWAY E
BIDDER

BASE BID (Schedule I)
AMOUNT

ADD ALT No.1 (Schedule ADD ALT No.2 (Schedule BASE BID (Schedule I)
II) AMOUNT
II) AMOUNT
AMOUNT

ADD ALT No.1 (Schedule II)
AMOUNT

ADD ALT No.2 (Schedule II)
AMOUNT

AS‐BID

AS‐BID

AS‐BID

BID TAB

BID TAB

BID TAB

COMBINED
AMOUNT

DELTA
(Base Bid ‐
Schedule I)

DELTA
(Add Alt No. 1 ‐
Schedule II)

DELTA
(Add Alt No. 2 ‐
Schedule III)

‐

DIBBLE ENGINEERING

$1,670,843.00

$193,911.00

$960,723.88

‐

‐

‐

$2,825,477.88

‐

‐

‐

1

IHC SCOTT

$1,692,439.10

$137,823.50

$897,501.60

$1,692,439.10

$137,823.50

$897,501.60

$2,727,764.20

100%

100%

100%

2

FLATIRON

$2,420,381.00

$223,474.50

$1,104,946.20

$2,420,381.00

$223,474.50

$1,104,946.20

$3,748,801.70

100%

100%

100%

3

CONCRETE WORKS

$2,474,296.55

$140,872.10

$1,668,236.90

$2,474,296.55

$140,872.10

$1,668,236.90

$4,283,405.55

100%

100%

100%
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SUMMARY OF BIDS

LINE
NO.

ITEM NO.

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

1

C‐100‐14.1

Contractor Quality Control Program (CQCP)

APPROX.
QTY
1

LS

$47,000.00

$47,000.00

$209,000.00

$209,000.00

444.7%

$58,960.00

$58,960.00

125.4%

$75,000.00

$75,000.00

159.6%

$58,960.00

$58,960.00

125.4%

$209,000.00

$209,000.00

444.7%

$114,320.00

$114,320.00

243.2%

$150,040.00

2

C‐102‐5.1

Temporary Air and Water Pollution, Soil Erosion,
and Siltation Control

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

$22,000.00

$22,000.00

88.0%

$4,915.00

$4,915.00

19.7%

$71,500.00

$71,500.00

286.0%

$4,915.00

$4,915.00

19.7%

$71,500.00

$71,500.00

286.0%

$32,805.00

$32,805.00

131.2%

$66,585.00

$66,585.00

3

C‐105‐6.1

Mobilization

1

LS

$135,000.00

$135,000.00

$197,000.00

$197,000.00

145.9%

$73,830.00

$73,830.00

54.7%

$185,000.00

$185,000.00

137.0%

$73,830.00

$73,830.00

54.7%

$197,000.00

$197,000.00

145.9%

$151,943.33

$151,943.33

112.6%

$123,170.00

$123,170.00

4

P‐101‐5.1

Saw Cut AC Pavement
(Full Depth)

5

P‐101‐5.3

Mill AC Pavement
(Full Depth)

6

P‐101‐5.5

Remove and Salvage Large Riprap

DESCRIPTION

Engineer's Est.
AMOUNT

Unit Price

CONCRETE WORKS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

IHC SCOTT
Amount

Unit Price

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

FLATIRON CONSTRUCTORS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

MIN OF BIDS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

MAX OF BIDS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

AVERAGE OF BIDS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

VARIANCE OF BIDS
Unit Price
Amount
$150,040.00

80

LF

$10.00

$800.00

$12.30

$984.00

123.0%

$5.50

$440.00

55.0%

$5.00

$400.00

50.0%

$5.00

$400.00

50.0%

$12.30

$984.00

123.0%

$7.60

$608.00

76.0%

$7.30

$584.00

4,198

SY

$10.00

$41,980.00

$4.60

$19,310.80

46.0%

$8.10

$34,003.80

81.0%

$7.50

$31,485.00

75.0%

$4.60

$19,310.80

46.0%

$8.10

$34,003.80

81.0%

$6.73

$28,266.53

67.3%

$3.50

$14,693.00

48

SY

$100.00

$4,800.00

$62.00

$2,976.00

62.0%

$56.50

$2,712.00

56.5%

$35.00

$1,680.00

35.0%

$35.00

$1,680.00

35.0%

$62.00

$2,976.00

62.0%

$51.17

$2,456.00

51.2%

$27.00

$1,296.00

7

P‐101‐5.6

PCCP Panel Spall Repair

632

LF

$40.00

$25,280.00

$346.00

$218,672.00

865.0%

$33.50

$21,172.00

83.8%

$140.00

$88,480.00

350.0%

$33.50

$21,172.00

83.8%

$346.00

$218,672.00

865.0%

$173.17

$109,441.33

432.9%

$312.50

$197,500.00

8

P‐101‐5.7

Remove 12‐Inch (CMP) Pipe

21

LF

$50.00

$1,050.00

$31.00

$651.00

62.0%

$12.00

$252.00

24.0%

$40.00

$840.00

80.0%

$12.00

$252.00

24.0%

$40.00

$840.00

80.0%

$27.67

$581.00

55.3%

$28.00

$588.00

9

P‐101‐5.8

Remove 15‐Inch (CMP) Pipe

40

LF

$75.00

$3,000.00

$32.00

$1,280.00

42.7%

$10.50

$420.00

14.0%

$40.00

$1,600.00

53.3%

$10.50

$420.00

14.0%

$40.00

$1,600.00

53.3%

$27.50

$1,100.00

36.7%

$29.50

$1,180.00

10

$100.00

$7,200.00

$36.00

$2,592.00

36.0%

$18.00

$1,296.00

18.0%

$45.00

$3,240.00

45.0%

$18.00

$1,296.00

18.0%

$45.00

$3,240.00

45.0%

$33.00

$2,376.00

33.0%

$27.00

$1,944.00

11

P‐101‐5.10

Remove 8‐Inch By‐Pass Pipe

222

LF

$25.00

$5,550.00

$29.00

$6,438.00

116.0%

$11.00

$2,442.00

44.0%

$40.00

$8,880.00

160.0%

$11.00

$2,442.00

44.0%

$40.00

$8,880.00

160.0%

$26.67

$5,920.00

106.7%

$29.00

$6,438.00

12

P‐101‐5.11

P‐101‐5.9

Remove Inspection Pit

Remove 24‐Inch (RGRCP) Pipe

1

EA

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$1,800.00

$1,800.00

90.0%

$393.00

$393.00

19.7%

$500.00

$500.00

25.0%

$393.00

$393.00

19.7%

$1,800.00

$1,800.00

90.0%

$897.67

$897.67

44.9%

$1,407.00

$1,407.00

13

P‐101‐5.12

Remove Catch Basin and Gate Valve

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$2,100.00

$2,100.00

42.0%

$7,880.00

$7,880.00

157.6%

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

80.0%

$2,100.00

$2,100.00

42.0%

$7,880.00

$7,880.00

157.6%

$4,660.00

$4,660.00

93.2%

$5,780.00

$5,780.00

14

P‐101‐5.13

Remove and Salvage Existing Chain‐link Fence

15

P‐101‐5.14

Remove Existing Storm Water Interceptor

16

P‐101‐5.15

Obliterate Pavement Markings

17

P‐152‐4.1

Unclassified Excavation

18

P‐152‐4.2

Borrow Excavation

72

LF

330

LF

$30.00

$9,900.00

$42.00

$13,860.00

140.0%

$67.00

$22,110.00

223.3%

$40.00

$13,200.00

133.3%

$40.00

$13,200.00

133.3%

$67.00

$22,110.00

223.3%

$49.67

$16,390.00

165.6%

$27.00

$8,910.00

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$3,800.00

$3,800.00

38.0%

$3,090.00

$3,090.00

30.9%

$8,000.00

$8,000.00

80.0%

$3,090.00

$3,090.00

30.9%

$8,000.00

$8,000.00

80.0%

$4,963.33

$4,963.33

49.6%

$4,910.00

$4,910.00

466

SF

$8.00

$3,728.00

$3.10

$1,444.60

38.8%

$2.60

$1,211.60

32.5%

$4.00

$1,864.00

50.0%

$2.60

$1,211.60

32.5%

$4.00

$1,864.00

50.0%

$3.23

$1,506.73

40.4%

$1.40

$652.40

1,670

CY

$10.00

$16,700.00

$32.00

$53,440.00

320.0%

$5.90

$9,853.00

59.0%

$16.00

$26,720.00

160.0%

$5.90

$9,853.00

59.0%

$32.00

$53,440.00

320.0%

$17.97

$30,004.33

179.7%

$26.10

$43,587.00

15,077

CY

$20.00

$301,540.00

$42.00

$633,234.00

210.0%

$6.70

$101,015.90

33.5%

$2.00

$30,154.00

10.0%

$2.00

$30,154.00

10.0%

$42.00

$633,234.00

210.0%

$16.90

$254,801.30

84.5%

$40.00

$603,080.00

19

P‐152‐4.3

Unsuitable Excavation

190

CY

$70.00

$13,300.00

$60.00

$11,400.00

85.7%

$84.00

$15,960.00

120.0%

$60.00

$11,400.00

85.7%

$60.00

$11,400.00

85.7%

$84.00

$15,960.00

120.0%

$68.00

$12,920.00

97.1%

$24.00

$4,560.00

20

P‐155‐8.1

Lime‐Treated Subgrade
(12‐Inch Depth)

5,675

SY

$12.00

$68,100.00

$10.60

$60,155.00

88.3%

$16.50

$93,637.50

137.5%

$22.00

$124,850.00

183.3%

$10.60

$60,155.00

88.3%

$22.00

$124,850.00

183.3%

$16.37

$92,880.83

136.4%

$11.40

$64,695.00

21

P‐209‐5.1

Crushed Aggregate Base Course
(6‐Inch Depth)

1,787

SY

$14.00

$25,018.00

$25.90

$46,283.30

185.0%

$17.50

$31,272.50

125.0%

$23.00

$41,101.00

164.3%

$17.50

$31,272.50

125.0%

$25.90

$46,283.30

185.0%

$22.13

$39,552.27

158.1%

$8.40

$15,010.80

22

P‐209‐5.2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course
(12‐Inch Depth)

3,888

SY

$25.00

$97,200.00

$41.00

$159,408.00

164.0%

$54.50

$211,896.00

218.0%

$45.00

$174,960.00

180.0%

$41.00

$159,408.00

164.0%

$54.50

$211,896.00

218.0%

$46.83

$182,088.00

187.3%

$13.50

$52,488.00

23

P‐304‐8.1

Cement‐Treated Aggregate Base Course (6‐Inch Depth)

3,888

SY

$25.00

$97,200.00

$36.00

$139,968.00

144.0%

$41.50

$161,352.00

166.0%

$108.00

$419,904.00

432.0%

$36.00

$139,968.00

144.0%

$108.00

$419,904.00

432.0%

$61.83

$240,408.00

247.3%

$72.00

$279,936.00

24

P‐401‐8.1

Bituminous Surface Course

TON

$120.00

$49,560.00

$168.00

$69,384.00

140.0%

$146.00

$60,298.00

121.7%

$140.00

$57,820.00

116.7%

$140.00

$57,820.00

116.7%

$168.00

$69,384.00

140.0%

$151.33

$62,500.67

126.1%

$28.00

$11,564.00

25

P‐501‐8.1

Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (14‐Inch Depth)

3,888

SY

$125.00

$486,000.00

$108.00

$419,904.00

86.4%

$142.50

$554,040.00

114.0%

$198.00

$769,824.00

158.4%

$108.00

$419,904.00

86.4%

$198.00

$769,824.00

158.4%

$149.50

$581,256.00

119.6%

$90.00

$349,920.00

26

P‐604‐6.1

Compression Joint Seals for Concrete Pavements
(1/2‐Inch Joints)

4,009

LF

$8.00

$32,072.00

$6.10

$24,454.90

76.3%

$6.40

$25,657.60

80.0%

$5.00

$20,045.00

62.5%

$5.00

$20,045.00

62.5%

$6.40

$25,657.60

80.0%

$5.83

$23,385.83

72.9%

$1.40

$5,612.60

27

P‐604‐6.2

Compression Joint Seals for Concrete Pavements (1‐Inch Joints)

253

LF

$15.00

$3,795.00

$8.15

$2,061.95

54.3%

$14.50

$3,668.50

96.7%

$7.00

$1,771.00

46.7%

$7.00

$1,771.00

46.7%

$14.50

$3,668.50

96.7%

$9.88

$2,500.48

65.9%

$7.50

$1,897.50

28

P‐605‐5.1

Joint Sealing Filler

379

LF

$6.00

$2,274.00

$5.80

$2,198.20

96.7%

$10.50

$3,979.50

175.0%

$6.00

$2,274.00

100.0%

$5.80

$2,198.20

96.7%

$10.50

$3,979.50

175.0%

$7.43

$2,817.23

123.9%

$4.70

$1,781.30

29

P‐620‐5.1

Temporary Pavement Markings

1,983

SF

$2.50

$4,958.00

$2.00

$3,966.00

80.0%

$1.30

$2,577.90

52.0%

$4.00

$7,932.00

160.0%

$1.30

$2,577.90

52.0%

$4.00

$7,932.00

160.0%

$2.43

$4,825.30

97.3%

$2.70

$5,354.10

144.0%

413

30

P‐620‐5.2

Permanent Pavement Markings

1,983

SF

$2.50

$4,958.00

$3.60

$7,138.80

144.0%

$3.60

$7,138.80

$4.00

$7,932.00

160.0%

$3.60

$7,138.80

144.0%

$4.00

$7,932.00

160.0%

$3.73

$7,403.20

149.3%

$0.40

$793.20

31

D‐701‐5.1

24‐Inch RGRCP Storm Drain Class V

289

LF

$150.00

$43,350.00

$180.00

$52,020.00

120.0%

$127.50

$36,847.50

85.0%

$275.00

$79,475.00

183.3%

$127.50

$36,847.50

85.0%

$275.00

$79,475.00

183.3%

$194.17

$56,114.17

129.4%

$147.50

$42,627.50

32

D‐701‐5.2

48‐Inch RGRCP Storm Drain Class V

102

LF

$265.00

$27,030.00

$386.00

$39,372.00

145.7%

$333.50

$34,017.00

125.8%

$475.00

$48,450.00

179.2%

$333.50

$34,017.00

125.8%

$475.00

$48,450.00

179.2%

$398.17

$40,613.00

150.3%

$141.50

$14,433.00

33

D‐701‐5.3

48‐Inch Concrete Flared End Section

1

EA

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$2,600.00

$2,600.00

52.0%

$4,460.00

$4,460.00

89.2%

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

110.0%

$2,600.00

$2,600.00

52.0%

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

110.0%

$4,186.67

$4,186.67

83.7%

$2,900.00

$2,900.00

34

D‐751‐5.1

Storm Drain Catch Basin w/ Aircraft Traffic Rated Frame and Cover and Concrete Apron

1

EA

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

$6,600.00

$6,600.00

26.4%

$25,530.00

$25,530.00

102.1%

$35,000.00

$35,000.00

140.0%

$6,600.00

$6,600.00

26.4%

$35,000.00

$35,000.00

140.0%

$22,376.67

$22,376.67

89.5%

$28,400.00

$28,400.00

35

D‐751‐5.2

Concrete Storm Drain Manhole

1

EA

$12,000.00

51.7%

$10,710.00

$10,710.00

89.3%

$14,000.00

$14,000.00

116.7%

$6,200.00

51.7%

$14,000.00

$14,000.00

116.7%

$10,303.33

85.9%

$7,800.00

$7,800.00

36

D‐751‐5.3

48‐Inch Containment Standpipe w/Gate

1

LS

$13,500.00

$13,500.00

$9,000.00

$9,000.00

66.7%

$51,400.00

$51,400.00

380.7%

$33,000.00

$33,000.00

244.4%

$9,000.00

$9,000.00

66.7%

$51,400.00

$51,400.00

380.7%

$31,133.33

$31,133.33

230.6%

$42,400.00

$42,400.00

37

T‐901.5.1

Seeding with Hydromulch

6

AC

$2,500.00

$15,000.00

$12,000.00

$3,600.00

$6,200.00

$21,600.00

$6,200.00

144.0%

$2,000.00

$12,000.00

80.0%

$2,100.00

$12,600.00

84.0%

$2,000.00

$6,200.00

$12,000.00

80.0%

$3,600.00

$21,600.00

144.0%

$2,566.67

$15,400.00

$10,303.33

102.7%

$1,600.00

$9,600.00

38

P‐401‐8.1

DEDUCT ‐ Bituminous Surface Course

TON

$120.00

($40,440.00)

$168.00

($56,616.00)

140.0%

$146.00

($49,202.00)

121.7%

$140.00

($47,180.00)

116.7%

$140.00

‐$56,616.00

140.0%

$168.00

‐$47,180.00

116.7%

$151.33

‐$50,999.33

126.1%

$28.00

$9,436.00

39

P‐209‐5.1

DEDUCT ‐ Crushed Aggregate Base Course
(6‐Inch Depth)

SY

$14.00

($21,014.00)

$25.90

($38,875.90)

185.0%

$17.50

($26,267.50)

125.0%

$16.00

($24,016.00)

114.3%

$16.00

‐$38,875.90

185.0%

$25.90

‐$24,016.00

114.3%

$19.80

‐$29,719.80

141.4%

$9.90

$14,859.90

40

P‐605‐5.1

DEDUCT ‐ Joint Sealing Filler

(245)

LF

$6.00

($1,470.00)

$5.80

($1,421.00)

96.7%

$10.50

($2,572.50)

175.0%

$5.50

($1,347.50)

91.7%

$5.50

‐$2,572.50

175.0%

$10.50

‐$1,347.50

91.7%

$7.27

‐$1,780.33

121.1%

$5.00

$1,225.00

41

P‐152‐4.2

DEDUCT ‐ Borrow Excavation

(950)

CY

$20.00

($19,000.00)

$42.00

($39,900.00)

210.0%

$6.70

($6,365.00)

33.5%

$2.00

($1,900.00)

10.0%

$2.00

‐$39,900.00

210.0%

$42.00

‐$1,900.00

10.0%

$16.90

‐$16,055.00

84.5%

$40.00

$38,000.00

42

P‐209‐5.2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course
(12‐Inch Depth)

1,501

SY

$25.00

$37,525.00

$41.00

$61,541.00

164.0%

$33.50

$50,283.50

134.0%

$29.00

$43,529.00

116.0%

$29.00

$43,529.00

116.0%

$41.00

$61,541.00

164.0%

$34.50

$51,784.50

138.0%

$12.00

$18,012.00

43

P‐304‐8.1

Cement‐Treated Aggregate Base Course (6‐Inch Depth)

1,501

SY

$25.00

$37,525.00

$36.00

$54,036.00

144.0%

$27.50

$41,277.50

110.0%

$42.00

$63,042.00

168.0%

$27.50

$41,277.50

110.0%

$42.00

$63,042.00

168.0%

$35.17

$52,785.17

140.7%

$14.50

$21,764.50

44

P‐501‐8.1

Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (14‐Inch Depth)

1,501

SY

$125.00

$187,625.00

$108.00

$162,108.00

86.4%

$83.00

$124,583.00

66.4%

$122.00

$183,122.00

97.6%

$83.00

$124,583.00

66.4%

$122.00

$183,122.00

97.6%

$104.33

$156,604.33

83.5%

$39.00

$58,539.00

45

P‐604‐6.1

Compression Joint Seals for Concrete Pavements

1,645

LF

$8.00

$13,160.00

$6.10

$3.70

$6,086.50

46.3%

$5.00

$8,225.00

62.5%

$3.70

$6,086.50

46.3%

$6.10

$8,225.00

62.5%

$4.93

$7,155.75

54.4%

$2.40

$2,138.50

ADD ALT NO. 1
(337)
(1,501)

(1/2‐Inch Joints)
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SUMMARY OF BIDS

LINE
NO.

ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

APPROX.
QTY

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

Engineer's Est.
AMOUNT

Unit Price

CONCRETE WORKS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

IHC SCOTT
Amount

Unit Price

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

FLATIRON CONSTRUCTORS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

MIN OF BIDS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

MAX OF BIDS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

Unit Price

AVERAGE OF BIDS
Amount

vs. Eng. Est

VARIANCE OF BIDS
Unit Price
Amount

ADD ALT NO. 2
46

C‐100‐14.1

Contractor Quality Control Program (CQCP)

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000.00

$24,000.00

$24,000.00

80.0%

$6,315.00

$6,315.00

21.1%

$38,000.00

$38,000.00

126.7%

$6,315.00

$6,315.00

21.1%

$38,000.00

$38,000.00

126.7%

$22,771.67

$22,771.67

75.9%

$31,685.00

$31,685.00

47

C‐105‐6.1

Mobilization

1

LS

$77,000.00

$77,000.00

$66,000.00

$66,000.00

85.7%

$68,300.00

$68,300.00

88.7%

$84,000.00

$84,000.00

109.1%

$66,000.00

$66,000.00

85.7%

$84,000.00

$84,000.00

109.1%

$72,766.67

$72,766.67

94.5%

$18,000.00

$18,000.00

48

P‐101‐5.2

Saw Cut AC Pavement
(3‐Inch Depth)

764

LF

$2.50

$1,910.00

$3.50

$2,674.00

140.0%

$2.50

$1,910.00

100.0%

$1.30

$993.20

52.0%

$1.30

$993.20

52.0%

$3.50

$2,674.00

140.0%

$2.43

$1,859.07

97.3%

$2.20

$1,680.80

49

P‐101‐5.4

Mill AC Pavement
(3‐Inch Depth)

271

SY

$22.00

$5,962.00

$16.00

$4,336.00

72.7%

$11.00

$2,981.00

50.0%

$14.00

$3,794.00

63.6%

$11.00

$2,981.00

50.0%

$16.00

$4,336.00

72.7%

$13.67

$3,703.67

62.1%

$5.00

$1,355.00

50

P‐152‐4.1

Unclassified Excavation

3,690

CY

$10.00

$36,900.00

$32.00

$118,080.00

320.0%

$3.80

$14,022.00

38.0%

$6.50

$23,985.00

65.0%

$3.80

$14,022.00

38.0%

$32.00

$118,080.00

320.0%

$14.10

$52,029.00

141.0%

$28.20

$104,058.00

2,150

$72,885.00

51

P‐152‐4.2

Borrow Excavation

CY

$20.00

$43,000.00

$42.00

$90,300.00

210.0%

$8.10

$17,415.00

40.5%

$16.00

$34,400.00

80.0%

$8.10

$17,415.00

40.5%

$42.00

$90,300.00

210.0%

$22.03

$47,371.67

110.2%

$33.90

52

P‐152‐4.3

Unsuitable Excavation

159

CY

$70.00

$11,130.00

$60.00

$9,540.00

85.7%

$54.00

$8,586.00

77.1%

$50.00

$7,950.00

71.4%

$50.00

$7,950.00

71.4%

$60.00

$9,540.00

85.7%

$54.67

$8,692.00

78.1%

$10.00

$1,590.00

53

P‐154‐5.1

Subbase Course
(15‐Inch Depth)

4,752

SY

$22.00

$104,544.00

$38.00

$180,576.00

172.7%

$23.50

$111,672.00

106.8%

$31.50

$149,688.00

143.2%

$23.50

$111,672.00

106.8%

$38.00

$180,576.00

172.7%

$31.00

$147,312.00

140.9%

$14.50

$68,904.00

54

P‐155‐8.1

Lime‐Treated Subgrade
(12‐Inch Depth)

4,752

SY

$12.00

$57,024.00

$10.60

$50,371.20

88.3%

$11.50

$54,648.00

95.8%

$15.00

$71,280.00

125.0%

$10.60

$50,371.20

88.3%

$15.00

$71,280.00

125.0%

$12.37

$58,766.40

103.1%

$4.40

$20,908.80

55

P‐209‐5.1

Crushed Aggregate Base Course
(6‐Inch Depth)

4,517

SY

$14.00

$63,238.00

$25.90

$116,990.30

185.0%

$17.00

$76,789.00

121.4%

$18.00

$81,306.00

128.6%

$17.00

$76,789.00

121.4%

$25.90

$116,990.30

185.0%

$20.30

$91,695.10

145.0%

$8.90

$40,201.30

56

P‐304‐8.1
P‐306‐8.1

CTB (6‐Inch Depth) or Lean Concrete (6‐Inch Depth)

235

SY

$25.00

$5,875.00

$36.00

$8,460.00

144.0%

$40.50

$9,517.50

162.0%

$64.00

$15,040.00

256.0%

$36.00

$8,460.00

144.0%

$64.00

$15,040.00

256.0%

$46.83

$11,005.83

187.3%

$28.00

$6,580.00

57

P‐401‐8.1

Bituminous Surface Course

2,511

TON

$120.00

$301,320.00

$145.20

$364,597.20

121.0%

$127.00

$318,897.00

105.8%

$123.00

$308,853.00

102.5%

$123.00

$308,853.00

102.5%

$145.20

$364,597.20

121.0%

$131.73

$330,782.40

109.8%

$22.20

$55,744.20
$1,660.90

58

P‐603‐5.1

Emulsified Asphalt Tack Coat

977

GAL

$10.00

$9,770.00

$5.00

$4,885.00

50.0%

$3.30

$3,224.10

33.0%

$3.50

$3,419.50

35.0%

$3.30

$3,224.10

33.0%

$5.00

$4,885.00

50.0%

$3.93

$3,842.87

39.3%

$1.70

59

P‐605‐5.1

Joint Sealing Filler

234

LF

$6.00

$1,404.00

$5.80

$1,357.20

96.7%

$10.50

$2,457.00

175.0%

$5.00

$1,170.00

83.3%

$5.00

$1,170.00

83.3%

$10.50

$2,457.00

175.0%

$7.10

$1,661.40

118.3%

$5.50

$1,287.00

60

P‐620‐5.1

Temporary Pavement Markings

865

SF

$2.50

$2,162.50

$2.00

$1,730.00

80.0%

$1.30

$1,124.50

52.0%

$3.00

$2,595.00

120.0%

$1.30

$1,124.50

52.0%

$3.00

$2,595.00

120.0%

$2.10

$1,816.50

84.0%

$1.70

$1,470.50

61

P‐620‐5.2

Permanent Pavement Markings

865

SF

$2.50

$2,162.50

$360.00

$311,400.00

14400.0%

$3.60

$3,114.00

144.0%

$3.50

$3,027.50

140.0%

$3.50

$3,027.50

140.0%

$360.00

$311,400.00

14400.0%

$122.37

$105,847.17

4894.7%

$356.50

$308,372.50

62

D‐701‐5.2

48‐Inch RGRCP Storm Drain Class V

206

LF

$265.00

$54,590.00

$386.00

$79,516.00

145.7%

$189.00

$38,934.00

71.3%

$400.00

$82,400.00

150.9%

$189.00

$38,934.00

71.3%

$400.00

$82,400.00

150.9%

$325.00

$66,950.00

122.6%

$211.00

$43,466.00

63

D‐701‐5.3

48‐Inch Concrete Flared End Section

1

EA

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$2,600.00

$2,600.00

52.0%

$2,875.00

$2,875.00

57.5%

$4,500.00

$4,500.00

90.0%

$2,600.00

$2,600.00

52.0%

$4,500.00

$4,500.00

90.0%

$3,325.00

$3,325.00

66.5%

$1,900.00

$1,900.00

64

T‐901.5.1

Seeding with Hydromulch

2

AC

$2,500.00

$5,000.00

$3,600.00

$7,200.00

144.0%

$2,000.00

$4,000.00

80.0%

$2,100.00

$4,200.00

84.0%

$2,000.00

$4,000.00

80.0%

$3,600.00

$7,200.00

144.0%

$2,566.67

$5,133.33

102.7%

$1,600.00

$3,200.00

65

L‐100‐5.1

Remove and Salvage Taxiway Edge Light and Isolation Transformer. Remove Base Can

9

EA

$275.00

$2,475.00

$200.00

$1,800.00

72.7%

$57.50

$517.50

20.9%

$110.00

$990.00

40.0%

$57.50

$517.50

20.9%

$200.00

$1,800.00

72.7%

$122.50

$1,102.50

44.5%

$142.50

$1,282.50

66

L‐100‐5.2

Excavate and Remove Existing Conduit & Conductor

1,615

LF

$11.00

$17,765.00

$10.00

$16,150.00

90.9%

$3.60

$5,814.00

32.7%

$8.50

$13,727.50

77.3%

$3.60

$5,814.00

32.7%

$10.00

$16,150.00

90.9%

$7.37

$11,897.17

67.0%

$6.40

$10,336.00

67

L‐100‐5.3

Remove Existing Conductor, Conduit to Remain

655

LF

$1.10

$720.50

$2.00

$1,310.00

181.8%

$0.20

$131.00

18.2%

$1.50

$982.50

136.4%

$0.20

$131.00

18.2%

$2.00

$1,310.00

181.8%

$1.23

$807.83

112.1%

$1.80

$1,179.00

68

L‐100‐5.4

Excavate and Remove Existing Handhole

1

EA

$280.50

$280.50

$2,600.00

$2,600.00

926.9%

$4,250.00

$4,250.00

1515.2%

$1,900.00

$1,900.00

677.4%

$1,900.00

$1,900.00

677.4%

$4,250.00

$4,250.00

1515.2%

$2,916.67

$2,916.67

1039.8%

$2,350.00

$2,350.00

69

L‐100‐5.5

Remove Existing Windcone. Disconnect Obstruction Light and Remove Conductors Back to Source

1

EA

$440.00

$440.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

681.8%

$494.50

$494.50

112.4%

$2,300.00

$2,300.00

522.7%

$494.50

$494.50

112.4%

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

681.8%

$1,931.50

$1,931.50

439.0%

$2,505.50

$2,505.50

70

L‐100‐5.6

Temporary Airfield Lighting Cable Jumpers

1

LS

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

$6,000.00

$6,000.00

109.1%

$12,540.00

$12,540.00

228.0%

$5,800.00

$5,800.00

105.5%

$5,800.00

$5,800.00

105.5%

$12,540.00

$12,540.00

228.0%

$8,113.33

$8,113.33

147.5%

$6,740.00

$6,740.00

71

L‐108‐5.1

L‐824, Type C, 1/C #8 AWG, 5kV Cable

1,680

LF

$2.75

$4,620.00

$2.50

$4,200.00

90.9%

$1.70

$2,856.00

61.8%

$2.00

$3,360.00

72.7%

$1.70

$2,856.00

61.8%

$2.50

$4,200.00

90.9%

$2.07

$3,472.00

75.2%

$0.80

$1,344.00

L‐824, Type C, 2/C #8 AWG, 5kV Cable

2,255

$1.80

$4,059.00

73

L‐110‐5.1

Single‐way, (1) ‐ 2" Conduit, Direct Buried

1,740

LF

$13.20

$22,968.00

$18.00

$31,320.00

136.4%

$10.50

$18,270.00

79.5%

$16.00

$27,840.00

121.2%

$10.50

$18,270.00

79.5%

$18.00

$31,320.00

136.4%

$14.83

$25,810.00

112.4%

$7.50

$13,050.00

74

72

L‐110‐5.2

L‐108‐5.2

Multiple‐way, (2) ‐ 2" Conduit, Direct Buried

680

LF

$16.50

$11,220.00

$28.00

$19,040.00

169.7%

$15.50

$10,540.00

93.9%

$24.00

$16,320.00

145.5%

$15.50

$10,540.00

93.9%

$28.00

$19,040.00

169.7%

$22.50

$15,300.00

136.4%

$12.50

$8,500.00

75

L‐110‐5.3

Multiple‐way, (4) ‐ 2" Conduit, Concrete Encased

175

LF

$35.20

$6,160.00

$60.00

$10,500.00

170.5%

$77.50

$13,562.50

220.2%

$47.00

$8,225.00

133.5%

$47.00

$8,225.00

133.5%

$77.50

$13,562.50

220.2%

$61.50

$10,762.50

174.7%

$30.50

$5,337.50

76

L‐115‐5.1

New Handhole, Prefabricated Concrete 2’ x 3’x 3’ with Aircraft Rated Lid, Furnished and Installed

2

EA

$8,305.00

$16,610.00

$15,000.00

$30,000.00

180.6%

$12,800.00

$25,600.00

154.1%

$12,500.00

$25,000.00

150.5%

$12,500.00

$25,000.00

150.5%

$15,000.00

$30,000.00

180.6%

$13,433.33

$26,866.67

161.7%

$2,500.00

$5,000.00

77

L‐125‐5.1

New L‐858(L) Size 1, 2‐Module, Airfield Guidance Sign on New Concrete Sign Base

3

EA

$4,284.50

$12,853.50

$6,000.00

$18,000.00

140.0%

$4,275.00

$12,825.00

99.8%

$5,300.00

$15,900.00

123.7%

$4,275.00

$12,825.00

99.8%

$6,000.00

$18,000.00

140.0%

$5,191.67

$15,575.00

121.2%

$1,725.00

$5,175.00

78

L‐125‐5.2

New Elevated L‐861T Quartz Taxiway Edge Light (24"), and Isolation Transformer on New L‐867 Base
Can

18

EA

$990.00

$17,820.00

$2,200.00

$39,600.00

222.2%

$1,180.00

$21,240.00

119.2%

$1,700.00

$30,600.00

171.7%

$1,180.00

$21,240.00

119.2%

$2,200.00

$39,600.00

222.2%

$1,693.33

$30,480.00

171.0%

$1,020.00

$18,360.00

12

EA

$863.50

$10,362.00

$2,300.00

$27,600.00

266.4%

$1,220.00

$14,640.00

141.3%

$1,800.00

$21,600.00

208.5%

$1,220.00

$14,640.00

141.3%

$2,300.00

$27,600.00

266.4%

$1,773.33

$21,280.00

205.4%

$1,080.00

$12,960.00

6

EA

$192.50

$1,155.00

$280.00

$1,680.00

145.5%

$112.50

$675.00

58.4%

$130.00

$780.00

67.5%

$112.50

$675.00

58.4%

$280.00

$1,680.00

145.5%

$174.17

$1,045.00

90.5%

$167.50

$1,005.00

79

L‐125‐5.3

New Elevated L‐861T(L) LED Taxiway Edge Light (24"), and Isolation Transformer on New L‐867 Base
Can

80

L‐125‐5.4

New L‐853 Retro‐Reflective Taxiway Edge Marker

LF

Subtotal

$5.23

$11,782.38

$2,825,477.88

$4.80

$10,824.00

$4,283,405.55

91.9%

151.6%

$3.00

$6,765.00

57.4%

$2,727,764.20

96.5%

$4.00

$9,020.00

$3,748,801.70

76.6%

$3.00

$6,765.00

57.4%

$4.80

$10,824.00

91.9%

$3.93

$8,869.67

75.3%

132.7%
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Certified Profile
Print

Business & Contact Information

BUSINESS NAME

Harvey Contractors Inc., DBA American Striping
Company

OWNER

Ms. Alejandra Harvey

ADDRESS

6829 S Dawson Circle
CO - Colorado
Centennial, CO 80112

PHONE

303-495-5950

EMAIL

alejandra@americanstripingcompany.com

WEBSITE

accounting@americanstripingcompany.com

ETHNICITY

Hispanic

GENDER

Female

Map This Address

Certification Information
CERTIFYING AGENCY

City and County of Denver

CERTIFICATION TYPE

DBE - Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

CERTIFIED BUSINESS DESCRIPTION

Pavement Markings for parking lots, highways and airports.

Work Codes
NAICS

NAICS Index

NAICS 237310

Airport runway line painting (e.g., striping)

NAICS 237310

Painting lines on highways, streets and bridges

NAICS 237310

Parking lot marking and line painting

NAICS 237310

Runway, airport, line painting (e.g., striping)

NAICS 237310

Sign erection, highway, road, street, or bridge

085
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Certified Profile
Print

Business & Contact Information
BUSINESS NAME

Airport Lighting Systems, Inc.

OWNER

Ms. Courtney Denney

ADDRESS

651 Industrial Blvd.
Grapevine, TX 76051

PHONE

817-912-0400

FAX

817-912-0400

EMAIL

cd@airportlighting.com

WEBSITE

http://www.airportlightinginc.com

ETHNICITY

Caucasian

GENDER

Female

Map This Address

Certification Information
CERTIFYING AGENCY

City and County of Denver

CERTIFICATION TYPE

DBE - Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

CERTIFIED BUSINESS DESCRIPTION

Regular Dealer of Airport and Heliport Lighting and Equipment.

Work Codes
NAICS

NAICS Index

NAICS 423610

Lighting fixtures, electric, merchant wholesalers

086
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Certified Profile
Print

Business & Contact Information
BUSINESS NAME

Hot Shot Supply Co.

OWNER

Ms Erin Hartman

ADDRESS

5351 Lincoln St
Denver, CO 80216

PHONE

720-352-1869

FAX

720-352-1869

EMAIL

Hotshotsupply@hotmail.com

WEBSITE

http://www.hotshotsupply.build

ETHNICITY

Caucasian

GENDER

Female

Map This Address

Certification Information
CERTIFYING AGENCY

City and County of Denver

CERTIFICATION TYPE

DBE - Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

CERTIFIED BUSINESS DESCRIPTION

Supplier of construction materials: Quickcrete, J-Drains, sealants, dowels, rebar
cages, paving baskets, concrete blades, drills, tool sets, nail stakes, ADA pavers.

Work Codes
NAICS

NAICS Index

NAICS 423320

Concrete building products merchant wholesalers

NAICS 423330

Roofing materials (except wood) merchant wholesalers

NAICS 423710

Handtools (except motor vehicle mechanics', machinists' precision) merchant wholesalers

NAICS 423710

Power handtools (e.g., drills, sanders, saws) merchant wholesalers

NAICS 444190

Other Building Material Dealers
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Certified Profile
Print

Business & Contact Information
BUSINESS NAME

Tom Calabrese Trucking, Inc.

OWNER

Carol Calabrese

ADDRESS

7480 York Street
Denver, CO 80229

PHONE

303-487-8668

FAX

303-487-8682

EMAIL

carol@tcalabresetrucking.com

WEBSITE

www.tcalabresetrucking.com

ETHNICITY

Caucasian

GENDER

Female

Map This Address

Certification Information
CERTIFYING AGENCY

City and County of Denver

CERTIFICATION TYPE

DBE - Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

CERTIFIED BUSINESS DESCRIPTION

Trucking Services: Haul sand, gravel, rock, aggregate, and rip rap.

Work Codes
NAICS

NAICS Index

NAICS 484220

Dump trucking (e.g., gravel, sand, top-soil)

NAICS 484220

Gravel hauling, local

NAICS 484220

Sand hauling, local

NAICS 484220

Top-soil hauling, local
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ITEM NUMBER:

5

MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Aaron Ehle, Airport Planning & Development Specialist

TITLE
Lease Amendment and Assignment and Assumption for 5251 Stearman Street
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Make a motion to approve Resolution R-02-2021 to approve the lease amendment and
assignment and assumption
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral, the lease rates will remain unchanged
SUMMARY
This is an administrative item. The transfer of ownership of privately-owned buildings is
frequent at the Airport and requires the approval of the Airport Commission. The Dennis
A. Wyatt Trust has agreed to sell the aircraft hangar at 5251 Stearman Street to Anchor
Roofing, LLC. Jeramiah Larsen, the owner of Anchor Roofing, will be storing an
operational aircraft in the hangar. Staff has verified that the N-number associated with
the aircraft is valid.
During the preparation of this assignment and assumption, it was discovered that
Exhibit A, Description of the Leased Premises, of the lease did not correctly identify the
location of the leasehold. In 2005, the previous Airport administration prepared an
amendment to correct the issue, but there is no record of it being executed. The
amendment included in this packet will correct the error prior to the transfer of
ownership.
Staff have reviewed the request and found the account to be in good standing, with 19
years remaining on the lease (including extensions). Additional stipulations, such as
design standards, cannot be imposed on the lease as a condition of approval of the
lease transfer.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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LOCATION

ATTACHMENTS
Resolution R-03-2021
5251 Stearman St Lease Amendment
5251 Stearman St Lease Assignment and Assumption

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION #R-03-2021
A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN AMENDMENT TO A LEASE
AGREEMENT AND AN ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION OF LEASE
AGREEMENT FOR 5251 STEARMAN
WHEREAS, the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission (“Commission”) was
established by the City of Loveland (“Loveland”) and the City of Fort Collins (“Fort Collins”)
pursuant to that certain Amended and Restated Intergovernmental Agreement for the Joint
Operation of the Fort Collins-Loveland Municipal Airport dated January 22, 2015 (“2015 IGA”),
to effectuate changes to the governance structure and pursue development of the Fort CollinsLoveland Airport (now known as the Northern Colorado Regional Airport) as a regional airport.
The IGA was amended in 2016 and 2019; and
WHEREAS, Loveland and Fort Collins (jointly, the “Cities”) entered into a Lease
Agreement on November 1, 2000 with Dennis Wyatt for land located at the Northern Colorado
Regional Airport (the “Airport”) for the construction of a hangar; and
WHEREAS, the Lease Agreement was assigned, with the written consent of the Cities,
to the Dennis A. Wyatt Trust (“Lessee”) on August 20, 2002; and
WHEREAS, the Cities and Lessee have discovered an error in the legal description for
the property subject to the Lease Agreement, and desire to enter into an amendment to the
Lease Agreement (the “Lease Amendment”) to correct such legal description. The Lease
Amendment is attached hereto as “Exhibit A” and incorporated herein; and
WHEREAS, the Lease Agreement permits assignment of the rights and obligations set
forth in the Lease Agreement with the prior written consent of the Cities so long as the
assignee agrees in writing to be bound by the obligations of the Lease Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Lessee has sold the hangar constructed pursuant to the Lease
Agreement and desires to assign the Lease Agreement to the assignee Anchor Roofing, LLC
(“Assignee”); and
WHEREAS, the Lessee and Assignee have each executed an Assignment and
Assumption of Lease, which is attached hereto as “Exhibit B” and incorporated herein; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the 2015 IGA, the Commission has authority to enter into
Airport agreements, including Airport property leases, within certain parameters, including
where the agreement is in a form generally approved by the City Manager and City Attorneys
for each City; and
WHEREAS, the Lease Amendment constitutes a minor correction to the Lease
Agreement approved by the two Cities and therefore may be approved by the Commission.
Similarly the Assignment and Assumption of Lease is in a form previously approved by the
two Cities and may also be approved by the Commission; and
1
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WHEREAS, the Commission desires to approve the Lease Amendment and
Assignment and Assumption of Lease as such agreements are in the best interests of the
Airport.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the Lease Amendment attached hereto as “Exhibit A” and incorporated
herein is approved.
Section 2. That the Assignment and Assumption of Lease attached hereto as “Exhibit B”
and incorporated herein is approved.
Section 3. That this Resolution shall take effect as of the date and time of its adoption.
ADOPTED this 15th day of April, 2021.

Don Overcash, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission

ATTEST:

Secretary

2
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Exhibit A

FIRST AMENDMENT TO LEASE AGREEMENT
5251 Stearman
Loveland, Colorado 80538
THIS FIRST AMENDMENT TO GROUND LEASE AGREEMENT (the “First
Amendment”) is entered into by and between THE CITIES OF FORT COLLINS AND
LOVELAND, COLORADO, each a municipal corporation (collectively the “Cities”) and Dennis
Wyatt, an individual (the “Lessee”).
WHEREAS, the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland, Colorado (the “Cities”) acting by
and through the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission (“NCRAC”) are the Lessors
under that Lease Agreement dated (November 1, 2000), a copy of which is attached hereto as
Attachment 1 and incorporated herein by this reference (the “Lease Agreement") concerning that
property at the Northern Colorado Regional Airport described in Exhibit A to the Lease Agreement
(the “Leased Premises"); and
WHEREAS, the Cities are parties to an Amended and Restated Intergovernmental
Agreement for the Joint Operation of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport signed on January
22, 2015 and paragraph 4.A. of said Agreement delegates to the NCRAC the authority to enter
into lease agreements in a form generally approved by the Cities; and
WHEREAS, Commission Bylaws adopted on October 15, 2015 authorize the Commission
Chair to sign such agreements on behalf of NCRAC; and
WHEREAS, the parties have discovered an error in the legal description of the Leased
Premises as described in Exhibit A of the Lease Agreement which they desire to correct.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the rents, covenants and
conditions herein contained and set forth in the Lease Agreement, the parties do hereby agree to
the following:
1.
The description and designation of the Leased Premises set forth at Exhibit A of
the Lease Agreement is hereby amended to be as set forth in the attached Amended Exhibit A,
attached hereto as “Attachment 2,” which is incorporated herein by this reference.
2.
and effect.

All other terms and conditions of the Lease Agreement shall remain in full force

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Amendment on the day
and year first above written.

[end of page 1]

3/11/2021
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ATTACHMENT 1
(Lease Agreement, including all prior amendments and assignments)

3/11/2021
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ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION OF LEASE AGREEMENT
5251 Stearman St
Loveland, Colorado 80538
WHEREAS, the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland, Colorado (the “Cities”) acting by
and through the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission (“NCRAC”) are the Lessors
under that Lease Agreement dated November 1, 2000, as amended, a copy of which is attached
hereto as Attachment 1 and incorporated herein by this reference (the “Lease Agreement") to
Dennis A. Wyatt Trust as Lessee (“Assignor”) concerning that property at the Northern Colorado
Regional Airport described in Exhibit A to the Lease Agreement (the “Leased Premises"); and
WHEREAS, the Cities are parties to an Amended and Restated Intergovernmental
Agreement for the Joint Operation of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport signed on January
22, 2015 and paragraph 4.A. of said Agreement delegates to the NCRAC the authority to enter
into lease agreements in a form generally approved by the Cities; and
WHEREAS, the form of this lease agreement has been previously generally approved by
the Cities; and
WHEREAS, Commission Bylaws adopted on October 15, 2015 authorize the Commission
Chair to sign such agreements on behalf of NCRAC; and
WHEREAS, Assignor desires to assign all of its lease rights and obligations for the Leased
Premises, as well as all improvements located thereon, to Anchor Roofing, LLC (“Assignee”); and
WHEREAS, Article 13 of the Lease Agreement permits this assignment under the
conditions as set forth therein; and
WHEREAS, Assignee intends to benefit the Cities by promising to perform all terms and
conditions of the Lease Agreement with respect to the Leased Premises as Lessee under the Lease
Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the Cities’ approval, the mutual covenants and
agreements expressed in the Lease Agreement, the mutual promises and covenants contained
herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
1.
Assignor, by its signature below, hereby assigns all of its right, title and interest in
and to the Lease Agreement and the Leased Premises, to Assignee as of April 15, 2021 (the
“Effective Date”).
2.
Assignee, by its signature below, hereby assumes and agrees to be bound by all
obligations, responsibilities and terms of the Lease Agreement with respect to the Leased Premises
and hereby becomes the Lessee of the Leased Premises under the Lease Agreement as of the
Effective Date.

Revised 3/10/2017
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3.
Assignee acknowledges and agrees that the annual rent payment for the Leased
Premises under the Lease Agreement is $620.07 per year, payable in monthly installments, which
rental amount shall be adjusted on November 1, 2025 and on each fifth anniversary thereafter
pursuant to Article 4 of the Lease Agreement.
4.
Assignee submits to the Cities herewith, the proof of insurance as required in
Articles 8 and 9 of the Lease Agreement, attached hereto as Attachment 2 and incorporated herein
by this reference.
5.
Assignee submits to the Cities the following notice address pursuant to Article 23
of the Lease Agreement:
Anchor Roofing, LLC
c/o Jeramiah Larsen
8543 South County Road 13
Fort Collins, CO 80525
6.
The Cities designate the NCRAC and the Airport Manager as its representatives
who shall make, within the scope of their authority, all necessary and proper decisions with
reference to the Lease.
7.
For purposes of this Agreement, there may be any number of counterparts, each of
which shall be deemed as originals. Facsimile, scanned and other electronic signatures permitted
by law, for purposes of this Agreement, shall be deemed as original signatures.
Dated this ____ day of _________, 20

.

[end of page 2]

Revised 3/10/2017
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The Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission acting on behalf of the City of Loveland,
Colorado and the City of Fort Collins, Colorado, hereby consents to the above-described
assignment of all right, title, and interest as Lessee under the above-described Lease Agreement
from Assignor to Assignee on the terms and conditions set forth above.
Northern
Colorado
Regional
Airport
Commission acting on behalf of the City of
Loveland, Colorado and the City of Fort Collins,
Colorado
By:
Commission Chair

ATTEST:
_________________________
Secretary
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

___________________________
Assistant City Attorney

Revised 3/10/2017
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ATTACHMENT 1
(Lease Agreement, including all prior amendments and assignments)

Revised 3/10/2017
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ITEM NUMBER:

6

MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Aaron Ehle, Planning & Development Specialist

TITLE
Aims Community College Access Agreement Extension
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Make a motion to approve the access agreement extension
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral, the lease rates will remain unchanged
SUMMARY
This is an administrative item. On May 17, 2018, the Airport Commission approved an
access agreement for Aims Community College’s flight training program, which is
located in the adjacent Centre Point Business Park. The initial 3-year term of that
agreement is expiring and Aims Community College is requesting the execution of the
first of two 1-year extensions. Staff have reviewed the request and found the account to
be in good standing.
Aims Community College is an important strategic partner for the Airport. They provide
highly reputable pilot training and offer other technology-based aeronautical educational
and training programs. The flight training center at Northern Colorado Regional Airport
provides a great amount of economic impact to the Airport and surrounding area. Since
their flight training program moved to the Airport in 2019, their instructors and leaders
have been highly engaged and collaborative with Airport staff and other stakeholders,
including other flight schools.
ATTACHMENT
Resolution R-04-2021

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION # R-04-2021
A RESOLUTION RECOMMENDING APPROVAL OF A ONE-YEAR
EXTENSION OF THE ACCESS FEE AGREEMENT WITH AIMS COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
WHEREAS, the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland (the “Cities”) jointly own and
operate the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the “Airport”); and
WHEREAS, the Cities formed the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
(“Commission”) and delegated to the Commission certain authority regarding governance of the
Airport. On May 17, 2018, the Commission approved an Access Fee Agreement (the
“Agreement”) with Aims Community College (“Aims”); and
WHEREAS, the Agreement permits Aims to utilize certain areas of the Airport in
consideration of payment of access fees commensurate with land lease rates. The initial term of
the Agreement was for three years, with two additional one-year extensions permitted by written
agreement of the parties; and
WHEREAS, Aims has timely requested that the parties extend the Agreement for the
first one-year extension term authorized by the Agreement. Airport staff have determined that
Aims is in good standing under the Agreement and recommend approval of a one-year extension
of the Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Commission desires to approve the extension and recommend that the
two Cities, through their City Managers, approve the proposed extension.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the Commission approves the one-year extension of the Access Fee
Agreement and recommends that the City Managers of the two Cities also approve such extension
and execute any documents necessary to effectuate the same.
Section 2. That this Resolution shall take effect as of the date and time of its adoption.
ADOPTED this 15th day of April, 2021.

Don Overcash, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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ATTEST:

Secretary
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ITEM NUMBER:

7

MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Stacey Pearson, Spinnaker Strategy,
Don Overcash, Commissioner, and
Diane Jones, PDSC Member

TITLE
StratOp Action Initiative Planning Discussion
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Provide direction and approval for Strategic Plan & PDSC role
BUDGET IMPACT
Negative
SUMMARY
Provide feedback and direction on the updated StratOp Plan. Also seeking approvals on
the scope and action plans for all four action initiative plans and approval on the
updated Vision & Mission statements.
ATTACHMENT
StratOp Vision & Mission
Action Initiative Planning Summary
StratOp Plan-On-A-Page

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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Vision and Mission
Statements
At the 4/15 meeting, we are seeking your input and approval on the
included options in this powerpoint.
Perspective from Don and Diane is provided on slide 4 – thank you Diane
and Don for drafting this work for us to finalize together!
105

VISION: To what do we aspire? What does it look
like when we get there…the future? (What)
Tag Line: Partnering Today to Improve Tomorrow
a) Northern Colorado Regional Airport…sparking innovative transportation
and leading edge economic development, training, research and education
throughout the region.
b) Northern Colorado Regional Airport…accelerating innovation and
research in leading edge transportation solutions and services and driving
fresh economic opportunities in aviation, aerospace and business
technologies.
106

MISSION: Why we exist? What do we do?
Who do we serve? (Why and How)
a) Serving the region, we are a catalyst for innovation in all modes of
transportation, a driving force for innovation in business and training,
and a global gateway to all travelers.
b) We are a “smart” regional airport. We are a catalyst for innovative
business development, research, training and education. We are a
global gateway to a magnificent Colorado!
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Our thinking was based on comments from the StratOps session and our subsequent conversations. We tried to sort and identify some words and
phrases that seemed to be prevalent. Here are the themes and concepts we considered:
There are two major components: innovative transportation and driving force for regional economic development
•

Mobility/transportation (of all types) hub

•

Airport going vertical

•

Safe, reliable transportation solutions

•

See the airport as: an accelerant; catalyst; a driver

•

Airport is MUCH MORE than a fixed-wing facility

•

Smart evolutionary growth of aviation

•

Premier area and center for employment, transportation and economic development

•

Technological research and development

•

Partnerships: action will be with and through partners

•

The airport provides _____________for/with_______________to __________________.

•

Safe and operationally excellent

•

The airport is a catalyst to “do life” — work, recreate, innovate

•

It will promote better everyday living

•

Entrepreneurial, collaborative, connected, beacon of innovation

•

Sense of place

•

How to craft statements that convey a picture and/or story about what we aspire to
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Action Initiative Plan:

Previous
Status:

Terminal Funding

Current
Status:

DUE: 11.15.2021

Team Leader: Jason
Team Members: Melanie Ulle; Josh Birks, Nina Bodenheimer, Gerry Paul, Travis Storin; Kelly Jones, Alan Krcmarik, Cindy Scymanski; SR: AC PDSC, Terminal Design Team
Objective: Design and construct a new airport terminal with the maximum amount of capital investment to create an iconic, sustainable, and multi-modal
transportation facility that embodies Northern Colorado.
Key Deliverables:
1. Develop a request for expressions of interest solicitation to gauge private sector investment potential (2/28) - complete
2. Determine funding feasibility and review proposals (4/30)
3. Obtain private sector philanthropic consultant that will assist with marketing and communicating the project to the community and create outreach for
donative funding (4/30)
4. Complete 30% design & begin qualifications-based contractor selection (10/31)
5. Identify all sources of capital to be used toward the project and have a plan that will ensure all federal funding will be utilized within designated time
requirements (11/15)
#

Action Steps

1

Status

By?

Accountable

Determine funding feasibility and next steps for private funding as a result of the proposal review.

4/30

Jason

2

Obtain private sector philanthropic consultant that will assist with marketing and communicating
the project to the community and create outreach for donative funding.

4/30

Nina, Gerry, Cindy

3

Identify the target dollar amount.

5/31

Aaron

4

Complete 30% design & begin qualifications-based contractor selection.

10/31

Jason

5

Select construction company partner and award contract by year end.

12/31

Jason, Aaron

6

Identify all sources of capital to be used toward the project and have a plan that will ensure all
federal funding will be utilized within designated time requirements.

11/15

Jason

ISSUES/RISKS
•

PROGRESS / KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The team discussed potentially phasing the work, as the funding and build will be an
iterative process.

•

Completed the request for expressions of interest solicitation to gauge private sector
investment potential.
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Action Initiative Plan:

Previous
Status:

Economic Development

Current
Status:

DUE: <enter date>

Team Leader: TBD
Sponsors: Josh and Kelly
Team Members: Darin, Diane, Don, Troy, Scott; Special Resources: Curt B., Wade, Engineering, Utilities Dept. Reps
Objective: To develop a subarea plan for the Airport Influence Area (AIA) that provides clear direction on business and economic development, brand strategy,
infrastructure requirements, and funding strategies
Key Deliverables:
1. Develop an RFP and hire a consulting team to lead the effort (6/1)
2. Engage key stakeholders in plan development, including but not limited to area Chambers, NoCo REDI, educational
institutions, private property owners, Cities (Start May 2021, then ongoing)
3. Develop a subarea plan that addresses the objective (draft by 12/31)
#

Action Steps

Status

1
2
3
4
5
6

ISSUES / RISKS

ko
c
i
K

lan
p
ff

d
ne

fo

ue
T
r

th
y
sda

By?

Accountable

3th
1
e

PROGRESS / KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Previous
Status:

Action Initiative Plan: Staffing

Current
Status:

DUE: 12-1

Team Leader: Jason
Team Members: Darin, Jason; Special Resources: Julia H, Legal, Josh, Kelly
Objective: To establish the funded resource staffing for the airport needed to deliver on the 2021-2022 strategic plans.
Key Deliverables:
1. Assess and identify Staffing Needs
2. Draft job descriptions for needed positions
3. Funding approval (engage public and private options)
4. Post, recruit, and hire
5. Establish process for how to facilitate this going forward as cities
6. Create a staffing plan for 3-5 years
#

Action Steps

Status

By?

Accountable

1

Assess and identify Staffing Needs – Review Staffing Analysis from ADK Executive Search

comple
te

3-15

Steve, COL HR,
Jason, Tom

2

Draft job descriptions for needed position – work with HR Department & provide a description in the
study on finding the general purpose and essential job functions, duties, and qualifications needed.

In
process

4-30

COL HR, Jason

3

Salary survey to determine compensation classification followed by funding approval, reaffirm that the
current airport budget can support the new position

In
process

4-30

Steve, COL HR,
Jason

4

Create a hiring committee comprised of staff from both cities that will assist with the posting,
advertising, evaluation, and hiring

5-15

Steve, Darin, Jason

5

Post hiring, onboarding, & connecting with airport stakeholders

7-1

Jason, HR

6

Update current staffing plan and create a 5-year financial plan that supports the change(s)

11-1

Jason

ISSUES/RISKS
•
•

PROGRESS / KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Finding the proper skillset
Funding availability
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Action Initiative Plan:

Previous
Status:

Regional Engagement

Current
Status:

DUE: 12.31.2021

Team Leader: Jason
Sponsors: Darin and Steve
Team Members: Josh, Aaron, Jason, Tom, Wade
Objective: To build and expand northern Colorado awareness, support, and community connections with the airport.
Key Deliverables:
1. Identify targeted community organizations with which we'd like to connect (4/30)
2. Develop Success metrics for what strategic regional engagement looks like (5/28)
3. Develop and implement a Regional Engagement Plan (12/31)
#

Action Steps

1

By?

Accountable

Who: Identify targeted segments and the prioritized top 10 community organizations within, with which we'd like to
connect (ex. Counties, MPO, Media, Larimer Co., Board of Commissioners, Development groups, Community
members, Higher Ed/Athletics, Parks/Rec). Establish point of contact and owner for communications with each
targeted organization.

4/30

Aaron (airport
staff, Josh, Kelly,
Darin, Steve,
Diane)

2

Create pitch/roadshow briefing to share big picture airport vision and positive current momentum with our target
community organizations (why? What it can be? Etc). Schedule the briefing for owners to occur by 6/15.

5/28

Tom (Jason/Airport
staff, Grant
Smith/FC City CPIO)

3

Share the pitch! Point of Contacts understand our stakeholder’s goals/strategy, then share the airport vision and
positive momentum underway. Schedule and completed. Debrief post the pitches.

9/1

Point of Contacts
for each
stakeholder

4

Leverage the vision to develop Success metrics and targets for what strategic regional engagement looks like (ex.
Awareness, satisfaction, cars in lots, enplanements, digital platform increased engagement, surveys, rallied support
that can leverage the airport, community brand established/airport relevancy to our brand/region, regional pride,
continued future investment).

4/30

Josh/Scott (Jason)

5

Establish the measurement system (surveys, etc) to capture performance on regional engagement success metrics.

5/28

Josh/Scott (Jason)

6

Broadening awareness and satisfaction: Establish the longer term regional engagement plan including objective and
sub-objectives (metrics), barriers/obstacles, schedule, cadence, communications, branding, next tiers of
stakeholders, etc. Include input from the pitches/stakeholder feedback, as well as the success metrics and
performance.

10/1 first
draft, then
iterative

Diane or Nicole
(Nicole, Amanda,
PDSC)

ISSUES/RISKS

Status

PROGRESS / KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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4

Guidelines for Status Color Tracking
On track to deliver to target timeline
Caution, risk or issue
Off track or problem that needs focus course correction

P

Complete
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Northern Colorado Regional Airport: Plan-on-a-Page
2. Our Long Term Vision

1. Our Mission
[Statement being refined by team at 4/15]

3. Our Big Idea Core Strategies
Location and
Climate

Our Rocky Mountain backdrop, the
$50M view, our weather, our people,
and ranked a top place to live.

Northern Colorado
Aviation and
Tourism

A front leader for all things aviation
related in Northern Colorado, and
connecting tourism entities
throughout the state.

Customer
Experience

Positive customer experience for all
customer segments, providing low
cost, convenience, and quality at a
good deal.

Mobility Hub

Leveraging and creating a safe and
reliable multi-modal transportation
capability, with close proximity to I-25
and rail.

Innovation and
Aerospace
Education Hub

Premier entity providing education
and training focused on Innovation
and Technology.

Confidential Document: FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY

Last Updated: 3.15.2021

Vision Statement: [being refined by the team]
Describing Where We are Headed:
• By 2040, population in the northern region projected to reach 900,000, with 350,000 households, 430,000
employees. By 2050, population increase projected to 1 million, increase by 50%
• Between 2014 and 2045, growth rate in all of Colorado is 53%, with a rate of 83% in northern Colorado
• Serves as technology center, high tech as an emphasis, supporting training and education, and catalyst for
innovation Partnerships between the Triple Helix - government, business, research enterprises
• Airport foundationally exists and is safe and operationally excellent
• We have high security areas surrounding airport, extending deep, technological research and development
• We see our airport going vertical, leading a regional consistent approach to the vertical airspace within our
communities; focused on safety and minimizing noise
• Our airport has a role and function in our community, we are something that our community wants and
needs into the future Delivering safe reliable transportation solutions and a driving force for regional
economic vitality
• Our airport provides a sense of place, and is an important part of promoting the brand of northern Colorado,
bolstering that norther Colorado vision
• Intentionally providing transportation options that are "quintessential Colorado" (i.e. peaceful, proud,
sustainable, transparent)
• Smart evolutionary growth of aviation to serve all segments of population Practical growth and a vital part of
our business economy Northern Colorado is the most connected region in the world Our federal state
research facilities are tied to the airport
• We see growth leading companies of the world within our region
• We are an airport that supports the economic activity -entrepreneurial, collaborative, connected, beacon of
leading innovation We have become a cluster of airports that are important assets of northern Colorado in
conjunction working together
• A multi-modal way of thinking People are choosing our airport over DIA
• A world class airport that is a catalyst for economic development, and that benefits our region and beyond
• Opportunity where businesses and people want to be; lined up
• Through innovation and collaboration, creating opportunity for all people
• We are partnering with tourism entities and attracting visitors, travelers, and targeted businesses
• We're attracting people here to northern Colorado recreation travel
• We are retaining and supporting existing businesses while attracting businesses in industries that are in our
targeted plan
• We must continue to be intentional about safety and noise mitigation
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4. Our 2021 Strategic Dashboard (Success Metrics)
1. Terminal Funded and Design Complete
• Fully funded Terminal to at least $35m, funding in hand
• Design plan 60% complete by December
2. Remote Tower Certification and Utilization
• Remote Tower certification process delivering to phased targets
• Functional and fully utilized
3. Plan for Economic Development, designed and started
• Airport Influence Area Plan
• Define what sectors/industries to attract
• Attracting Primary Employers
• Existing business retention
• Public/Private Partnerships including Educ. and Research • Brand Strategy
4. Achieve 10,000 enplanements on commercial service (Wingless success, Commercial Service started this year)
5. Development projects completed (ex. Discovery, VA Hospital, Flex Industrial)
6. Increase Regional engagement and public support (Measurement via survey TBD)
7. Aligned and High Performing Board (Onboard/ integrate new members to commission & PDSC)
8. Implement staffing plan that aligns to the strategic plan (Econ dev. role, Wingless, Construction build, commercial carrier)
9. Airport Generated Revenues $TBD (Land Leasing, Fuel Sales, Commercial air service passengers)

5. Our W.I.N. Wheel
1
Terminal
Funding
2
Economic
Development

4
Regional
Engagement

3
Staffing

6. Action Initiative Profile
#

Objective

Key Deliverables

Lead and Team

1

Design and construct a new airport terminal with
the maximum amount of capital investment to
create an iconic, sustainable, and multi-modal
transportation facility that embodies Northern
Colorado.

1. Develop a request for expressions of interest solicitation to gauge private sector investment potential (2/28)
2. Determine funding feasibility and review proposals (4/30)
3. Obtain private sector philanthropic consultant that will assist with marketing and communicating the project to the community and create
outreach for donative funding (4/30)
4. Complete 30% design & begin qualifications-based contractor selection (10/31)
5. Identify all sources of capital to be used toward the project and have a plan that will ensure all federal funding will be utilized within
designated time requirements (12/31)

Jason Licon - Melanie Ulle; Josh
Birks, Nina Bodenheimer, Gerry
Paul, Travis Storin; Kelly Jones,
Alan Krcmarik, Cindy Scymanski;
Special Resources: AC PDSC,
Terminal Design Team (Dibble
Engineering & VFLA)

2

To develop a subarea plan for the Airport Influence
Area (AIA) that provides clear direction on business
and economic development, brand strategy,
infrastructure requirements, and funding strategies.

1. Develop an RFP and hire a consulting team to lead the effort (6/1)
2. Engage key stakeholders in plan development, including but not limited to area Chambers, NoCo REDI, educational institutions, private
property owners, Cities (Start May 2021, then ongoing)
3. Develop a subarea plan that addresses the objective (draft by 12/31)

AIP Project Manager TBD - Josh
and Kelly (sponsors); Darin,
Diane, Don, Troy, Scott; Special
Resources: Curt B., Wade,
Engineering, Utilities Dept. Reps

3

To establish the funded resource staffing for the
airport needed to deliver on the 2021-2022
strategic plans.

1. Assess and identify Staffing Needs
2. Draft job descriptions for needed positions
3. Funding approval (engage public and private options)
4. Post, recruit, and hire
5. Establish process for how to facilitate this going forward as cities
6. Create a staffing plan for 3-5 years

Steve - Darin, Jason; Special
Resources: Julia H, Legal, Josh,
Kelly

4

To build and expand northern Colorado awareness,
support, and community connections with the
airport.

1. Identify targeted community organizations with which we'd like to connect (4/30)
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2. Develop Success metrics for what strategic regional engagement
looks like (5/28)
3. Develop and implement a Regional Engagement Plan (12/31)

AIP Lead TBD - Steve and Darin
(sponsors); Jason, Tom, Aaron;
Special Resources: Wade

ITEM NUMBER:

8

MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
Terminal Design Change Order Approval
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Approve the change order as presented
BUDGET IMPACT
Negative - Scope of work increase amount is $116,850
SUMMARY
In November of 2020, the Airport contracted with Dibble Engineering and VFLA
Architects and their subcontractors to begin work on the 30% design of the Airport
Terminal project. Since this time the project team have experienced some changes in
their scope based on direction from the Airport and the Cities. These changes include
some additional effort that was not planned for their 30% design contract and moving
some items up that were scoped for the 30-100% design phase. These items include
the additional planning requested for the terminal area, landscape and traffic design, an
additional charrette meeting with stakeholders, incorporation of a phased building
design, additional sustainability efforts, and some preliminary geotechnical and utility
locating work.
This additional cost to the existing contract is $116,850, bringing the total for 30%
design to $616,225. The costs are all eligible for reimbursement through the CARES Act
funding, and has been budgeted for in 2021.
ATTACHMENT
Resolution R-05-2021
Services contract amendment with Dibble Engineering & VFLA Architects

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION # R- -2021
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT AMENDMENT FOR THE
TERMINAL DESIGN PROJECT AND AUTHORIZING THE LOVELAND
CITY MANAGER TO SIGN THE CONTRACT AMENDMENT
WHEREAS, the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland (the “Cities”) jointly own and
operate the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the “Airport”), and through that Amended
and Restated Intergovernmental Agreement dated January 22, 2015 (the “IGA”), formed the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission (the “Commission”). The Cities delegated
certain governance authority to the Commission, including, within certain parameters, the
approval of contracts for goods and services; and
WHEREAS, the Cities entered into a contract in the amount of $499,375 with Dibble
Engineering in September of 2020 for the 30% design of the Airport’s new terminal building
(the “Contract”). Since that time, the Cities and the Commission have indicated a desire for
the scope of the terminal design project to be expanded, including additional planning for the
terminal area, landscape and traffic design, an additional charrette meeting with stakeholders,
incorporation of a phased building design, additional sustainability efforts, and some
preliminary geotechnical and utility locating work (collectively, the “Expanded Scope”); and
WHEREAS, the additional cost for the Expanded Scope is $116,850, bringing the
total contract amount to $616,225; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the IGA, the Commission must follow the City of Loveland
purchasing policies when entering into contracts for goods and services. The City of
Loveland purchasing policies require contracts that exceed $499,999 to go to the governing
body, which in this case is the Commission; and
WHEREAS, the Commission desires to approve a contract amendment increasing
the contract amount by $116,850 to $616,225, and to authorize the Loveland City Manager to
sign the contract amendment.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the amendment to the Contract is hereby approved.
Section 2. That the Airport, in consultation with the Commission’s legal counsel, shall
prepare a standard form contract amendment to increase the contract amount by $116,850 to a
total of $616,225. The Loveland City Manager is hereby authorized, following consultation with
the Commission’s legal counsel, to modify the contract amendment in form or substance as
deemed necessary to effectuate the purposes of this resolution or to protect the interests of the
Airport or the two Cities.
Section 3. That the Loveland City Manager is authorized and directed to execute the
amendment to the Contract on behalf of the Airport Commission.
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Section 4. That this resolution shall take effect as of the date of its adoption.
ADOPTED this 15th day of April, 2021.

Don Overcash, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission

ATTEST:

Secretary
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AMENDMENT
Services Contract
This Amendment is entered into this ____ day of __________________, 20
, by
and between the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission acting on behalf of the
City of Loveland, Colorado and the City of Fort Collins, Colorado and Contractor
(“Contractor”).
Whereas, the parties entered into a contract for Terminal Building Design Phase Services
– Through Schematic Design dated October 23, 2020 (“Contract”); and
Whereas, the parties desire to amend the Contract as set forth herein.
Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein,
the parties agree as follows:
1.

The Contract term shall be extended to N/A.

2.
The Contract price shall be changed by $ 116,850.00 to a total amount not to exceed
$ 616,225.00.
3.
Exhibit A shall remain the same unless an amended Exhibit A is attached to this
Amendment. If Exhibit A remains the same, and there is an additional attachment, it shall be
marked Exhibit B. Any such attachments shall be incorporated into the Contract as if fully set
forth therein.
4.
All other terms and conditions of the Contract shall remain in full force and effect
according to the provisions thereof.
5.
This Amendment may be executed by electronic signature in accordance with
C.R.S. § 24-71.3-101 et seq.
Signed by the parties on the date written above.
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
acting on behalf of the City of Loveland, Colorado and
the City of Fort Collins, Colorado
By:

____________________________________

Title: ____________________________________
ATTEST:
________________________
City Clerk
Form Revised 01/16/2015
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APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Assistant City Attorney

Form Revised 01/16/2015
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p 303.872.5756

2696 South Colorado Blvd, Suite 330

f 303.353.4068

Denver, CO 80222

dibblecorp.com

March 2, 2021
Mr. Jason Licon – Airport Director
Northern Colorado Regional Airport
4900 Earhart Road
Loveland, CO 80538
RE: FNL New Terminal – Design COR No. 1
Dear Mr. Licon:
As we have been progressing through our current New Terminal Design contract we have experienced
a few scope changes. Some of the additional scope is due to the additional stakeholder and public
outreach and overall additional time during project start-up and kick-off; some scope is new; and some
elements were originally scoped during a later design phase but needed during this design phase. Please
see below breakout:
Additional effort/time to original scope items:

Additional coordination with airport staff and city staff


Additional coordination during project start-up



Additional charrette with stakeholders at 30%



Additional review of building programming with expandability options

New scope items:

Additional discussions regarding review of land use map and masterplan drawings of terminal
property


Landscape and Entitlement:
o

Create two land use bubble plans with the entry road lay out

o

Review with Airport staff

o

Revise land use bubble plans

o

Present at 3rd charette

o

Revise to one land use bubble plan

Scope items that were anticipated at a later design phase being performed in current design phase:

Additional discussions regarding additional funds potentially being added to scope of the project


Additional time discussing interior materials regarding sustainability



Utility Locating and Potholing Allowance

It should be noted that the effort for these items will no longer be included in the 30-100% scope
originally submitted.
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2

We respectfully request the following to cover the additional scope discussed:
A. Design Phase Services – Change Order No. 1:
1.
2.
3.

Dibble Engineering (Civil Design and Overall Project Management)………….
Utility Locating Allowance (Pothole Company)………………………………………..….
VFLA (Architectural)……...……………………………………………………………………........
Change Order No. 1 Subtotal……………………….

$55,250.00
$10,000.00
$51,600.00
$116,850.00

We appreciate your support during the design process as we work together to develop the best approach
to this very important project.

Please feel free to reach out to me should you have any question

regarding this request.
Sincerely,

Jared Bass, P.E.
Vice President – Airport Development
Dibble
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Strength in design. Strength in partnership. Strength in community.
AUTHORIZATION FOR DESIGN CHANGE ORDER REQUEST

1

DATE:

February 9, 2021

CLIENT:

Jared Bass
Dibble Engineering
2969 South Colorado Blvd. #330
Denver, CO 80222

PROJECT:

FNL Terminal Building
Loveland, CO

RE:

Service Agreement between VFLA and the Client dated September 24, 2020

All provisions of referenced Agreement for Service remain in full force and effect except as modified herein.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
Architectural
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional coordination with airport staff and city staff
Additional coordination during project start up
Additional review of building programming with expandability options
Additional discussions regarding review of land use map and masterplan drawings of terminal property.
Additional discussions regarding additional funds potentially being added to scope of the project
Additional charrette with stakeholders at 30%
Additional time discussing interior materials regarding sustainability.

Landscape and Entitlement – Ripley Design
•
•
•
•
•

Create two land use bubble plans with the entry road lay out
Review with Airport staff
Revise land use bubble plans
Present at 3rd charette
Revise to one land use bubble plan

COMPENSATION:
•

Architecture

$ 43,550

•

Landscape Architecture

$ 8,050

VAUGHT

FRYE

LARSON

ARONSON

419 Canyon Ave, Suite 200
Fort Collins, CO
w w w . v f l a . c o m
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architects

970.224.1191

FNL Terminal
Add 1 – Architectural and Landscape
February 9, 2021
Page 2 of 2

ACCEPTANCE AND AUTHORITY:
Accepted by:

Client Signature

Date

02/09/2021
Date

Chris Aronson, AIA, LEED AP, NCARB
Principal Architect
VFLA Architecture + Interiors

VAUGHT

FRYE

LARSON

ARONSON

419 Canyon Ave, Suite 200
Fort Collins, CO
w w w . v f l a . c o m
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architects

970.224.1191

Client#: 53946

ACORD

TM

DIBBASSOC
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

10/26/2020

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer any rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
Trudy Henry
NAME:
PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext): 770.552.4225
E-MAIL
ADDRESS: trudy.henry@greyling.com

PRODUCER

Greyling Ins. Brokerage/EPIC
3780 Mansell Rd. Suite 370
Alpharetta, GA 30022

FAX
(A/C, No):

866.550.4082

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE
INSURER A :

INSURED

NAIC #

34690

Property & Casualty Ins Co of Hartford

INSURER B :

Dibble & Associates Consulting
7878 N. 16th St., Ste. 300
Phoenix, AZ 85020

INSURER C :
INSURER D :
INSURER E :
INSURER F :

CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 20-21

COVERAGES

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

ADDL SUBR
INSR WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE

OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROPOLICY
JECT
LOC

LIMITS
EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

$

MED EXP (Any one person)

$

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$
$

OTHER:
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

$

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)

$

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$
$

A

UMBRELLA LIAB

OCCUR

EACH OCCURRENCE

$

EXCESS LIAB

CLAIMS-MADE

AGGREGATE

$

DED
RETENTION $
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
Y/N
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
N N/A
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

$

20WEGAC0MAS

11/01/2020 11/01/2021 X

PER
STATUTE

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

$ 1,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $ 1,000,000
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$ 1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

Dibble Project No. 1019180.02, FNL Apron Expansion

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

Northern Colorado Regional
Airport
4900 Earhart Road
Loveland, CO 80538-0000

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

1 of 1
#S2434032/M2391008

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
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ITEM NUMBER:

9

MEETING DATE:

April 15, 2021

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
Recognition of Service
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Approve resolution R-06-2021 to recognize Chair Wade Troxell’s service to the Airport
BUDGET IMPACT
None
SUMMARY
The purpose of this item is to recognize Wade Troxell and the service and support he
has given to the Airport during his appointment on the Northern Colorado Regional
Airport Commission.
ATTACHMENT
Resolution R-06-2021

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION R-06-2021
RECOGNITION OF SERVICE OF CHAIR WADE TROXELL
WHEREAS, as Mayor of the Fort Collins City Council, Wade Troxell, has served for the
past six years as Chair and active advocate for the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the
“Airport”); and
WHEREAS, Chair Troxell’s involvement has been instrumental in improving the Airport,
including the creation of the Commission itself, the development of a Strategic Plans and Airport
Master Plan, with a vision for the future of the Airport; and
WHEREAS, Chair Troxell’s commitment to public service has been exhibited through his
service on the Fort Collins City Council, other boards and commissions of the City of Fort Collins,
and the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission; and
WHEREAS, Chair Troxell’s presence, support, and contributions to the development of
the Airport’s vision and continued growth will continue on with the vision and trajectory that he
has helped create.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION THAT:
1.

Chair Wade Troxell be recognized and commended for his many years of service to
the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission; and

2.

The Airport Director is authorized and directed to provide Chair Wade Troxell with
a suitable token of appreciation commemorating his services to the Northern
Colorado Regional Airport Commission.
ADOPTED this

ATTEST:

day of April, 2021.

By:
Don Overcash, Chair Elect

______________________________
Secretary
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